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PREFACE 

The 1967 Spring Symposium was held on the campus of Rutgers - The State University, 
New Brunswick, New Jersey. The conference attracted approximately 200 partici
pants from 25 states and 3 countries, other than the United States. 

The success of any symposium, however, cannot be measured by the physical faci I ities 
avai lable or the number of persons attending. It is directly and solely dependent 
upon the quality of the papers presented and the interest evoked by those papers. 
That the Spring Symposium was a success is a tribute to the participating authors whose 
papers are included in .this II Proceedings. II These papers are reproduced as received 
from the authors with no editorial changes. Reprints may be obtained from the DECUS 
offi ce, Maynard, Massachusetts. 

Special mention should be !'!lade of Applied Data Research Corporation, Applied Logic 
Corporation, and the Rutgers· Bubble Chamber Group, Physics Department. Each of 
these organizations made available their facilities for inspection and visitation by 
interested groups. 

As the Meetings Chairman I would I ike to extend, on behalf of all the participants, 
our thanks to Mrs. Angela J. Cossette, DECUS Executive Secretary, and her staff 
for all of their efforts. Special thanks is also extended to Mr. Frederick A. Skove 
of the Department of Electrical Engineering, Rutgers, who was largely responsible for 
the physical arrangements. 
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Donald A. Molony 
Meetings Chairman 



SOFlWARE SUPPORT FOR A PDP-4/340 
DISPLAY CONFIGURATION 

H. Quintin Foster, Jr. 
Department of Defense 

Abstract 

This paper will discuss a library structure on a 
PDP4/modified 340 display configuration. The library is 
of two parts •• an absolute library which consists of 
service routines for the user and a relocatable library which 
consists of subroutines for the PDP4 and the 340. The power 
of MIDAS, an assembly language, will show how the relocatabl e 
library was made possible. The method of editing both 
sections of the library will be discussed. 

(In the oral presentation of t his paper a movie 
demonstrates the method of retrieving programs from both 
sections of the library and the use of sane of the service 
routines. ) 

Introduction 

When the PDP4I340 configuration des
cribed in this paper, was conceived it was 
obvious that we should expect little soft
ware support from DEC for our "off-brand" 
equipment. Since our configuration had no 
teletype, none of the debugging aids 
supplied by DEC would be of value to us. 
The modifications to the 340 also meant that 
no routines written by DEC to use a standard 
340 display would run on our configuration. 
We were faced with the problem of supplying 
the average user with'some help in program
ming this display 8,ystem without becoming 
involved in each user1s application. 

Debugging routines would have to be 
written, subroutines to assist the user in 
building display files would be needed, 
computational subroutines would be necessary 
(most of these would be available from DEC), 
and some hardware interface routines would 
be needed to assist the user in his I/O 
problems. 

Once these routines were written and 
debugged, the problem then became how to 
make these routines most accessible to the 
user. This paPer will discuss one solution 
to this problem and in so doing will discuss 
same of the programs mentioned in the 
preceeding paragraph. 

Hardware Configuration 

The configuration of the computer that 
will be discussed is an 8K PDP-4 with paper 
tape reader, DECtapes, a modified 340 dis
play with console, and a RAND tablet. 

The 340 has a special subroutining 
option which adds three display instructions 
to the parameter mode in struction. The 
first of these instructions is a displgr 
~ instruction, the second a display sub
routine jump instruction and the third a 
deposit save register instruction. This 
third instruction gives the capability of 
multiple level subroutines. Several other 
features have been added to the display but 
that is not the subject of this paper. l 
The main point is that it is not a DEC 
standard product. 

Libr!£Y Structure 

A two part library residing on DECtape 
has been designed for the SCHOOLERI- system. 
The first section of the library is a col
lection of service routines most of which, 
when in memor,y, reside between locations 

*SCHOOLER is nothing more than a short name 
used to reference the hardware described 
above. 



150008 and 177008. The routines can overl~ 
each other by use of LIBCOR. The second 
section of the library is a collection of 
relocatable PDP-4 and displ~ subroutines 
which can be called in and linked to user 
supplied programs by means of MRLL4. The 
structure of the two sections are different 
and independent of each other. 

The structure of the absolute library 
is basically a collection of core images 
residing on DECtape, each program starting 
on a block boun~;~. (See Figure 1) The 
name of the routine and the DEC tape block 
of the next program are the first three words 
of the first block of each program. The date 
of the routine is contained in the next two 
words. The structure of the core image is a 
first word address (FWA), and a last word 
address (LWA), followed by a LWA-FWA+l words 
to be loaded starting at the address speci
fied by FWA. If a program is to be loaded 
in several sections of core, then a first 
word address and last word address will be 
specified for each section. The end of the 
program is signaled by encountering a jump 
instruction rather than a first word address. 
The jump instruction is a jump to the start 
of the program. 

The block pointed to by the last 
program will contain -0 as the first word to 
signal an end of file for the absolute 
library. The third and fourth words will 
specit,y the first and last block of the 
relocatable librar,y. (This information was 
once used by the relocatable loader but is 
no longer needed.) 

Now that the basic structure of the 
absolute library has been defined, the 
operation of LIBCOR, the program to load 
routines from the absolute library, will be 
discussed. 

LIBCOR is a program which resides on 
DEC tape blocks one through four as a core 
image. A small routine residing at 177008 
through 177318 will bootstrap block one into 
locations 173638 through 177628. The first 
block is a bootstrap loader which pulls in 
the rest of LIBCOR from blocks two through 
four. When LIBCOR is loaded, a user m~ 
then type (using the special console) the 
name of any routine on the absolute library 
followed by a carriage return. LIBCOR will 
then start searching the tape starting at 
block 5 to find the named routine. The 
first three characters of the name are 
compared against the first word of block 5, 
the last three against the second word. If 
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both words do not match, the name is stored 
in a buffer area (to be used later if the 
requested routine is not found) and the 
third word is picked up to get the block of 
the next program on the library. LIBCOR 
then searches forward to that block and com
pares the first two words. This procedure 
continues until tr.e first two words match or 
the absolute library's end of file is reache~ 

If the names match, the two date words 
are skipped, the FWA and LWA are obtained, 
the number of words in the first section are 
calculated and loading starts at the address 
specified in FWA. When the number of words 
in that section are exhausted a new FWA or a 
jump instruction is obtained. If a Dew FWA 
is obtained the next section is loaded in a 
manner exactly like the first section. When 
a jump instruction is obtained, loading is 
completed and the jump instruction is 
executed after stopping and deselecting the 
library tape unit. 

This entire operation is done in real 
time with respect to the DECtapes, 
therefore, there is no rocking motion of the 
DECtapes. 

If the named routine is not found, then 
the names of all routines encountered in 
searching the tape are picked up from the 
buffer area and displ~ed on the .340. This 
incidentally is just one of the many reasons 
why a displ~ is more advantageous in a 
debugging environment. The entire list of 
library routines can be displ~ed in a matter 
of milliseconds and the user does not have 
to wait a long period of time to see what 
the last routine on the library is, as would 
be the case with a teletype or typewriter. 

Block five of the absolute library does 
not contAin~ routine even though it is 
structured as a routine. It is used as a 
pointer to the relocatable library. This 
eliminates the necessity for the relocatable 
loader to sequentially search down the tape 
for the absolute end of file. 

The structure of the relocatable li
brary (See Figure 2) is almost an exact copy 
of the relocatable paper tape produced by 
MIDAS (discussed later). The first word of 
each DECtape block is the negative of the 
number of words (obtained from a paper tape 
from MIDAS) in that block. Except for the 
last block each block contains 25~o words. 
At the end of the relocatable subroutines is 
a relocatable jump block~h flags the end 
of the relocatable library. 



Relocatable Input to SCHOOLER 

All initial object input to SCHOOLER is 
via either paper tape produced by MIDAS 
running on a CDC 1604-A or the relocatable 
library residing on DECtape. The history: of 
MIDAS is vague since no generally available 
documentation exists.* Our version of MIDAS 
originally ran on the PDP-l. Modifications 
were made to assemble for the PDP-4. Due to 
the inaccessibility of the PDP-l to most 
SCHOOLER users, MIDAS was written to run on 
the 1604 (which is job shop operation). 

MIDAS will produce paper tape in 
absolute format which can be loaded by the 
RIM loader or by a MIDAS absolute loader; 
or it can produce tape in relocatable format 
which must be loaded by the MIDAS relocating 
linking loader (MRLL4). The latter tape 
format is the only one which will be dis
cussed in this paper. 

When MIDAS is in relocatable mode it 
will produce four types of blocks on the 
paper tape output·_- absolute, relocatable, 
library, and start. (All four blocks are of 
the form, first word address (FWA), FWA plus 
the number of data words in the block, data 
words, and checksum (See Figure 2). Thus 
the first two words specif.y the number of 
words in the block and, in the case of abso
lute or relocatable blocks, where the data 
is to be loaded.) The types of data words 
in the blocks are of the following forms -
absolute storage word, storage word to have 
relocation added or subtracted, and symbolic 
information. The symbolic information 
specifies entry points (abs.olute and reloca
table) and external references to be added 
to or subtracted from the storage word. 

A main program is composed of absolute 
and/or relocatable blocks and terminated 
wi th a start block. The absolute and relo
catable blocks contain the storage words, 
definition of entr,y points and external re
ferences for the program. The start block 
contains a starting location as an external 
reference or as an absolute or relocatable 
location. However, the main purpose of the 
start block is to indicate to the loader 
that this is the end of the routine. User 

*MIDAS was written by R. Saunders for the 
TX-D at M.I.T. It was translated for the 
PDP-l by D. Gross, A. Kotok, W. Mann, and 
R. Saunders. 
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subroutines are of the same format as the 
main routine. 

A library tape (whether actually on 
paper tape or on DEC tape ) has a library 
block followed by the absolute and/or relo
catable blocks containing the program. There 
is no start block at the end of each library 
routine. Many librar,y routines can be 
placed on the tape each headed by a librar,y 
block. The library block contains, in 
symbolic form, the names of the entries in 
the program to follow, or the names of pro
grams, which, when loaded, will reference 
entries in the program. A start block is 
placed after the last librar.y routine to 
indicate the end of the tape. 

LOADING RELOCATABLE PROGRAMS 

With this brief background of the 
format of relocatable tape, the linking 
loader will be discussed. The linking 
loader is another program of unknown origin 
(to this author). Our introduction to the 
linking loader was via the PDP-I and was 
probably originated at the same time and by 
the same group as MIDAS. The linking loader 
was translated for the PDP-4 using the PDP-I 
version as a model. 

The linking loader (MRLL4) reads paper 
tape images fran DECtape and determines the 
type of block encountered. If the block is 
not a library or start block, then MRLL4 
will load absolute blocks at the location 
specified by FWA and will load the relocat
able blocks at a location defined by FWA plus 
a relocation factor. specified by the user. 
As entry points are encountered, the 
absolute values of the entry points are 
saved in the loader table. As external 
references are encountered, the loader 
searches its table for the definition of the 
external and adds (subtracts) the value of 
the external to (from) the storage word 
presently being formed. 

If a library block is encountered, ths 
loader searches its tables for an unsatisfied 
request for any name in the library block. 
If one is found, the program following the 
library block is loaded and linked. If a 
request is not found, the program is passed 
and the next library block is obtained. Once 
a library block is encountered, MRLL4 
searches the library tape until all requests 
have been satisfied or a start block is 
encountered. 



Once the loading of a re1.ocatable 
program and all its subroutines has been 
accomplished, the user might be interested 
in a map of his loaded program. Several 
routines are available to displ", the 
loader table as well as to modify it. 

RLLMAP allows a user to see which 
external requests have not been fulfilled 
and at what locations the requests have been 
made. It also gives the address of each 
entry point that was encountered. 

KlPlml and. KAPSRT both display the 
loader table but also allow modification to 
the table. Due to the method of displaying 
the loader table and the amount of infor
mation put on the display screen, these two 
routines have a very low refresh rate 
giving very bad nicker. However, for 
photographic purposes they are excellent. 

KAPSa! g1 ves the user the capabUi ty
to sort the loader table into numerical. 
order. It also allows the user to remove 
entries trOll the loader table thus reducing 
the aount of material on the screen and 
the nicker. 

MlPHEW allows a user to correct errors 
in the loader table. For example if a- user 
had II1.spelled the name of a routine in his 
source deck, he could ut;Je ~ to change 
the n8lle and rerun MRLL4 or give the n8lle a 
value if the routine had alread;y' been loaded. 
This eliminates the necessity of reassemb
ling a progra just to correct a careless 
mistake. Another £Unction of KAPlml g1 ves 
the user the capabUity of adding a new 
request into the loader table. 

In general, HAPRPJi and KAPSRT give the 
user means for intervention in the loading 
process. Thus, he is able to structure his 
progr!!!!! in spec!el ways for what-ever pu..-ropose 
he .81' desire. 

Debugging Aids 

After a user has loaded his program 
correctly ,his interests turn to saving the 
core 11Ilage and debugging the program. ,Three 
programs to assist in this goal will be 
discussed -- DDTS, DIFDAR, and LIBRAY. 

The first program, DDTS, should be 
fam1liar to all users of DEC computers. 
Theretore, only aspects ot DDTS which are 
unique toSClDOLER will be discussed. DDTS 
has nearly all of the capabilities of DEC 
supplied DDT. Its major differences are 
tnat it communicates via the SCHOOLER 
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console and the displ~ and does not have 
mnemonic output. DDTS can display twenty 
locations on the screen at anyone time. 
A list is kept of the twenty (or less) 
locations that are being displ~ed. Rather 
than building a long displ~ file which 
requires a considerable amount of memory, 
DOTS canputes fran the list the address and 
contents of that address to displ~ on the 
screen and then displ~s them once. The 
full list is processed repetitively in this 
manner. This gives DDTS a "dynamic" 
appearance. When proceeding through break
points some specified number of times, the 
screen is refreshed once for each time 
through DDTS. Thus, if appropriate locations 
have been opened, the user can observe the 
progress of his program. 

DIFDAR serves two purposes. It gives 
the capabUi ty of dwnping onto and retrieving 
fran DECtape in lIuch the same manner as, DEC 
supplied DECtape routines. It also gives 
the user the ability to get a derivative dum~ 
A derivative dump compares a specified area 
of core with specified blocks on DECtape 
and displays only those words in core which 
do 'not match corresponding words on DECtape. 
ThiB has proved to be most useful in 
tracking down ver.y subtle bugs. 

LIBRAY isa routine designed to manage 
DECtape for a user. It can be used both as 
a service routine and as an overlay 
handler. As a service routine, programs or 
files are referenced by Dame via the con
sole. LIBRAY keeps a directory of all fUes 
and manages the block allocation for each 
fUe. The user 1181' retrieve, add, or delete 
any tile by name. In adding a tUe, the' 
10catioD ot the data in •• ory aust be 
supplied and a starting address to use upon 
retrieval 1881' be given. This routine allows 
the user to, construct his own personal 
lib~ar,y and!o~ data files: 

As an overlay handler, LIBRAY has 
several. subroutine entr.y points. The user 
can call LIBRAY from his main program to 
accomplish any function that can be per
formed as a service routine from button con
trol. For example, he may ask LIBRAY to 
load any fUe, whether data or program 
overlay, and can allow LIBRAY to transfer 
control to the starting address declared 
upon fUing; or he Cal have control returned 
to his main program by the normal subroutine 
return. In ,the case of data, the user can 
over-ride the declared target~r.1 location 
and have the file reloaded in any position. 



Library Ed! tins 

Editing the librar,y tape is performed 
by two different routines. ALIBEDIT will 
perform an edit on the absolute portion of 
the library and copy the relocatable 
portion. RLIBEDIT will perform an edit on 
the relocatable portion and copy the abso
lute portion. 

. Both programs allow old routines to be 
deleted or replaced or new routines to be 
added. All -bookkeeping" is done bY' the 
routines. This makes updating the library 
a rather trivial task. Both edits force the 
editor to supply a date with any routine 
which is being added or changed. This 
eliminates many questions of "which version" 
of a routine is on the library. 

ALIBEDIT will add. a new routine onto 
the absolute librar,ytape from the absolute 
paper tape of the routine or from a core 
dump of the routine on DECtape. 

To assist in debugging and editing the 
absolute librar.y routines, the linking 
loader, DOTS, and a version of the DECtape 
dump and retrieve program vere assembled to 
load in core at locations 50008, 2008, and 
100008 respectively. (These programs will 
be referred to as system aids.) This allows 
all three programs to be in core s1lllul tane
ously while one of the absolute library 
routines is being debugged or setup for 
editing. This has become a most useful 
method of operating, especially when one 
wants to write a routine to be incorporated 
into the absolute librar,y but, in writing 
it, wants to make use of the relocatable 
library. This routine m81' be assembled as 
a relocatable program calling subroutines 
from the relocatable library tape and then 
debugged in core making full use of the 
absolute library routines. When the program 
is considered debugged, the system aids can . 
be called into core, the relocatable version 
of the new absolute librar,y program loaded 
into core starting at location 150008 and 
then dumped onto DECtape for the editor. 

Contents of the Belocatable Libra;r 

For the most part the relocatable 
librar.r can be considered to be broken down 
into four parts -- I/o subroutines, 
computational subroutines, disPl~ 
subroutines, and adisPlay file buildinga 
subroutines. 
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I/O Subroutines 

The two major I/O subroutines are the 
EXECUTIVE and HICRC7ti. MICBOW is a subroutine 
to read or vri te DECtape with the user 
specifying the unit number, the block, first 
word address, and last word address. The 
EXECUTIVE is the interrupt handler and inter
face to the console. It v1ll process all 
interrupts and notify the user that the 
interrupt has occured if the user is interest
ed in that particular interrupt. Otherwise, 
from the user's point of view, the interrupt 
is just cleared and ignored. The EXECOTIVE 
also reads all buttons (which are nothing 
more than switches) and knobs on the console 
and w1llnot1.t'y the user when a button has 
been pressed or released if the user is 
interested in that button. Since the knobs 
produce pulses ever;y 1.4 degrees of rotation 
and these pulses are used to drive a five 
bit up-down counter, the EXECUTIVE takes the 
five bit counters and keeps an accumulative 
count modulo sCIIle naber specified bY' the 
user. For the user who doesn't want the 
full capabUi ties of the EXECOfiVE, there 
are subroutines on the 1lbr&rT to handle oc17 
single parts of the console. The user aq 
then use only those subroutines which inter
face with the parts of the console in which 
he is interested. Subroutines to start, 
stop, and save the state of the displq are 
also available. 

Computational Subroutines 

The DEC standard multiply and divide 
packages are available to the user as well 
as same subroutines to perform shifting of 
the AC (ignoring the link). HatrU: 
manipulations such as aatrixaultiplicatioD 
and mat$ movement are also available 1;0 
the user. 

Disp1!l Subroutines 

The displ~ subroutines are alaost 
entirely. character sets and their associated 
jump tables. Several different fonts and 
sizes or characters are available to the 
user. SpecIal characters which aight be or 
value to the user are included OD the library. 
The philosopqy of having the characters as 
subroutines means that oc17 one CopT of the 
code to actuaJ.ly draw each character is in 
core and displq subroutine jUlllps to the 
appropriate character are perfor.aed each 
time one wishes to place a character on the 
screen. 



nDispl!l File Buildingn Subroutines 

There are two major types of subrou
tines to assist the user in building his 
displq fUes at execution time. The 
first allows the user to place different 
types of drawing instructions into a display 
file. The user mq specify X-Y information 
to be placed in his fUe; he may specify 
delta X and delta Y and the appropriate 
vector instructions will be placed in his 
file; or he may pass a binar" number to a 
subroutine which will place calls to 
characters to display the number as an octal. 
or decimal integer. 

The second group of subroutines allows 
the user to double buffer his display files. 
For example, if' the computation of a display 
file takes a long time relative to the 
refresh rate of the file being displayed 
then it would be advantageous to display one 
file while the new file is being built to 
reduce the flicker rate to an acceptable 
point. 

Conclusions 

Although the software support for this 
displ~ device has been sufficient to allow 
skilled users to make good use of the 
system, it has required that the user 
understand the hardware to a degree that 
should not be necessar,y. Just as FORTRAN 
and ALGOL (and other higher-level languages) 
have opened the field of programming and the 
use of computers to a wide range of people, 
a higher level graphical and console inter
action language is needed to open the field 
of graphics to these same people. It should 
be realized that there are really two 
mechanisms involveda one is the language 
in which processes are defined; the other 
is the language in which processes are 
operated. With the software support 
provided for this s.ystem, suitable 
operational languages (for the second 
mechanism) can be created by a skilled 
programmer. However, at this installation, 
higher level process construction languages 
(for the first mechanism) have not been 
produced. Some work has been done in this 
field at other places, but ver,y little has 
been published. It appears that these 
higher level languages are still quite a 
way in the future. 
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BLOCK 1-1 

BLOCK lJ 

BLOCK P 

first three characters of Dame 
second three characters of name 
block of next program (N) 
date 
date 
first T{JOrd address (FJA) 
last ~Jord address (L~JA 

i.'irst vJOrd of progr'~:1l 
second \wrd of program 

· · VJA-li~/!::+ 1 Fords 

last word of prog~a~ 
jump instruction 

g t 
zero fill to 
end of block 

a ~ 
first t:1ree characters of name 
second three characters of name 
block of next program(P) 
date 
date 
first tnJOrd address (FHl~) 
last 1rJord address (VuvA1 J 
first i~ord or prograrn 1 
second vJord of program 

· U'liAl -FHA + 1 ~vords 

• 1 ---i 
first word address (BitIA

2
) 

last. 'Vwrd address (LirJA2J. 
· ---,-

last word of :::::A2 + JS 
jump instruction 

o 
o 

first. three characters of name 
etc. 

PROGHAlvI ABC 

PROGRA}1 DEF 

PROG R.AN GRI , 
Figure 1 Structure of the Absolute Library 
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LIBRARY BLOCK for 
Program 1 

First RELOCATABLE or 
ABSOLUTE BLOCK for 

Program 1 

Second RELOCATABLE or 
ABSOLUTE BLOCK for 

~ ____ ~P~r~O~LG~.r~am~l~ ______ ~I~ 

Last RELOCATABLE or 
ABSOLUTE BLOCK for 

Program 1 

LIBRARY BLOCK for 
Program 2 

Wirst RELOCATABLE or 
ABSOLUTE BLOCK for 

Program 2 

Last RELOCATABLE or 
ABSOLUTE BLOCK for 

Program 2 

START BLOCK 

First word address of block 
(absolute or relocatable) 

FHA plus number of words in block 
Discrimination bits 

Nine entries consisting of 
storage v.l0rdA, 
entry points, 
and external refs. 

Discrimination bits 
Nine entries 

Discrimination bits 
etc. 

Last data word of block 
Checksum 

Figure 2 Structure of lelocatable Librar,y 
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DISPLAYS FOR STUDYING SIGNAL DETECTION AND 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 

T. Booth, R. Glorioso, R. Levy, J. Walter, and 
H. Kaufman 

University of Connecticut 
Storrs, Connecticut 

The use of a unique computer-controlled (PDP-5) CRT display system with light pen facility in the 
study of a wide range of signal detection and pattern recognition problems is described. 

The displays used to study the capabilities of the human operator to detect signals embedded in 
noise are described and illustrated. In addition to illustrating displays to study the effects of 
various signal and display parameters, pre-processing and real-time, operator-directed (via light 
pen) processing are also shown. 

The use of this system for tachistoscopic stimulus presentations to· study basic human information 
processing capacities is also described. 

I. Introduction 

The Electrical Engineering and Psychol
ogy Departments at the University of 
Connecticut are engaged in an interdisci
plinary research project to study how man 
processes visual information. A series of 
experiments are currently underway which in
·volve presenting the human operator, in real 
time, various classes of visual displays and 
measuring his ability to process the infor
mation contained in them. This information 
mayor may not be contaminated with back
ground noise. 

Because of the large amount of informa
tion which must be handled during each ex
periment, it is impossible to employ 
classical psychophysical display and mea
surement techniques to present these dis
plays and collect data about the operator's 
reactions. This problem has been overcome 
by using a PDP-5, a high speed CRT display, 
and several special purpose I/O devices as 
a central data processing and control 
system. This paper will describe the 
various types of experiments which are cur
rently being conducted and illustrate the 
advantages gained by using this automated 
display and data gathering system. 

II. Basic Research Problem 

The basic problem under investigation 
concerns man's ability to use and process 
various types of visual information. At 
present two specific types of problems are 
being investigated. 
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The first area concerns the ability of 
an operator to detect and/or recognize a pat
tern in a noise background. In this area a 
series of experiments are being conducted in 
an attempt to develop a model which describes 
the operator's detection and dynamicinforma
tion processing capabilities. Figure I il
lustrates a typical display an operator might 
see during a given experiment. His task 
would be to decide which column in the dis
play has the largest number of intensified 
points. Once he, makes this decision, he is 
asked to identify the line by use of a light 
pen. 

The second area of interest involves 
measuring the amount of information that an 
operator can extract and utilize from a 
noise-free display. In a typical experiment, 
the operator would be shown a series of 
patterns ~elected from a given class of 
patterns. After seeing each pattern he iden
tifies the pattern that he thinks he saw by 
pUShing the appropriate button on the oper
ating console in front of him. Figure 2 
shows one typical pattern that might be pre
sented to· the operator. By varying the 
number of component dimensions of the pat
tern, it is possible to obtain an idea of 
how much information the operator extracts 
when making his decision. 

Traditionally, research of this type has 
been conducted by using a tachistoscope which 
is a small display device for presenting 
visual stimuli under controlled conditions 
of visual field, illumination, and exposure. 
An experimenter must be present during the 
whole experimental session to control the 
operation of the tachistoscope and to record 
the subject's responses. In addition, all 
of the displays must be fixed ~ priori, 



Figure 1 
Signal ~etection Display 
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Figure 2 
Information Transmission Display 
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Noise 
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Block Diagram of Display System 
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since it is impossible to present dynamic 
displays to the operator. Such an experi
mental process suffers from several very 
severe limitations. Most notably, when 
dealing with problems of the type described 
above, it is not uncommon to require over 
one thousand different displays in order to 
gather statistically significant data. 

The first major problem involves the 
mechanical process of generating, storing, 
and presenting a large number of displays 
when a tachistoscope is used. If a thou
sand different displays are used, the 
experimenter must generate each display and 
record it on a card. During an experimental 
session he must load each card into the pro
jector and control the prese~tation of the 
card, which takes approximately 20 seconds. 
Therefore, a minimum of 6 hours would be 
required to run an experiment involving a 
thousand displays. For much of this time, 
the subject is waiting for the next display 
to appear; consequently, he quickly loses 
interest in performing his assigned task. 

The physical task of generating a large 
number of display cards is also a major 
problem. It is possible to use a digital 
computer to generate the data required to 
specify each of the patterns needed for a 
given experiment. However, it is still 
necessary to transfer these computer gener
ated data onto the display cards used by the 
tachistoscope. This is a tedious and time 
consuming task. 

.Even when the mechanical problems asso
ciated with preparing the experiment have 
been solved, the problem of collecting and 
processing the experimental data must be 
considered. In the types of problems under 
investigation, it is necessary to record 
parameters such as the subject's identifying 
response, the time he took to respond, the 
position of the pattern or patterns he re
sponded to, and the statistical properties 
of the display itself. To collect this 
information using standard techniques can 
become a monumental, if not impossible, 
task. In some experiments, the experimenter 
must also have access to the display in 
order to make measurements on the display 
itself to determine which pattern the sub
ject indicated. When this occurs, it not 
only disturbs the subject, but also in
creases the amount of time needed to perform 
a given series of trials. 

Because of the above difficulties, many 
interesting problems concerning the way in 
which a human processes visual information 
have been difficult to investigate. In 
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fact, without the use of the on-line system 
described in the next section, it would have 
been impossible to carry out some of the 
experiments which will be described in sec
tions IV, V, and VI. 

III. Computer Control System Used to Super
vise Experiments 

To overcome the experimental problems 
described in the last section, the computer 
controlled system illustrated in Figure 3 
was developed. The heart of this system is 
a PDP-5 computer coupled with a special
purpose high-speed CRT display. This dis
play system, which is described in detail 
elsewhere, can present flicker-free 72 x 85 
dot patterns of the type shown in Figure 1 
and Figure 2. These patterns, which are 
under direct program control at all times, 
can easily be modified to satisfy any de
sired experimental conditions. 

For a given experiment, an experimenter 
can use any or all of the following I/O de
vices in conjunction with the CRT display 
system. 

a) Light pen - The light pen is auto
matically tracked and controlled by logic 
built into the display system. Whenever 
needed, the position of the light pen can 
be read by the main program. 

b) Noise generator - A wide-band 
Gaussian noise generator is available which 
can be sampled by the A/D converter under 
program control to produce a Gaussian dis
tributed statistically independent variable. 

c) Clock - An external program control
lable clock can be used to measure total 
elapsed time and/or incremental changes in 
time. 

d) Push button matrix - A 2 x 4 array 
of pushbuttons is available for the subject 
to indicate his responses to a given set of 
experimental conditions or to initiate a 
change in the display under light pen 
control. 

To perform a particular experiment, 
all that an experimenter must do is write 
a program which will present the proper 
sequence of displays to a subject and mea
sure the appropriate responses. During a 
given session the collected data may be 
stored in the c;)mputer U!1t il th,= ~.'nd of the 
experiment. At that ti~e the data is pro
cessed and the results are typed cut on the 
teletype. The flexibility of this system is 
mainly limi~ed by the skil! of the 



experimenter in designing his program and 
identifying the data he wishes to measure. 
Once the program has been developed, the 
actual running of the subject is handled 
almost entirely by the computer. Thus, 
once the experimenter has started the pro
gram, he is free to carry out other work 
while he waits for the end of the session. 

In order to illustrate how this system 
is used, several of the experimental pro
grams which have been run by this system 
will be described in the following sections. 
No attempt will be made to explain the rea
son for the experiments since this informa
tion is available in the papers cited in 
the references. The main emphasis will be 
upon showing how the experiment was pro
grammed and illustrating the savings in time 
which were possible. 

IV. Signal Detection Experiments 

These experiments have been concerned 
with the ability of an operator to detect a 
target signal which is embedded in a noise 
background. Figure 4 illustrates a typical 
display shown to a subject in a given class 
of experiments. Under normal operating con
ditions the target path will not be as 
strong as shown in this Figure. 

Two basic modes of operation have been 
considered. The first is the so-called "a
lerted operator mode" where the subject is 
told the location of a possible target and 
his task is to detect targets at that 
location. The second is the "unalerted 
operator mode" where the target location 
is not known and the operator's task is 
to locate a target, if present. Although 
these programs are similar, each has its 
own special requirements. They are alike, 
however, in the manner in which displays are 
generated. 

To generate displays of the type shown 
in Figure 4, the system samples the external 
noise generator through the AID converter. 
If the sampled value exceeds a prede-
fined threshold value To, a one is stored 
in the display, corresponding to a dot in 
the display matrix at the appropriatelo~ 
cation; otherwise, a zero, corresponding to 
no dot, is stored in the display matrix. 
The number of intensified points appearing 
in any part of the display matrix can be 
controlled by varying the value of To. To 
see how this is accomplished, it is neces
ary to consider the properties of the random 
number produced by the AID conversion 
process. 
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Since the AID converter operates from 
o volts to - 10 volts, the mean of the noise 
generator is set at -5 volts and the stan
dard deviation is set at 2 volts. The out
put of the noise generator is Gaussian 
distributed and its spectral density is flat 
from d.c. to lOOkcps. .Under this condition 
the probability that the noise voltage will 
exceed the dynamic range of the AID conver
ter is .012. In order to insure that the 
noise voltage remains constant during the 
conversion time, a-track and hold circuit is 
used between the noise generator and the AID 
converter. 

If a point is to be generated with a 
probability of intensification of 0.5, a 
threshold value of To = 40008 which corres
ponds to -5 volts is used. If a point 
intensification probability greater than 
0.5 is needed, a constant Co is added to 
40008' or subtracted for a probability less 
than 0.5. For each trial during a given 
experimental session, a display. is generated 
point by point and stored in core locations 
60008 to 72478. A target path is produced 
by changing the point intensification prob
ability for the points in the desired 
target path by adding the appropriate con
stant to the clipping level. Generation 
of the 6000 point display takes 1.8 sec. 

The alerted operator experiments are 
usually conducted with straight line tar
gets where the location of the target is 
~ndicated by an arrow as shown in Figure 4. 
The operator indicates the presence or 
absence of a signal by means of the push 
button matrix. After the operator's re
sponse, feedback may be presented as shown 
in Figure 5. An H corresponds to hit or 
correct response and an M corresponds to 
miss or incorrect response. A typical a
lerted operator experiment runs for 15 to 
20 minutes during which 150 displays are 
viewed by the subject. The trial by trial 
data, as well as a compilation of the data 
after the run is complete, are usually 
printed andlor punched by the ASR-33. Pre
vious alerted operator experiments using 
non-automatic techniques ran one hour and 
only 20 to 40 displays were viewed. 

The display for an unalerted operator 
experiment is generated in essentially the 
same manner as was used for the alerted op
erator experiments except that the position 
of the target path is not indicated. Be
cause of this, it is necessary to use the 
light pen as well as the push button matrix 
to communicate with the computer. A typical 



Figure 4 
Alerted Operator Display 

Figure 6 
Unalerted Operator Display with 

Light Pen Tracking 

Figure 8 
Column Check 
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Figure 5 
Alerted Operator Display With Feedback 

Figure 7 
Column Elimination 

Figure 9 
Columns Compared 



experiment, which gives the operator control 
ewer C'Oinputer processing options will be 
illustrated. 

The subject is presented a display 
such as the one .shown in Figure 6 and he 
is asked to indicate which column in the 
display is the target column. The dot 
cluster at the bottom of the display is 
the light pen tracking square which the 
operator can use to carry out one of the 
following program-display options: 

1) Any column can be eliminated by 
placing the light pen tracking square under 
it and pushing the appropriate button. 

2) Any column can be checked against 
two preset thresholds by using the light 
pen and pushbuttons: If the column strength 
is below the first threshold, the column is 
eliminated; if it is between the first 
threshold and the second threshold, it is 
left unchanged; and if it is above the 
second threshold, a marker is placed under 
the column. 

3) Any two columns can be compared by 
placing the tracking square under one column 
and pressing the appropriate button and then 
placing the square under the other column 
and pressing the button again. The weaker 
column is then eliminated. 

Figures 7 through 9 indicate the re
sults of applying these program-display 
options to the display illustrated in Figure 
6. Figure 7 shows the same display after 
the column above the tracking square has 
been eliminated. The columns with marker 
lines under them in Figure 8 have been 
checked and are above the second threshold. 
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of comparing 
the column above the square and the strong 
column on the left of the display. 

The unalerted operator detection task 
can be generalized by asking the subject 
to detect targets with curved paths. A 
curved path is shown without background 
noise in Figure 10, and with background 
noise in Figure 11. In this type of an 
experiment, the subject indicates the path 
of a possible target by tracing it with the 
light pen. If the operator goes off the 
path or indicates an incorrect path, all 
points in the correct target path flash on 
and off and a line appears at the bottom of 
the display. If the operator indicates the 
correct path, all points in the target path 
flash after the tracking square is below 
the last row of the display. 
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Most unalerted operator experiments 
require trial by trial printing and/or pun
ching as well as '['un compilation printouts. 
Usua.lly 50 trials are run in one hour' in 
these experiments. This kind of experiment 
is c1most impossible to perform without a 
comput~r-display system. 

Experimel.ts which use these displays 
are described in references 2, 3, and 4. 

V. Dynamic Displays 

The detection problems discussed in 
section V concerned the ability of a sub
ject to detect a target path in two 
dimensions. Such displays are common in 
radar and sonar systems. However, in sys
tems of this type it is usually necessary 
to process three dimensional information 
consisting of two spatial dimensions, say 
X and Y, and time. This section will dis
cuss a display capable of presenting 
information of this type to an operator. 
These displays are being used to investi
gate the ability of a subject to detect 
targets in a dynamic display situation. 

The dynamic display presentation 
scheme uses a two dimensional display and 
time to present the three dimensions in 
such a way as to take advantage of the 
human eye-brain system's spatial and tem
poral integration capabilities. 

Figure 12 is a representation of the 
three dimensions. At any given point in 
time, current X and Y information is as
sumed to be available from a device such 
as a sonar or radar receiver. This infor
mation can readily be shown on the two 
dimensional display tube; in this case, a 
signal from a target would not appear as 
a column, as it does in a two dimensional 
display, but as a cluster of cells in the 
matrix. As in the digitized displays showl1 
in section IV, the difference between the 
target area and the background is that the 
former is generated by sampling from a dis
tribution with a higher mean than that which 
produces the latter. Thus, the matrix con
taining a target will have a clustered sub
set of its cells within which the probability 
of a dot appearing is greater than in the 
rest of the matrix. 

This current information could be put 
on the 2-dimensional display at time T=t and 
remain unchanged for one time interval (i. 
e., until T = t + 1) at which time it could 
be replaced with the new information. 



Figure 10 
Curved Target Without Noise 

x 

y 

Figure 12 

Figure 11 
Curved Target With Noise 

Representation of Three Dimensional Display 
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However, at time T = t~, all the infor
mation from some previous t~me, tA, up to 
the present can be stored in the computer 
memory. The number of time intervals be
tween tA and t B, of course, depends on the 
number of points along the X and Y dimen
sions and the size of the memory. Having 
this information available makes the follow
ing possible: in the interval between tB 
and tB+~t, all the successive X, Y displays 
from tA to tB can be shown in rapid se
quence, rather than having a static display 
of the information from tB alone. Similarly, 
in the interval (tB+~t) to (tB+2~t), the in
formation from (tA+~t) to (tB+~t) is 'shown 
sequentially, etc. The last frame in each 
sequence is shown a little longer than the 
others while the frames are shifted up in 
the memory in preparation for the next se
quence and the information from the present, 
time is brought in. The effect is that of 
a moving window scanning the T dimension for 
some distance, jumping back to near its 
initial position, and moving on again, etc. 

The human observer looking at this 
dynamic X, Y display sees a matrix of 
randomly flickering dots, but in the target 
cluster there are more dots; hence, they 
appear to flicker less frequently. In ad
dition, the movement of the target cluster 
through the matrix, which would be hard 
to see in sequential static displays is 
made to stand out as smoother movement, as 
in movie film. 

A program has been written for the 
PDP-5 which presents displays in this 
manner. I~put parameters are: for the 
display: (tB-tA)' ~t, frame rate; for the 
signal: matrix size, target cluster con
figuration, path, P (dot/noise), P (dot/ 
Target). 
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Figure 13 
One Frame of a Dynamic Display 
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This program requires about 350 core 
locations, leaving about 3000 for storage 
of display information. Thus, 250 12 x 12 
matrices can be stored or 27 36 x 36 or only 
5 of the maximum size 72 x 85. Because of 
these memory limitations, an expanded core 
or magnetic tape unit would make the pro
gram more versatile. 

In operation, the sequence of events 
is as follows: First, the program generates 
as many frames (X, Y displays) as will be 
shown in one sequence and stores them. Next 
it transfers the first frame to the display 
area of core, hence onto the screen. Then 
it enters a wait loop whose length is deter
mined by reading the switch register. After 
the wait loop, it transfers the next frame 
onto the display, etc. Thus, the frame rate 
is determined by the length of the wait 
loop and the amount of time required to 
transfer one frame; hence, the maximum frame 
rate decreases as the size of the frame 
increases. 

After displaying all the frames in a 
sequence, all the frames in core are shifted 
up~ as many frames as specified, and the 
new frames for the end of the next sequence 
are generated and stored. The program then 
jumps back and shows this new sequence. 

A movie has been made with some ex
amples of 12 x 12 and 36 x 36 frames shown 
in this manner. Figure 13 is extracted from 
this movie to illustrate a dynamic display 
when a very strong target is present, and 
Figure 14 shows a typical path which the 
cluster may follow in time. 

Figure 14 
Typical Target Path as a Function of 

Time 



VI. Pattern Recognition and Information 
Transmission Experiments 

The use of the display system described 
in section III for studies of human patte~n 
recognition and information transmission 
capabilities and characteristics has lead to 
great experimental flexibility and ease of 
data collection. Two research programs are 
currently underway in this area. 

The first program is concerned with a 
problem related to pattern recognition t 

namely how do stimulus dimensions, such as 
size, hue t linear extent t and brightness t 

influence a subject's ability to identify a 
particular pattern from a set of possible· 
patterns. Although, the operator can judge 
as alike or different 1000 or more stimulus 
values sampled from along one of these di
mensions t he can only identify the equiva
lent of approximately 7 values. One only 
need witness the speed and accuracy with 
which the operator identifies the letters 
of the alphabet and other complex patterns 
to see that the number of dimensions which 
make up a pattern are an integral part of 
the operator efficiency at pattern 
recognition. 

A requirement for studying how dimen
sions combine is ease of manipulation and 
generation of dimensions relevant to the 
particular research problems. In previous 
research on dimensionality [5], the dimen
sions of horizontal and vertical linear 
extent were used. Information transmission 
was compared for stimulus yalues along the 
single dimensions alone and for stimulus 
sets formed by combining values along both 
dimensions. Stimuli, which were prepared 
with black tape (approximately 2" x 3/32") 
on 8 1/2" x 11" white poster board cards, 
were presented with a Gerbrands 
tachistpscope. Because of manual presen
tation and interchanging of stimulus cards 
about 45 minutes were required to run 125 
trials. From the subject's viewpoint, 
relatively little time is spent in his 
assigned task of identifying stimuli com
pared to the large amount of time idled 
away while the experimenter carries out his 
duties. 

The CRT offers a means of displaying 
stimuli varying along these same dimen
sions of horizontal and vertical linear 
extent. The dots used.to generate the 
patterns with other signal detection 
studies can be transformed so as to give 
the appearance of a solid line. When a 
single column and/or row is filled with 
intensified points t the gain on the X and Y 
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axis controls turned all the way down 
~hich gives a density of approximately 15 
dots/cm.) and the focus and astigmatism ad
justed appropriately, stable solid lines 
can be presented. The length of line is 
manipulated by the number of points 
displayed. In the present experiments, 
lines consisting of 33, 65, 67 and 69 dots 
are used. A third variable dimension, in
tensity, was obtained by putting 4 preset 
intensity levels under I/O transfer control. 
The levels of intensity are preset in the 
sense that the experimenter sets each level 
to any desired value within the dynamic 
range of the CRT. These levels are then 
available under program control. 

Stimulus patterns are presented for 
short exposures (approximately .19 sec.) 
which leads to inherent problems. With 
short exposures, display duration must be 
calibrated according to full sweeps so that 
the display dies out uniformly. The ex
posure of .19 sec. corresponds to 7 full 
sweeps. Besides the flicker-free charac
teristics of the display system, the high 
frame rate allows relatively sensitive 
control and manipulation of the exposure 
times. Although a medium persistence 
phosphor is in use, it is essential to 
eliminate any persistence, since it leads 
to uninvited cues for stimulus identifi
cation during the task. An obvious solu
tion to this problem is to have a high 
level of ambient light. A requirement for 
the ambient light, however, is that no 
reflections be cast off the front of the 
CRT. A reasonable level of ambient light 
is also desirable since it is perceptually 
unsound to have the subjects visual field 
switch, continuously, from light to dark 
as displays go off and on. Furthermore, 
control of the area of the subject's visual 
field would be advantageous since it would 
also prevent the use of extraneous cues in 
carrying out the assigned task. The re
quirements just outlined have been met by 
a 19" wide x 15" high x 22" long adapter 
that is easily hung over the face of the 
CRT. 

A photograph of a subject's eye view 
of the face of the CRT through the adapter 
is shown in Figure 15. Non-reflecting 
lighting of the face of the CRT is achieved 
by a string of 7 watt lights placed around 
the front frame of the adapter. It would 
not be at all unreasonable to say that the 
CRT has been transformed to a super tachis
toscope with all the advantages of on-line 
computer control. 



The actual preparation of stimuli is 
under program control. On a trial by trial 
basis the appropriate horizontal, vertical 
and intensity components of stimulus are ' 
either set up in the display area of core 
storage for horizontal and vertical dimen
sions or the I/O transfer pulse sent out. 
The operator pushes a button which exposes 
the stimulus and then pushes an appro
priate button recording his response. 
Stimulus and response data are pre-processed 
and st?red over a series of approximately 
120 tr1als. These same 120 trials, in
cluding printout time, take approximately 
10 minutes to run compared to the 45'min
utes required to run 125 trials using the 
Gerbrands tachistoscope. Furthermore, 
changing stimulus conditions is extremely 
easy since the only input to the control 
program besides number of trials (the 
sequences of randomizations are prepared 
independently on each run by using sampling 
techniques with the noise generator) is a 
specification for each of the stimuli and 
the value along each of the component 
dimensions. 

A second program is investigating the 
amount of information that a 'subject can 
retain and recreate after he has viewed 
various classes of displays. In 1956, 
George Miller [6] described means of re
membering information in which the human 
takes a number of symbols to be remembered, 
groups them, and remembers the names of 
the groups. He then decodes the groups to 
the individual components when asked to 
recall them. Miller referred to this as 
"chunkingl!. All of us use this procedure 
when we remember a 12-bit binary number by 
storing its octal equivalent. Miller's 
implication was that human memory capacity 
can be multiplied tremendously by taking 
larger and larger groups or chunks. How
ever j all the examples he cited involved 
sequential presentation of the symbols 
and the time required to do the coding fits 
in between symbol presentations. Simultan
eous presentation, however, is a different 
story. In this instance, Hyman and Kaufman 
[7] have shown that memory capacity is de
fined in terms of amount of information 
stored, not number of units, as Miller 
implied. Also, it has been shown that hu
mans tend to adjust input and output rates 
so that the bit/sec. rate of throughput is 
relatively constant. An experimental pro
gram is currently underway which combines 
this type of research with simultaneous 
presentation by varying the information 
loading of the symbols used, the length of 
time they are presented, and whether or not 
chunking is used. 
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Figure 15 
Subject's Eye View of CRT 

The display used is a matrix of 64 
symbols randomly chosen from 4 different 
ones, as illustrated in Figure 16. It con
tains 8 rows of 8 symbols each, each sym
bol being 13 dots arranged in the cells of 
a small 5 x 5 matrix. These have been shown 
to be readily discriminable. The pattern of 
dots in each row of each different symbol is 
stored in a number of locations in the core, 
these locations differing only in the ro
tation or position in the register that the 
bits occupy. This is done because each 
c?lumn in the 8 x 8 matrix corresponds to a 
d1fferent part of the word being displayed. 
That is, the first column corresponds to 
the left end of the first word in the row, 
the second column corresponds to the right 
end of the same word plus the left end of 
the second, etc. In generating the matrix, 
the program samples the noise generator 
twice to get a random number between 08 and 
38 corresponding to on€: of the symbols. 
From this number and the position in the row 
into which the symbol will be put, the pro
gram generates the address of the location 
where the particular symbol is stored in the 
correct rotation. Having thus generated the 
8 addresses required for the first row, it 
then transfers the symbols to the display 
area of the core, repeating this 8 times to 
get the full matrix. 

When the operator is presented with this 
display, he tries to recall as many of the 
symbols as possible and pushes appropriate 
buttons in the response push button matrix. 
Each button generates a code between 08 and 
38 , so the program keeps track of whether 
each response is right or wrong and when the 
operator pushes a fifth button to indicate 



he can respond no more, the program punches 
out the number of responses he made, the 
number that were correct, the number correct 
after correcting for guessing and the time 
required to make the responses. The codes 
for the responses and 64 symbols on that 
trial are also available. This program 
takes about 600 core locations and gener
ates these display matrices as fast as the 
operator can push a button to request a 
new one. 

The use of this system for this type 
of experiment has tremendous advantages 
over the use of a manual tachistoscope as 
was done in refs. 5 and 7. Once the pro
gram has been written, the actual symbols 
used can be determined or changed in a 
matter of minutes rather than the hours 
required to prepare cards with appropriate 
symbols as required by the tachistoscope. 
Also, the running of the subject is auto
mated with a hard copy of the data avail
able at the session's end. This frees 
the experimenter to do other work during 
the session, as opposed to continuously 
manipulating cards for the tachistoscope 
and writing down responses, as well as 
eliminating the need for later punching 
of data onto cards. 
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Figure 16 
Short Term Memory Display 
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A STATUS REPORT ON SOME APPLICATIONS OF PROCESSOR CONTROLLED 
COLOR DISPLAYS IN SIGNAL ANALYSIS - 1957 TO 1967 

Charlton M. Walter 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Bedford, Massachusetts 

Abstract 

On-line, processor controlled color 
displays have now been in use, on an 
experimental basis, for more than a decade. 
Experience with two systems, which were used 
primarily for work in the area of statistical 
signal analysis and on-line sensor data 
processing, is outlined. The potential of 
color in aiding the user to visualize the 
behavior of pattern recognition schemes and 
to obtain insight into complex sensor data 
processing operations is illustrated. 
Particular emphasis is placed on mistakes 
made, and lessons learned, both in hardware 
design and in modes of control required for 
the effective use of color. 

1, Introduction 

The use of on-lin~ processor controlled, 
color oscilloscopes has now covered more 
than a decade at the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Laboratories. Yet the general use 
of color, in on-line systems, still appears 
to be. several years away. An examination of 
the causes of this rather slow evolution (at 
least in the context of general computer 
development) of a data monitoring capability 
which will eventually be almost universal, 
appears to be in order. 

The relatively high cost of most displays, 
coupled with the substantial demand which they 
place on processor time, has been, of course, 
the key inhibiting factor to their general 
use. But part of this high cost has been 
caused by completely unrealistic requirements 
on beam positioning accuracy and deflection 
linearity. There are wide classes of 
problems in which the processor controlled 
scope is to be used strictly as a visual 
process monitoring device. And for most of 
these applications, absolute accuracy and 
linearity is of minot value, compared with 
the need for presenting large amounts of 
information, in context. Here also, the 
absolute intensity of points, lines arid 
other graphic structures is not as important 
as the ability to produce a diverse spectrum 
of illumination, in order to provide the 
greatest potential for information transfer 
between the user and the processor. 
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In this survey I shall largely 
concentrate on applications of on-line 
color to problems in the area of signal 
analysis, sensor data processing, and to the 
investigation of pattern recognition and data 
compression schemes. These are all areas 
which require the portrayal of events and 
interrelat~onships which are inherently 
statistical and which involve the manipulation 
of large amounts of low precision data. 

We shall only touch briefly on the use 
of on-line color in such important areas as 
tracing the flow of information through 
various kinds of networks and diagrams. For 
example, flow charts, PERT diagrams, city 
planning, architectual and machine drawings, 
chemical plant and utility networks, and so 
on; even though these applications may 
eventually account for some of the most 
extensive applications of processor controlled 
color. Also to be completely ignored are 
the potentially interesting applications of 
on-line color as a dynamiC art medium, 
involving abstract symbolic painting, and 
the computer-aided translation of music and 
other art forms into visual- form for artistic 
purposes. 

2. Brief Description of the On-Line 
Color Systems 

The first on-line, digitally controlled 
color displ·ay to be utilized in signal 
analysis investigations at AFCRL was originally 
procured from RCA under a contract begun in 
the early 1950' s, to develop a digital radar 
color display for a prototype Base ~r 
Defense System. Both the display, and a 
special digital computer, employing 600 KHz 
solid state magnetic amplifier circuitry, 
which was built as part of the prototype 
Air Defense System, became available for 
general research in 1955 and were impressed 
into use on several signal analysis studies 
by 1957. 

Although 3 bits were allocated for color 
control in the display, the lack of convergence 
in the early three beam color tube resulted 
in the implementation of a purely on-off 
capability for red, green and blue. The 
deflection circuitry used 10 bit x-y 



registers, with 6 bit 6x-6y registers, in a 
configuration which had real promise, but 
which was rendered ineffective by the very 
slow speed (18 ~sec word time) of the 
serial-by-decimal-word processor, having a 
2000 word drum main memory, which had to 
carry out all of the arithmetic, logical 
control and display operations. 

In the early 1960's DEC undertook the 
engineering of a new color display, which 
was delivered to AFCRL as part of an 
experimental multi-processor system, based 
on two interconnected PDP-l central processing 
units. The original DEC color scope 
operated in a point plotting mode, with 
9 bit x-y deflection registers and a plot 
option in the display instruction which 
allowed either a 50 ~sec or a 200 ~sec beam 
settling time. The longer delay time was 
required to achieve corner-to-corner 
deflection. Color was controlled by a 12 
bit register with 4 bits (or 16 levels) used 
for each of the three primary colors. Very 
satisfactory color mixing was achieved, 
through effective beam convergence, in this 
system. 

This display system was later modified 
by the E. W. Pughe Development Corporation 
to also operate in an incremental mode, with 
a basic increment instruction time of 
1.66 ~sec per 6 bit display instruction~ The 
incremental display processor uses a drum 
buffer which is shared by the dual PDP-l 
CPU's of the DX-l system, and which also 
buffers a black/white oscilloscope system. 
The entire display system requires no 
central processor time when maintaining 
static pictures on the color scope, on dual 
b/w monitor scopes, and on the precision 
recording scope of the DX-l System. 

3. Color and Problems Associated 
with Its On-Line Control 

Color provides essentially two other 
dimensions, hue and saturation, in addition 
to the intensity of illumination provided 
by the customary black and white oscilloscope. 
Both systems at AFCRL used an additive color 
scope system, based on the red, green and 
blue "primary" colors, of the current standard 
colored TV system. Digital control of the 
color, however, provides a level of hue and 
saturation consistency which does not exist 
in the domain of analog color TV. 

The specification of intensity of each 
of the above primary colors provided the 
actual physical control in the DEC-built, 
on-line system operating at AFCRL. This 
rectangular coordinate system is, of course, 
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highly unsatisfactory for the direct control 
of color by the human operator. A more 
psychologically satisfactory system is 
derived from the" color wheel" concept, and 
is based on a cylinderical coordinate 
system. Hue may be mapped onto polar 
coordinate angle, making use of the closure 
property of the perception of the color 
spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
indigo, violet, and back to red. If this. is 
done in such a manner that colors on each 
side of the color wheel are complementary, 
in the sense that their mixture yields white, 
then we may define a mapping of "saturation" 
or "purity" on the radius vector from the 
origin, such that white is at the origin, and 
the appropriate pure spectrum is attained on 
the unit circle. If this is done in such a 
way as to achieve roughly equal intensity for 
all points on a particular wheel, then a 
series of color wheels can be defined, one for 
each level of intensity, thus defining a 
mapping of intensity onto the z-axis of the 
cylinderical coordinate system. Since 
saturation is not independent of intensity, 
and high purity cannot be perceived at low 
intensities, the coordinate system is actually 
more nearly conical than cylinderical. 

Naturally; none of these mappings are 
unique, since the perception of color is a 
highly complex subject l -. Thus the best 
approach to the desired effect seems to be 
through the use of appropriate manual 
controls, acting through a programming 
utility system having an on-line formula 
forming and interpreting capability, such as 
30SS2 , for rapidly generating new mappings. 

Looking toward the future, another 
useful degree of freedom in graphic control, 
not customarily considered in the usual 
black and white, line and curve generating 
display, is the controlled dispersion of 
the written points. This capability would 
provide a more efficient mechanism for the 
display of estimates of probability 
distributions and other fuzzy information 
needed for a more realistic picture of the 
true nature of raw sensor data and of the 
interpreted results obtained by filtering 
the data. While this feature might prove 
unnecessary on a very heavily buffered 
display, backed by an extremely powerful 
parallel processing system, its utility in 
cutting down on central processor time 
would be quite substantial, and is, in fact, 
the basis for a siwple filtering system used 
in the PEPR system3 for bubb Ie chamber 
photograph analysis. 



4. On-Line Applications of Color to Several 
Data Monitoring Problems Areas 

The types of data process monitoring 
problems to which we have applied color have 
fallen into three broad, somewhat.overlapping 
categories. The first category covers 
primarily statistical data processing 
operations carried out on large amounts of 
empirical data, obtained from sensors observing 
the real world environment. 

Figure 1 (a black and white copy of 
several frames of a l6mm color film4) shows 
the use of color in a radar signal analysis 
problem utilizing the earlier RCA digitally 
controlled color scope. In the example shown, 
blue was used; to exhibit the raw radar signal 
data at a given range, as the radar swept 
across a target; green was used to show the 
output of a detection filter under 
investigation, and red was used to exhibit 
the output of an azimuth position estimating 
filter. The beam convergence on this early 
RCA prototype shadow mask tube was too 
poor to obtain adequate color mixing, so we 
were constrainted to the three primary phosphor 
colors: red, green and blue. 

In spite of these deficiences, the most 
serious limitation of this sytem, for signal 
analysis purposes, was· lilie very low speed of 
the serial digital processor wi th magnetic 
drum main memory. 

Figure 2 illustrate the more modern (1961) 
DEC Color Console on the DX-l System, and an 
experimental set-up used to input pressure 
cardi0graph and other types of sensor data, 
in real time. Each source of data was 
assigned a color, and each signal was 
exhibited, both in its raw time series form 
::it the top of the scope and as a single point 
in N-space (hereN=25) projected on an 
arbitrary pair of "filter" axes. As large 
ensembles of signal vectors were collected 
and stored in computer memory, a statistical 
picture of each source was built-up as a fuzzy 
cluster of points in N-space. Each distri
bution being identified by its assigned color. 

Various filters could then be generated, 
either analytically through a computer 
program, or input by "drawing" the filter 
structure on the scope face with a light 
pen. The stored signal data could then be 
refiltered and projected on various new sets 
of axes, as illustrated in Figure 3. Here 
we were working with a sample consisting of 
two sets of pressure cardiograph signals,Hl 
and H2 and two sets of spoken word signals, 
WI and W2. The filters were orthonormal 
eigenfilters, based on the minimization of 
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cross correlation between components of 
the original signal vectors. 

Color serves to clearly distinguish 
the behavior of the different "clusters" 
of data, under various transformations, 
and help to provide insight into why some 
pattern categorization schemes tend to 
work so well on limited samples of data, 
belonging to relatively few categories, 
and often fail to work for the large 
sample size, many category situations. 

Figure 4 illustrates the use of color 
in the display of raw and processed 
multi-channel sensor data. The top raster 
is a typical speech spectrogram of a 
sentence (with time running from left to 
right, frequency channels plotted vertically 
and energy level at a given frequency and 
time shown as intensity). The middle raster 
represents a transformed and greatly 
compressed version of the same sentence, from 
which the bottom approximation spectrogram 
can be resynthesized. Color can be used in 
a variety of different ways to emphasize the 
contribution of different filter structures in 
the resynthesis process. 

This type of operation requires the 
storage of large amounts of raw and processed 
data having no extensive logical structure, 
hence puts a premium on economical buffer 
storage, and poses no severe limitations on 
the degree of resolution required of such 
display parameters as position, intensity, 
hue and purity. 

Another category of monitoring operation 
involves graphic data generated by purely 
analytical procedures, such as the potential 
field around two oppositely charged flat 
r .iates illus traced in Figure 5. Diminishing 
levels of positive potential were assigned 
appropriate intensities of orange, and 
negative potentials were assigned intensities 
of blue. The equipotential "contour" lines 
were an accidental product of the 4 bit, or 
16 level, quantization imposed on the available 
intensities by the original color system 
design. In a black and white display this 
induced contour line effect is actually an 
aid in interpreting the data. In the color 
version it is more of a distraction. 

The requirements of this type of display 
on both position, intensity, hue and purity 
resolution, and on processor capability, are 
much more severe than those required for 
the monitoring of statistical data. Defects 
in the analytical procedures and "bugs" in 
the programs used to generate this type of 
display stand out very clearly. Consequently 



such displays are very effective aids in 
both program debugging and in checking the 
validity of the data generating proced~res. 

A third category of on-line monitoring 
and data processing operation treats data 
which is partly specified empircally and 
partly generated by analytical or logical 
procedures. Meterological data, such as that 
illustrated in Figure 6, is typical of this 
type of problem area. Part of the pressure
temperature-wind velocity data may represent 
actual observations, while other data points 
and contours are obtained through both inter
polation and extrapolation based on models 
which range from the extremely naive to the 
very sophisticated. Once again, color is a 
highly effective aid in overlaying the 
many different kinds of data needed to 
obtain insight into the underlying processes, 
without creating the excessive confusion 
so aptly illustrated by the black and white 
printed version of the original color display. 

In Figure 7 we have the stylized version 
of a type of reconnaissance problem in which 
various sources of ground radio transmission 
are being located by triangulation from the 
bearing angle indications of direction 
finding sensors located on an aircraft. Once 
again, color is very helpful in indicating 
both the source characteristics and the' 
degree to which one characteristic can be 
discriminated from another, in the presence 
of uncertainty. 

The use of color in tracing the flow of 
control, and of data, through various kinds 
of networks and "flow charts" is so obvious 
that no further comments will be made on the 
subject in this paper. 

One further application of color which 
deserves mention is its potential in the 
representation of various types of 
significance associated with alphanumeric 
data, as illustrated in Figure 8. The digits 
were assigned colors based on statistical 
measures of their probable error. In this 
way, both high and low estimates of 
significance can be presented and forced 
upon the attention of the user. 

5. Some Remarks on the Resolution of 
Position, Intensity and Hue 

Extensive operating experience with the 
DEC processor controlled color scope on the 
DX-l System at AFCRL b as indicated that the 
original allocation of a 4 bit (16 level) 
intensity control word, for each of the three 
primary colors, was inadequate for really 
effective control of the hue-purity-intensity 
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attributes on data in a context involving 
smoothly changing levels of any of the 
three variables. At least 6 bits per 
primary color (64 levels) appears to be 
more a reasonable degree of quantization. 
Even 8 bit quantization would not be 
unreasonable for potential field type 
investigations, involving very smooth 
gradients, if a digitally induced contour 
line effect is not wanted. Our inability 
to easily distinguish the absolute intensity, 
or hue, or some color, taken out of context, 
to within better than 16 levels, is no 
indication of our abilityto make relative 
judgments concerning these attributes in a 
highly structured context. 

Similarly, the choice of 9 bit 
quantization in x and y position coordinates, 
giving 5l2x5l2 discrete positions on a tube 
surface having a grid of 256x256 color 
phosphor triplets in the actual area used, 
proved inadequate for the representation 
of smooth curves. The ability of the eye 
to detect offsets of 0.5 mm in lines 1 mm 
wide at a typical viewing distance of 1 
meter proved rather distracting in certain 
contexts. The tube used was an RCA 2lFKP22, 
shadow mask type, with spacing of approximately 
0.75 mm between color phosphors triplets, 
having a basically analog deflection system 
in which more than one color dot of a given 
color is usually excited, producing an 
effective minimum spot size of about 1 mm. 
Even with a spot this large, the beam 
requires positioning to less than 0.25 mm, 
or 10 bit precision, in order to adequately 
reduce the line offset problem. However, 
absolute accuracy, to the full 10 bits, is 
quite unnecessary for most monitoring 
applications. 

6. Remarks on Display Buffer Storage Media 

Displays used primarily for on-line data 
monitering are subjected to a variety of 
conflicting requirements. In order to 
ID1n1m1Ze flicker, it is desirable to use an 
erasable storage capability, such as a storage 
tube, or to regenerate the picture some 30 times 
per second. For color, the storage tube 
techniques poses serious development problems, 
and will not be considered further here. 

The optimum scope display buffer appears 
to be a judicious combination of random access 
core, and circulating (disk file or drum) 
storage, accessable from the main computer 
central processor unit and interfaced to 
the display with a special display 
processing unit which can be as simple or 
sophisticated as the display load demands. 
Circulating storage is generally much cheapter 



than random access core storage, and is 
reasonably good for displays which remain 
static while under examination. For the 
display of data in motion, or of data 
having a deep logical structure, which is to 
be manipulated on-line, rapid random access 
to the underlying data structures is 
essential, and the display processor itself 
should have a reasonable sophisticated 
micro-processing capability, if the central 
processor is to be relieved of many functions 
not requiring its full power. 

7. Conclusions 

The potential of color in wide classes of 
of on-line data monitoring operations is 
sufficiently great to offset the present 
rather serious limitations in resolution 
of the existing standard color tubes. In 
digitally controlled display systems which 
do not require ultra~high precision, the 
principle cost has been in the.digital 
storage registers and decoding logic and not 
in. the analog part of the display system. 
Under such conditions the additional logic 
required to control three primary colors, 
rather than just one "color", is only a 
small fraction of the total logic needed 
for positioning and moving the point of light 
under approp:riate cotnp1,lter control. 

Consequently, one cannot afford to 
not make increasing use of color, at least for 
many data monitoring functions. The absence 
of cheap means for obtaining standard size 
"hard" copy, in color, is still a limitation 
to the extensive use of color in scientific 
and engineering reports and articles, but 
rapid advances in color reproduction 
technology should quickly resolve this 
problem. 
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Figure 1. Radar Target Detection and Position Estimation FiltersOperating on 
a Scintillating Signal in Noise Using Early RCA Prototype Color Scope. 
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,Figure 2. On-Line Inputting and Manipulation of Pressure Cardiograph Signals Using 
DEC Color Scope on DX-l System. 
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Figure 3. Use of Orthonormal Filters in Signal Categorization Investigation 
'In~olving Pressure Cardiograph and Spoken Word Data Clusters. 

Figure -4. TITIisl:ration of Speech Bandwidth Compression Technique Showing Spectrogram 
of Sentence followed by Compressed Representation and the Resynthesized 
Spectrogram. 
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Figure 5. Utilization of Color in a Potential Field Investigation. 

Figure 6. Use of Color in Distinguishing Isobar-Isotherm Data in a Meterological 
Investigation. 
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Figure 7. Identification 8Dd Location of Ground Radio· Transmission by Bearing 
Angle' Triangulation from Direction Finding Apparatus_ 
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DEC 338 PROGRAMMED BUFFERED DISPLAY 
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Abstract 

A semi-Markov chain model of the major states of 
the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 338 Programmed 
Buffered Display is developed. The use of the model in 
determining best policies for graphics programming is 
described. In addition, the means for use of the model 

"for comparison of effectiveness of various deflection 
logic hardware configurations is developed. 

A PDP-8 Simulator which provides a supporting role 
in gathering statistics about the 338 Display programs 
is presented and discussed. . 

Introduction 

This paper describes the system 
analysis of the DEC 338 Programmed 
Buffered Display (hereafter called' 
the DEC 338). An introduction to 
the physical DEC 338 system and pro
gramming constraints is presented 
first in support of a summary of 
some of the typical problems which 
may be studied during the analysis 
of the system. The development and 
discussion of the semi-Markov model 
·fo11ows with a related discussion of 
the procedures which may be used for 
optimization of various display re
lated parameters and evaluation of 
proposed changes in the display 
system design. A discussion of a 
means of gathering the statistics 
needed to analyze this system and 
some proposals for future extensions 
of the current work are presented in 
conclusion. 

DEC 338 Sxstem Configuration 

The DEC 338 Display consists of 
a PDP-8 Programmed Digital Computer 
and a 338 Display Control which in
cludes a CRT with a 9 3/8" square 
usable display area, a pushbutton 
box with 13 pushbuttons for operator 
interaction with the system and a 
light pen which senses information 
displayed on the face of the CRT. 
The rest of this paper will concen-
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trate upon the operation of the 338 
Display Control which is essentially 
a channel which executes programs in 
a magnetic core memory shared with 
the PDP-8. The instructions which 
the 338 Display Control executes 
modify various control registers in 
the Display Control, control the 
positioning and display of informa
tion on the face of the CRT, interro
gate the pushbutton box and effect 
interaction with the PDP-8 Central 
Processor. 

The following is a shortsurnrnary 
of the instructions available to the 
programmer when writing instructions 
for the 338 Display Conxrol. 

Control State Instructions - (In
struct~ons wh~ch mod~fy control re
gisters) 

1. Parameters - Set Scale, 
Enable the Light Pen, Set Intensity. 

2. Mode - Stop the Display Con
trol, Set the kind of Data State In
structions, Clear the low and/or high 
order display coordinates, Start Data 
State Instructions. 

3. Jump - Direct jump to any of 
32K locations or recursive subroutine 
call with much of the display status 
saved on a push-down stack. 



4. Pop - Return from a sub
routine. Options to defeat restor
ing of display status is provided. 

5. Conditional Skip -'A number 
of instructions which skip'on de
fined logical conditions of the 
pushbutton register are provided. 

6. Arithmetic Skip - A number 
of instructions to skip if the con
tents of the pushbutton register is 
equal to the value specified in the 
instruction are provided. 

7. Misc. Skips - An instruction 
which may be microprogrammed to skip 
on the conditions of various push
button and other disp.lay conditions 
is' provided. 

8. Count - An instruction to 
count either or both the intensity 
and scale registers up and down is 
provided. 

Data State Instructions - (In
struct~ons wn~ch control CRT display) 

1. Point - A two word in
struction to plot· a point. 

2. Increment - An instruction 
which allows 1, 2, or 3 moves in one 
of 8 primary directions. Two of 
these instructions are packed in one 
word. 

3. Vector - A two word in
struction to plot a ~X, ~y vector. 

4. Vector Continue - Same as 
Vector except the vector is drawn in 
the direction specified until the 
edge of the "screen" is encountered. 

5. Short Vector - Same as 
Vector except that shorter vectors 
only may be drawn and only one word 
of memory is required. 

6. Graph Plot - An instruction 
which allows either coordinate to be 
incremented and the other to be 
plotted with the coordinate given in 
the one word required. 

A number of options such as charac
ter mode in the data state and the 
set slaves in the control state are 
not considered here as they are op
tional equipment. For a more de
tailed description of the PDP-8 and 
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the 338 Display the PDP-8 User 
Handbook, F-85 and the Programmed 
Buffered Dis~lay 338 - pro~ra~ng 
Manual DEC-O -G61A-D shoul be 
consulted (both available from 
Digital Equipment Corporation). 

Now consider the operation of 
the 338 Display Control in more de
tail. The Display Control enters a 
number of major states during the 
execution of the instructions de
scribed above. Each state is begun 
by the access of one word in the 
magnetic core memory. The appro
priate action is then taken and the 
Display Control enters another state 
to fetch the next word from storage. 
The amount of time spent in each 
state varies for a number of reasons. 
Initially, the Display 'Control must 
wait for its turn for a storage ac
cess cycle and the wait for the 
access cycle itself to be completed 
before decoding and executing of the 
accessed word can begin. The control 
state instructions require enough 
time to modify control registers as 
instructed before the next major 
state is entered. The data 'state 
instructions not only require the 
time for control register modifica~ 
tion, but also require waiting for 
beam positioning (and intensi.fi"ca
tion if requested). It should be 
noted here that vectors are drawn 
by point plotting. Thus the time 
per vector is the time required to 
plot the number of points required 
to draw the vector. A summary of 
the major states of the 338 Display 
Control follows. 

Control State 

Cycle 1 - Access and execute 
the parameter, mode,conditional 
skip, arithmetic skip, count, or 
pop instructions. Access the first 
word of the two word jump or push 
jump (recursive subroutine call) 
instruction. 

Cycle 2 - Access the second 
word and execute the jump or push 
jump instruction. 

Push 1 - Save the first status 
word on a push jump instruction. 

Push 2 - Save the second status 
word on a push jump instruction. 



~ - Restore the second 
status word on a pop instruction. 

~ - Restore the first 
status word on a pop instruction. 

Skip 1 - Skip the first word on 
a successful test during a skip 
instruction. 

Skip 2 - Skip the second word 
on a successful test during a skip 
instruction. 

Data State 

Sl - Access and execute the 
increment, short vector, or graph 
plot instructions. Access the first 
word of the two word point, vector or 
vector continue instruction. 

S2 - Access the second word of 
and execute the point, vector or 
vector continue instruction. 

One of the major problems con
fronting the user of graphics ter
minals such as the 338 Display is 
the amount of information which can 
be displayed on the CRT and not 
irritate the viewer with "flicker". 
The flicker effect is caused by the 
reduction of the rate that the entire 
information display is presented on 
the face of the CRT to the point 
where the human operator can detect 
the separate presentations. The 
rate of information display presen
tation is clearly inversely related 
to the total amount of time spent in 
all of the above major states of the 
338 Display Control. Graphics system 
users and programmers are thus inter
ested in determining ways of mini
mizing the amount O'f time required 
to present the required information 
display. The systems analysis de
scribed in the rest of this paper 
was initiated in order that some of 
the possible ways of optimizing the 
rate of information display could be 
determined, at least as far as the 
"average" user is concerned. 

Systems Analysis 

The 338 Display Control systems 
analysis is described below. The 
development of the serni-Markov chain 
model is presented first with related 
definitions of various parameters in 
terms of the physical configuration. 
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A discussion of the use of the model 
for the analysis of system perfor
mance, especially in terms of the 
questions posed at the end of the 
previous section, is presented to 
conclude this section. 

Since the 338 Display Control 
executes programs written by human 
programmers, it is reasonable to 
assume that the occurrence and order 
of the various instructions are ran
dom variables when considered over 
the ensemble of programs it executes. 
Because the occurrence of instruct
ions is a random variable indepen
dent of the previous instructions, 
it is thus possible to say that the 
occurrence of anyone of the major 
states of the 338 Display Control is 
dependent only on the previous state. 
'Thus, the major states of the Display 
Control may be modeled as a Markov 
chain. However, as mentioned before, 
the amount of time required to com
plete the required service in any 
state is variable. Since the time 
required is dependent on what points 
are plotted, how long the vectors 
are and how much time is required 
before the execution of the memory 
access cycle, the service times may 
also be considered to be random 
variables. Thus the model is a semi
Markov Chain. 

The states of the Markov chain 
and their relationship to the major 
states of the 338 Display Control 
are shown in Table 1. The summary 
given previously relates the major 
states to the instructions being 
executed. The state diagram of this 
model is shown in Figure 1. The 
arrows be·tween the states represent 
the 'corresponding transition proba
bilities. For example, the arrow 
between 2, CYCLE 2 and 1, CYCLE 1 
represents PC2,1). The transition 
probability, PCi,j), is the proba
bility of going to state j if it is 
known that the current state is 
state i. 

The class of all states is 
closed, irreducible, positive re
current, aperiodic and communica
ting. Thus it can be considered to 
be an ergodic Markov chain possess
ing a stationary long range distri
bution. Considering the states at 
the times of transition, the long 
term probability, Q, of being in 



any state, i, can now be given in 
t 7rms of the transition probabili
tl.es. 

S 
Q(I) = l Q(J)P(J,I) ., 

J=l 

6 for I = 1,2, ••• ,S 

l Q(I) = 1 
I=l 

TheP(J,I) transition probabili
ties are those defined by the state 
d~agram. The long term probabili~ 
tl.es, Q(I), then are the solutions 
to the above set of equations. The 
system of equations can now be 
written out and solved. 

Q(l) = Q(1)P(1,1)+Q(2)P(2,1) 
+Q(3)+Q(4)+Q(S)+Q(S) 
P(S,1)+Q(7)P(7,lJ 

Q(2) = Q(1)P(l,2) 
Q(3) = Q(2)P(2,3) 
Q(4) = Q(1)P(1,4) 
Q(S) = Q(l)P(l,S) 
Q(S) = Q(l)P(l,S)+Q(S)P(S,S) 

+Q(7)P(7,S) 
Q(7) = Q(S)P(S,7) 
Q(l)+Q(2)+Q(S)+Q(4)+Q(S)+Q(S) 
+Q(7) = 1 

Solving in terms of transition pro
babilities: 

l/Q(l) = P(1,1)+P(l,2)(1+P(2,1) 
+2P(2,3»+2P(1,4) 
+2P(1,S)+P(1,S)(1 
+P~S,)tP(S,7)(1 
+P~7,1»)/(1-P(S,S) 

Q(2) = 
Q(3) = 
Q(4) = 
Q(S) = 
Q(S) = 

Q(7) = 

-P(S,7)P(7,S» 
Q(1)P(l,2) 
Q(1)P(1,2)P(2,3) 
Q(1)P(1,4) 
Q(l)P(l,S) 
Q(l)P(l,S)/(l-P(S,S) 
-P(S,7)P(7,S» 
Q(1)P(1,S)P(S,7) 
/1-P(S,S)-P(S,7)P(7,S) 

Thus Q(l) is now defined in terms of 
the·transition probabilities and the 
other transition probabilities are 
defined in terms of Q(l) and the 
transition probabilities. 

As mentioned previously, the 
long term probabilities, Q(I), 
defined above are with respect ·to 
the state transition times. The 
actual time of each transition is 
also a random variable. The reason 
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for this is that the expected wait
ing time or expected service time 
T(I), in each state is a function' 
of how long a wait is required for 
a core cycle, how long a vector is 
drawn as well as many other factors. 
It now remains to take into consi
deration the variations in the ser
vice time in each state. In general, 
let T(I) be the mean length of time 
required to service state I for 
I = 1,2, ••• ,S. Then in terms of the 
actual discrete equal time intervals 
the long range distribution is given' 
by: 

S 
R(I) = Q(I)T(I)/( l Q(I)T(J» 

J=l 

for I = 1,2, .•• ,6 

For this system of equations to have 
any meaning, the T(I)'s must be 
defined for all I's. As an intro
duction to the definition of T(l) for 
each state I, the following termin
ology is introduced. 

Continuous Variables 

L(C) = Length of one core cycle 
L(IV) = Length of time required 

to plot one point in an 
intensified vector which 
is "on screen" 

L(NIV) = Length of time required 
to plot one point in a 
non-intensified vector 
which is "on screen" 

L(ICP) = Length of time required 
to plot "close" intensi
fied points 

L(IFP) = Length of time required 
to plot "far" intensified 
points 

L(NCP) = Length of t1me required 
to plot "close" non
intensified points 

L(NFP) = Length of time required 
to plot "far" non...:inten
sified points 

L(VOF) = Length of time required 
to plot a point in a vec
tor which is "off screen" 

WeB) = Expected waiting time to 
beginning of storage ac
cess cycle 

Discrete Variables 

NeVON) = Expected number of points 
plotted in the vector 
which are on the screen 



N(VOF) = Expected number of points 
plotted in the vector which are off 
the screen 

F = 0 if "close" point 
= 1 if "far" point 

I = 0 if non-intensified 
= 1 if intensified 

C(E) = 0 if the first part of 
increment word is an 
escape 

= 1 if the first part of 
increment word is not an 
escape 

T = 0 if skip test is false 
= 1 if skip test is true 

E = 0 edge flags enabled 
= 1 edge flags inhibited 

E(V) = 0 edge not violated in 
vector 

= 1 edge violated in 
vector 

Where F, I, C(E), T, E, E(V) are to 
be considered to be two-valued, dis
crete random variables. 

Using the above defined con
stants and variables, the expected 
waiting time to get an instruction 
through a storage access cycle, W, 
the expected time required to dI".aw 
a vector, V, and the expected time 
required to plot a point, PCP), can 
be defined as follows. 

W = L(C) + WeB) 
V = (L(IV)I+(l-I)L(NIV» 

N(VON)+E(V)EL(NFP) 
PcP) = F(L(IFP)I+(l-I)L(NFP» 

+(l-F)(L(ICP)I 
+(l-I)L(NCP» 

Also note that the total number of 
points expected in a vector, N(V) is 
given by 

N(V) = N(VON)+N(VOF) 

The values of T(I) for each state 
can now be summarized as shown in 
Table 2. 

A single value for T(6) and 
T(7) must now be defined. 

T(6) = W+P(SHT VCT)V+P(GPH PLT) 
P(P)+P(INC)V(l+C(E»_ 

where P(PNT)+P( INC)' 
+P(VCT)+P(VCT CNT) 
+P(SllT VCT) 
+P(GFH PLT) = 1 
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T(7) = W+(P(PNT)P(P)+V(P(VCT) 
+P(VCT CNT»)/N 

where P(PNT)+P(VCT) 
+P(VCT CNT) = N 

Note that the expected amount of 
time spent drawing information on 
the CRT screen is the expected time 
spent in states 6 and 7. 

Uses of Model 

The major problem in the devel
opment of new display systems and 
the improvement of existing display 
systems is how to get the maximum 
amount of information on the display. 
In the case of the 338 Display 
Control, this means two things. The 
probability of being in one of the 
two data states must be maximized. 
That is, the display must spend as 
much time as possible displaying 
information on the CRT screen and as 
little time as ,possible modifying 
control registers. However, a high 
probability of being in data state 
is not sufficient to insure presen
tation of the largest possible 
amount of information. The expe9ted 
waiting time or expected service 
time in the data states must be 
minimized. These two parameters 
can be studied through the use of 
the semi-Markov chain model devel
oped previously. T(6)+T(7) is the 
expected waiting time, EWT, or 
expected service time in the data 
states while R(6)+R(7) is the pro
bability of being in one of the 
data states, peDS). 

One should note that the EWT 
and peDS) are functions both of 
hardware and of software parameters. 
Thus, optimization of EWT and peDS) 
can be carried out on software para
meters or on hardware parameters. 
For example, one might optimize the 
software parameters by assuming a 
display with vectors of random 
lengths and random sta~ting posi
tions and determine what mix of 
point plot and/or vector instruc
tions should be used to meet the 
optimization criterion. Some of 
the hardware parameters to be con
sidered are the basic core cycle 
time, the· type of vector generation 
(which affects length of time re
quired to draw the vector), or the 
characteristics of the CRT deflect
ion system. If this model is used 



to show possible future areas for 
display development, a technique 
of seeing which variables have the 
most effect on optimization of EWT 
andi.l(DS) would probably be most 
useful. Perhaps an approp~iate 
procedure woul,·i be to plot percent 
improvement of EWT and P(DS) vs 
percent change of each of the hard
ware and software parameters. Such 
a family of curves could show quite 
clearly which areas would prove to 
provide the most improvement in 
results for "equivalent" efforts. 

Statistics Gathering 

In order that the above studies 
may be carried out, some means of 
gathering statistics to define 
typical values of the lengths of 
vectors, what points are most often 
plotted and the different transi
tion ·probabilities must be provided. 
To accomplish the task of statistics 
gathering, a PDP-8 Simulator has been 
programmed which operates on the 
PDP-7. This simulator can simulate 
any programs which can operate in a 
standard 4K PDP-8. A more detailed 
report on the PDP-8 Simulator will 
be available at a later date. It 
will be sufficient here to point 
out that during simulation, the 
section which handles lOT (Input
Output Transfer) instructions_moni
tors for display oriented lOT's. 
When the display start lOT is exe
cuted, control is passed to a 338 
Display Control Simul~tor which 
simulates the execution of the dis
play program, within limits, gathers 
relevant statistics and summarizes 
them on a teletype printout upon 
completion of the simulation. A 
s~~~a~J of the statistics which the 
program will gather and what simpli
fying assumptions have been made 
will be given here as a conclusion. 

The probability transition 
matrix is expanded to one more state 
by removing all skips from Cycle I 
and giving them an initial state of 
their own (called SKIP TEST). This 
is done because the skip instructions 
are the only instructions whose 
transition probabilities to the next 
step are related to the probability 
of operator interaction. The simul
ation simply follows all branches at 
skips in all possible directions and 
keeps a count of the state transi-
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tions accordingly. The simulation 
is deemed complete when all skips 
have been followed accordingly and 
either instructions are encountered 
which were previously recorded or 
the display executes the halt 
command. At the completion of the 
simulation, the probability of 
transitions for the .added state must 
be multiplied by the probability of 
operator interaction to cause a suc
cessful skip condition. When this 
has been done, the state may be re
combined with Cycle I and analysis 
will proceed as described previously. 
In addition, the types and number of 
each skip instruction are. tallied as 
are the number of times each point 
was plotted with how many times it 
was intensified and how many escapes 
were made. Also, similar data is 
kept for every length of vector. In 
addition to this tabular data, a 
count is kept on each of a number of 
other variables of interest. These 
variables are the number of "far" 
points plotted, how many increment 
instructions were executed, how many 
of those escaped and how many of 
.those escaped on the first byte of 
the word, how many edge violations 
were encountered and how many il
legal instructions (or instructions 
which were ignored) were seen. The 
simplifying assumptions made are 
that the minimum paper size is used, 
edge flags are inhibited, there are 
no slaves or character generator, 
the pop instruction cannot enter the 
data state and there are no vector 
continue instructions. 

It is anticipated that the 
continued development and use of 
this program will generate a suffi
cient number of progr-am sU~Tlaries to 
be useful in performing some of the 
analyses suggested at the conclusion 
of the previous section. 
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CORRESPONDENCE OF MAJOR STATES 

MARKOV C~AIN MODEL 338 DISPLAY CONTROL 

CYCLE I CYCLE I 

CYCLE 2 CYCLE 2 

'USN PUSH I 

PUSH 2 

PO, POP I 

POP 2 

SKI' SKIP I 

SKIP 2 

DATA I SI 

DaTA 2 S2 

Table 1 Corresponde.nce of Major States 
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EXPECTED WAITING TIMES, Tj 

STATE SUBSTATE Tj 

CYCLE I W 

2 CYCLE 2 W 

3 PUSH 2W 

4 POP 2W 

I SKIP 2W 

e DATA I POINT W 

INCREMENT W+V + c. V 

VECTOR W 

VECTOR CONT. W 

SHORT VECTOR W+V 

GRAPH PLOT W + Pp 

7 DATA 2 POINT w+ Pp t 

VECTOR W + V 

VECTOR CONT. w+V 

Table 2 Expected .Waiting Times, T(l) 

STATE DIAGRAM 

Figure 2 State Diagram 





NUMERICAL CONTROL GRAPHIC SYSTEM 

J. A. Snow 
The Boeing Company 
Seattle, WashIngton 

Abstract 

A resear~h project at The Boeing Company was established to explore 
the feasibtITty of using a computer with a cathode ray tube (CRT) 
display to generate machining Instructions for numerically control
led machine tools.' The part programmer would input part geometry 
and observe a display of this Input on the CRT. From the dIsplayed 
part geometry, a cutter path would be generated, displayed, and 
then processed and transformed into a punched mylar tape. 

The results of this project showed that an accurate part could be 
machined from information generated on a CRT coupled to a computer. 
This research also showed that there could be a significant reduc
tion of flow time from partdeflnItfon to control tape by using a 
graph ic system in place of ,the convent ional numer r cal control com
puting system. 

Introduction 

In July, 1965, the Numerical Control Compu
ting Group (NCC) In the Aerospace Group of 
The Boeing Company began participating In 
Computer Aided Design Research Effort 
(CADRE). 'For the NCC group, this research 
effort was to be directed towards the deve
lopment of an'assemblage of computer programs 
that would speedup the part programming 
phases of part machining. These programs 
were to res,l de ina spec i a 1 purpose computer, 
equipped with a CRT, teletypewriter, and a 
function button box (push buttons under pro
gram control). The equipment chosen was a 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-7 
computer with a Model 340 scope (CRT). 

The computer installation was to be main
tained by the CADRE' group, under the 
supervision of Jerry Kotulan. This group 
was to be :responslble for the computer exe
cutive system, support library, and main
tenance of all DEC supplIed software. 

The job facing the NCC group was to implement 
a numerical control computing system, totally 
new in concept, In which the part programmer 
would cause the part to be displayed on a 
CRT, and then generate cutter Information 
from that display. The cutter Information 
would ,then be converted to APT 1111 CLTAPE 
format and post processed. However, this 
system would not use APT per see 

1 Latest version of the Automatically Pro
grammed Tools language. 
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This project was motivated by the following 
considerations: 

1. The total time spent In preparing an APT 
run of some part to be machined and in 
the acquisition of the punched control 
tape for the desired machine tool can be 
greatly shortened If the part programmer 
Is placed directly within the computing 
loop. That Is, the part programmer 
inputs information or, commands Into the 
computer on an on-ITne, real-time besTs, 
and receives immediate and visual veri
fication or acknowledgement of his 
actions from the computer. 

2. Computer equipment needed for graphic 
part programming was available and at a' 
reasonable cost (for a research effort) , 

3. Results were judged attainable within a 
year. 

4. Extension of graphics into other areas 
was readily discernable, specifically, 
the wnole design process, from defini
tion of the part by the design engineer 
to the machining of the part. 

5. The long range return was deemed very 
substantial In. terms of dollars saved by 
the significant reduction in the process 
flow time from the designer's drawing 
board to the machIne tool control tape. 

6. Parts that could be programmed on a gra-



phlc system comprised the bulk of all 
mach Inable parts. That Is, two-d I men
slonal parts consisting of lines and 
circles accounted for approximately 
sIxty percent of all machinable parts at 
Boefng. This figure Is substantiated by 
several other aerospace companles. 2 

The computer programs, hereafter called the 
NC-system, developed under CADRE are con
sidered to be only the first plateau of 
effort'ln Implementing a graphic numerical 
control comput'lng system. Therefore, the 
capabilities included In the system were 
limited to those essential to the part pro
grammlng of a part. There are other 
limItatIons due to Ignorance, since there 
were very few guideposts indicating the pro
per direction in which to take In system 
development. However, the NCC group plans to 
develop a second generation system free from 
the ltmltations In the existing system plus 
any that can be foreseen. This second gene
ration system would contaIn any addItions 
needed to'make the present system more flexi
ble. 'Flexlble'not only from the part 
programmer IS point of view but, also, In the 
.a~e Tn wht~h~apablllties can be added as 
the need for their InclusIon Into the system 
arises. 

System DescrIptIon 

The NC-system Is composed of six parts. 
These:ilre: 

1. INITIALIZATION - The part programmer es
tablIshes the transformation constants 
between part and scope coordinates by 
using the teletype to' Input the maxImum 
dimensIon of the part. The coordinate 
axes are automatIcally dIsplayed with 

2 

the maximum part dimension located at 
the end of each axis. The control 
Indicators, "EII, liLli, and "K" 'with an 11*,1 

j,mder the "L" are also dIsplayed under 
the abclssa axis. (See Figure 1.) The 
part programmer specifIes one of three 
methods of information Input wIth a 
functIon button push. The computer, un
der program control, will sometimes 
automatically select one of the three 
methods by whIch the part programmer Is 
expected tOi Input InformatIon. The as
terIsk mov.es under the proper control 
IndIcator. E-control allows InformatIon 
to be extracted from a previously de
fined part element. L-control (light 
pen) Is the normal control mode unless 
another Is specifIed. K-control allows 

Lockheed, Georgia; McDonnell; North Ameri-
can; and Douglas 
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information to be keyed In on the tele
type. 

YMAX 

~------------------------------------XMAX 

ELK 

* 
NOTE: XMAX = YMAX 

Figure 1 Scope display from 

Initialization s~ction of system 

2. DEFINITION - In this section of the sy~
tem, the part programmer has access to 
the various geometry constructIon rou
tines wIth whIch to establIsh the part 
display as well as the mathematIcal 
descrIptIon of the part. Master Dlmen
slons ' software is used to mathematIcally 
defIne each element as well as calculate 
the points needed for the display of each 
element. 

3 

These MD routines are computer adapta
tIons of the mathematical technIques 
that convert a set of related nu"erlcal 
quantitIes Into another set of numerIcal 
quantities, such that the second set is 
referred to as the cannonTcal form of a 
T-Curve. ~ 

SpecIfIcally, the input set of data con
sists of the endpoints and corresponding 
tangents of' each element. These tangents, 
generally, are of arbItrary length. 

The T-Curve Is a generalization of the F-
Curve, whIch is the designatIon ~f a 
paramet'rlc, three dImensIonal curve. The 
F-Curve and the T-Curve were developed by 
James Ferguson ,and Madon Rowin, respec
tively, both of The Boeing Company. 



ThIs data rs processed by the T-Curve 
ConversIon routrnes. The output set of 
data contarns the element endpoInts 
(unchanged), and re-calculated tangent 
lengths, depending upon the element 
type with whrch they are assocIated 
(lTne, cIrcle, parabloa, etc.). Another 
term, called the IIrho-valuell

, Is out
putted, berng a functron of the endpoInts 
and the tangents. 

The reasons for usrng the T~Curve as the 
method for mathematically defrnlng each 
part element are as follows: 

a. Software required to generate the 
intermediate pornts between the end
poInts of an element Is kept to a 
mInimum because the mathematical 
definition of each element rs rden
tlcal in format. 

b. A T-Curve is a three-dimensional 
curve, although part elements are es
sentially two-dimensronal with the 
third dimensIon set to zero. How
ever, the part element defrnltion can 
be expanded to three dImensions with 
no change rn the T-Curve mathematics. 

c. System expansion by Includrng addr
tional MD capabllrtles can be 
accomplished without a majo~ over
haul ·of the system. 

d. MD software (T-Curve) was used to see 
rf it would perform as desIred In the 
NC-system. With mInor alteratIons to 
compensate for PDP-7 characterIstics, 
the MO software pe,rformed very sat I s
factorily. Thusly, an MD-NC inter
face has been created that could have 
applIcations Tn areas other than 
graphic part programmIng. 

3. CLDATA - This Is the section of the sys
tem that generates cutter offset 
Information. The part programmer estab
lIshes the machInIng and drIllIng 
sequences of the part. That Is, he 
specrfles the machining order of each 
element makIng up the part as well as the 
holes that need to be drTlled. The part 
programmer has control of the Z-Helght4.of 
the cutter at all times. 

The cutter (or drIll) can be returned to 
the set pornt at any time during the 
machInIng operatIon and the machIne tool 

4 . 
Z-Helght of cutter refers to the dIstance 
of the cutter tip above the zero posTtTon 
on the machIne tool. 
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stopped. Consequently, the cutter or 
drIll can be changed to another one of 
dIfferent sIze, and then the machInIng 
operatIon can be resumed. WIth thIs 
capabIlIty, multIple cuttIng passes can 
be generated. In drIllIng, a drIll-bore
ream sequence could be establIshed as 
well as the drillIng of different sIzed 
holes. Therefore, the part programmer can 
control the machInIng of a wIde range of 
part sizes, shapes, surface fInIshes, 
and drIlled-hole srzes and frnTsh. 

4. 1108 - The orIglnal plans of the NO-sys
tem called for the cutter Information 
generated In the CLDATA sectIon of the 
system to be transmItted by Tel-Pac A 
lInes to the UNIVAC 418 and then stored 
on a FAsTRAND drum. The 418 Is con
nected to the.ll08 and both computers 
have access to thIs partIcular drum unIt. 
The 418 would alert the 1108 of the pre
sence of PDP-7 data. In due tIme, the 
1108 would brIng In the NC 1108 

S 

system that would convert the t.ransmitted 
data Into APT III CLTAPE format. The 
proper post processor would be called in 
to convert the CLTAPE data Into machIne 
tool InstructIons. The post proc.essor 
output would be written on a magnetic 
tape. The data on the tape would then 
be converted to a control tape (punched 
mylar) on an IBM 360-30. 

As of August, 1966, the hook-up of the 
PDP-7, 418, and the 1108 computers ~".,,!~ 
not fully operatIonal. Therefore, the 
NC-system was modIfIed to bypass this 
roadblock. Cutter Information Is 
punched out on paper tape at the PDP-7. 
The tape Is converted to punched cards 
on the 360-30. These cards are then 
used as Input data to the Ne-Slmulator,S 
whIch is runnable on eIther the 1108 or 
the IBM 7094. The sImulator converts 
the cutter data Into APT III CLTAPE for
mat and then calls the post processor 
for the specIfied machIne tool. The 
post processor output goes to the 360-30 
to be converted Into punched control 'tape 
for the machIne tool. (See FIgure 2.) 

OrIgInally developed to check out post 
processors without goIng through APT to 
obtaIn CLTAPE data. 
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5. SIGN OFF - This section of the system 
serves only to reset the display coun
ters and to zero out the display 
memory. ThIs action erases everything 
being dIsplayed except for the system 
control words at the bottom of the 
scope. After callIng SIGN OFF, the part 
programmer could then start working on a 
new part. 

6. UTILITY - IntersectIon of two lInes. In 
many cases, the shoulder point, or the 
common poInt of the two Intersecting 
lInes for cIrcular arc generation Is not 
readIly obtaInable from a' blueprint. 
WIth thIs sectIon of the system, the 
part programmer can determIne that poInt. 

The part programmer types In the X- and 
the Y- coordInate values of any two 
poInts on each of the two lInes. The 
IntersectIon poInt Is calculated and 
the X- and Y-coordlnates of that poInt 
are automatically typed out. ThIs pro
cedure may be repeated any number of 
tlmes"tlntll all such points are obtaIned. 
(See l.c. under System OperatIon.) 
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System Operation 

1. Element Construction (Definition 
Section) 

a. Line - A line requires two points 
for construction. These points may 
be Inputted either by lIght pen ac
tion only, typewriter, extraction of 
the endpoints of previously defined 
elements, or any combination of 
these three methods. 

b. CIrcle - A cIrcle requires the cen
ter point and radIus for construc
tIon. The center point can be 
Inputted by any method mentioned In 
(a) above. The radius Is keyed In. 
The cIrcle Is used only to Indicate 
the locatIon of a hole. The center 
of the hole Is also displayed. 
Cutter motIon cannot be dIrected 
around a circle defined in this 
section of the system. 

c. CIrcular Arc - A circular arc Is 
inscribed between two IntersectIng 
lines, wIth the ltne segments 
terminating at the IntersectIon 
point. (See Figure 3a.) Therefore, 
a circular arc 'requ I res the exIs
tence of two Intersecting lines and 
the radius of the arc. The lines 
are extracted from storage by means 
of the lIght pen under E-control. 
The radius is keyed In as well as 
the number of poInts along the arc. 
The "VII formed by the IntersectIng 
lines on the outside oT the arc Is 
deleted. (See Figure 3b.) 

Figure 3a Circular arc construction 



6 

Figure 3b .Circular arc construction 

d. Parabolic Arc - A parabolic arc re
quires that two Intersecting lines, 
but not displayed as such, be pre
viously defined~ The parabolic arc 
is placed between the lines by ex
tracting ·these lines from storage 
and keying in the number of points 
along the arc. (See Figure 4.) 

(Parabolic Arc from Test Part, Fig. 6) 

Figure 4 Parabolic arc construction 

All element construction must be main
tained In the same general dIrection. 
Lines and arcs must tntersect In a tan
gency condltlon. 6 

ExceptIons to these restraInts are dIscus-
sed In the section on Cutter Offset. 

. 2. 
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Cutter Offset (CLDATA SectIon) 

This section of the system has been de
signed such that the part programmer Is 
dIrected in a way as Identical as pos
sible to the way In which he mIght 
normally establish the cuttIng sequences 
of a part. The system requests that the 
X-, V-, and Z- coordInates of the set
point and the radius of the cutter be 
keyed In by the part programmer. The 
part programmer selects the first element 
of the cut sequence wIth the lIght pen. 
He keys In the lead-In distance to the 
first element as well as the cutter 
heIght at this point. The cutter path to 
thIs point Is displayed. (See Figure 5.) 
When the part programmer selects (with 
the light pen) th~ next element to be 
machined, the center path of the cutter 
is displayed along the first element. 
The part programmer touches each succes
sive element wIth the light pen until the 
part is machined. 

I-ST ELEMENT 

I 
I 

~
. 

" LEAD-IN 
:; -')' DISTANCE 

/ --, 
~ ~CUTTER 

.JL/ "---- CENTER PATH 

TsEtPOINT 

Figure 5 Start of a cut sequence 

At any time between element cuts, the 
partptogramner may alter the cutter Z, 
.lther in a step change or a taper 
change. He may also cause the cutter to 
be returned to the set point. To re
start the machining operation, the part 
programmer must restate the set point, 
cutter radIus, lead-In, and designate 
the first element of the cut. thIs 
means that multIple cutter passes at the 
part may be made. WIth th Is Tn mind, 
some of the construction restrictions 
may be relaxed. That Is, ITnes and arcs 
need not be tangent If a line and an ad
Joining arc are not machined in the same 
cutter pass. The direction of element 



constructIon must be In the same general 
dIrectIon only for elements grouped to
gether In the same cuttIng sequence. 
By relaxIng these constructIon restric
tIons and CAREFULLY payIng attentIon to 
the groupIng of part elements, the part 
programmer can' defIne and machIne a 
wIde range of parts wIthout commIttIng 
any fatal mistakes. 

3. Drtll 

The drill section allows the part pro
gral1111er to cause the d r il1l ng of v I r
tually an unlimited number of holes In 
a part. To drill holes of different 
dIameters, the part programmer returns 
the drill h~ad to the set point. A 
machine tool STOP command is automati
cally Included with the outputted 
drilling Information. (At this poInt, 
the machine tool operator can change 
the drill.) This operation can be re
peated for each hole, if necessary. 

To cause the drIlling of a hole, the 
part progral1111er keys in the Z-value of 
a plane (called the "dri 11 plane" 7 ) 

parallel to the X-Y plane of the part. 
The depth of each hole Is then measured 
from this plane. Drill head motion be
tween hole center poInts takes place 
wIth the drill Z IdentIcal to the Z of 
the drIll plane. ThIs Is done to pre
vent the drIll from Interferrlng with the 
fixtures holdIng the part and/or the part 
Itself. To select the proper hole, the 
part programmer merely touches the dot 
at the center of the desIred hole with 
the lIght pen. He then keys In the 
hole depth. The system processes these 
Inputs and then recycles to the begIn
nIng of the drill sequence. The drill 
path from center poInt to center poInt 
Is displayed, showing the part program
mer whIch holes he has drilled. 

4. Test Part 

7 

On August 25, 1966, a template for pro
ductIon part checking was machined 
from cutter InformatIon generated by the 
Ne-system. This part Is shown in 
FIgure 6. It Is comprIsed of straight 
lInes, circular arcs; one parabolic arc, 
and one drilled hole. A total time of 
approx lmately three hours wa,s needed 
from start to finIsh to obtain the pun-

In part programming language, this Is 
ca lIed the "c learance plane". 
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ched paper tape (at the PDP-7) con
taining cutter offset information. The 
time breakdown for the various operatIons 
is as follows: 

Figure 6 

B 

B 

A 

A. Parabolic arc 
B. Circular are. 

C. Drilled holt 

All othtr arc. or t 
cutter radlu. 

Straight lin.. art 
self- evidtnt 

Tes't- part 

a. 2.0 hours - part famIlIarization, 
obtainIng shoulder 
poInts for the circular 
arcs plus other pre
processIng calculations. 

b. 0.4 hours - generate the part dis
play. 

c. 0.4 hours - generate cutter offset 
information. 

d. 0.2 hours - punch out the tape. 

These times are all approximate. Overall 
~low time from start to machine tool 
control tape was one day. 

By comparison, an experienced part pro
grammer took the blueprint of this test 
part" wrote an APT part program and sub
mitted It for computer processing. A 
tot~l time of approximately eight part 
programming hours was needed from start 
to finish to obtain a machine tool con
trol tape. The time breakdown for the 
various operations is as follows: 

a. 7.5 hours - part familiarization and 
part programming. 



b~ 0.3 hours - correction of part pro
gram after first computer 
run. 

c. 0.3 hours - correction of part pro
gram after second c~ 
puter run. 

Three computer runs were required for 
successful execution of the part program. 
Overall flow time from startto'machine 
tool control tape was four days. 

Keypunch time was omitted since an ac
counting of this was not obtained; 
however, it would be approximately one 
hour. Another omitted item was prepara
tion time for the machine tool operator's 
document. Since this operation is neces
sary for all jobs, then it would be a 
common factor in this comparison. There
fore, it was omitted. 

System Evaluation 

During the months of September and October, 
1966, five part programmers each spent ap
proximately twenty-four hours in using the 
NC-system. The programming experience of 
these men ranged from part programming 
school to over seven years. The consensus 
of ALL these programmers was as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The NC-system was too limited for pro
duction use. s 

The NC-system was easy to use, once they 
had become accustomed to how it worked. 

Within the framework of its limited capa
bilities, this NC-system was superior to 
the standard APT system because 

a. there was no waiting for a job to be 
processed, since the part programmer 
ran his own job; 

b. the computer responded immediately 
to part programmer input and presen
ted a visual display of the part 
geometry and cutter path; and 

C. errors were detected when they occur
red, allowing immediate correction. 

SSee final paragraph in "Introduction ll • 
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4. A production version of the Ne-system 
should be implemented for part progra~ 
mer use. 

These same part programmers plus others in 
the part programming group established a 
list of specifications for a production ver
sion of the NC-CADRE system. When the NCe 
group implements a prOduction level graphic 
part programming system, the structure of 
this system will be according to the speci
fications supplied by the part programming 
group. 

An accurate comparison of the value of a 
graphic system and that of conventional 
methods is possible only when the total pic
ture is considered. Therefore, in conven
tional methods we will not only include part 
programming in APT, using card input to the 
computer, but also an on-line APT system' 
even though such a system does not exist. 
This is because statements have been made to 
the effect that if a part programmer had in
stant access to a computer, the flow time 
required for producing a control tape through 
APT would be reduced, such that any benefits 
derived from a graphic system would be 
greatly, if not totally nullified. On the 
basis of this observation, It Is necessary 
to include an on-line APT system in the co~ 
parison to clearly demo~strate the' 
superiority of the graphic concept. 

Figures 7, 8, and 2 show the information 
flow from part programmer to control tape 
for the present day APT system, an on-line 
APT system, and the Ne-system respectively. 
The man-hours required for producing the 
test part control tape with the present day 
APT system was eight. Overall flow time was 
four days. With the on-line APT system, the 
man-hours would be about the same, but the 
overall flow time would be reduced to less 
than two days (assuming no ca'rryover 'into 
another work shift). With the CADRE system, 
three man-hours were requrred to produce the 
machine tool control tape for the test part. 
Overall flow time was one day. 
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Figure 8 Information flow through an on-line APT system 

ConclusIons 

WIth the~llmlted capabIlity NC-system, the 
tIme spent in part programming the test part 
was substantIally' less than part programming 
wIth present day methods usIng APT or an en
visIoned on-lIne system using APT. Clearly, 
the graphIc system provides capabIlItIes to 
part programmers that no other type of sys
tem can provIde; namely: 

1. Immediate visualization of all geometric 

9 
ThIs conclusIon can be taken only for 
parts sImIlar to the test part. Parts 
dIfferIng In complexity might IndIcate a 
dIfferent productivity ratio. 
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construction and tutter path generatlonl 

2. ImmedIate correction of errors, causing 
the probability of errors in the control 
tape to be almost zero; 

3. A radIcal decrease.in overall flow time 
for control tape generation; and 

4. An increase In part programmer produc
tIvity by about a factor of four. 9 

When the NC-system is expanded to production 
status, part programming parts Tn APT that 
can be part programmed on the graphIc system 
will be an out-moded and costly practice. 



ENHANCEMENT TO A TIME-SHARED 
OPERA TING SYSTEM 

Richard N. Freedm.an 
Laboratory for Nuclear Science* 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cam.bridge, Massachusetts 

The PDP-6 work at LNS is to develop 
a system. for recognition and m.easurem.ent 
of tracks in bubble cham.ber pictures with 
a flying-spot device on-line to a sm.all com.
puter. The project was begun on a PDP-I, 
and was switched to a PDP-6 to attem.pt to 
take advantage of the speed of the flying
spot device. But with this background, we 
ha ve favored and tried to retain the m.ethods 
of program. developm.ent originally suitable 
only for sm.all com.puters. 

Effective com.puter use in this fashion, 
however, requires m.ore than the standard 
tim.e-sharing of the processor, but sim.ilar 
sharing of the input-output devices. Our 
intent has been to give each user as m.uch 
I/O capability as he can USe, but no m.ore -
that is, to allow a secondary user every 
capability which the prim.ary user does not 
need. And we have observed and im.ple
m.ented features which should be part of 
any sm.all tim.e -sharing system.. 

The installation at LNS cons ists of a 
PDP-6 with fast accum.ulators, 32K of two 
m.icrosecond m.em.ory, 16K of five m.icro
second m.em.ory, a line printer, a card 
reader, a TYPE 3¢ display scope, four 
DECtapes, three m.agtapes, and two tele
types, all in one room.. The social aspects 
of time -sharing are thus s im.plified, in that 
if the user three feet away is not using the 
printer, it m.ust be available. But som.e 
software m.ay be needed for the operating 
system. to know it is available. 

For exam.ple, consider the developm.ent 
of a program., which, in production, uses 
the line printer heavily. In the debugging 
phase, it m.ay suffice to see, by DDT, 
whether variables are given plausible values 
or whether a section of coding runs to com.
pletion. Rather than suppressing the out
put corn.rn.ands, we m.erely specify a different 
device. For this purpos e we have added a 
software device, called the NUL device, to 
our configuration. This device is like an 
invisible line printer with 'wastebasket 
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attached. Data sent to this device is never 
seen again. But one of the best features of 
the DEC Multiprograrn.rn.ing System. is the 
device-independence of I/O pr6grarn.rn.ing. 
So the program. being tested with the NUL 
device is given a true test, and the alternate 
device rem.ains accessible to other users. 

A related problem. in: accessibility 
occurs when a program. reads a dozen cards 
and then com.putes for an hour. The 
FORTRAN Operating System. does not know 
that no m.ore cards will be read, and is 
willing to keep the device tied up. But the 
prograrn.rn.er s om.etim.es knows when he has' 
read his last card, and should be able 'to 
release the device easily. With a slight 
change to the operating system., END FILE-, 
for a non-tape device, can be m.ade to re
lease the device; or in general a subroutine -
call is available, which, for any device, 
ends the file and releases the device. Thus 
the card reader, in this case, becom.es 
available to other users. 

An opposite situation m.ay occur, with 
a diffe rent s oltition ne ce s s a ry. Afte r com.
puting for an hour, a program. m.ay be ready 
to print results. In accordance with our 
principle, however, we have been using the 
printer for other jobs in that hour, and an 
attem.pt to print will cause an error exit. 
Clearly a tim.e -sharing system. should have 
som.e way of requesting a device. We have 
a subroutine which checks on the availability 
of a device. If it is available, the sub
routine returns and the caller can confi
dently initiate output on the device. If it is 
in use, a m.essage is typed. The user then 
either persuades the other user to relinquish 
the device or specifies an alternate device 
to be used. 

Finally, one m.inor feature is useful to 
an installation with any special I/O equip
m.ent. We have the film. s canning a ppa ra tus , 
and run our TYPE 3¢ scope as a special 
device. To reduce the system. overhead 
tim.e on such very fast devices, it is 



convenient to be able to execute I/O in
structions in user mode. Restricting this 
privilege to a particular job is inconvenient 
in a sma1l group, because one person may 
be using the scope while another is com
piling; but at any time the person compiling 
may have loaded and want the scope while 
the other has finished with it. 50 in our 
monitor any job, although only one at a 
time, may request to run in this privileged 
mode. 

Another class of problems deals pri
marily with a large FORTRAN-oriented 
system, not necessarily time -shared. The 
scanning system consists of about a hundred 
subroutines, mostly in FORTRAN IV, with 
thirty or forty blocks of labelled cornmon. 
Keeping this set up to date when one or two 
changes are made to cornmon becomes quite 
a bookkeeping problem, which has been 
attacked in two ways. First, a magtape is 
used instead of six DECtapes, to keep the 
current sources and relocatable binaries. 
A filing system has been developed, which 
writes files containing both (or either)A5Cn 

and binary versions of each program. 
Either or both parts of the files can be ex
tracted at will, for loading, editing, listing, 
etc. The file name, date, and composition 
of each file is indicated in the three -word 
header on each record, to simplify the ex
traction procedure. This particular pro
gram, now available through DECUS, is not 
the only approach to the problem, but some 
massive storage device is necessary. 

Another bookkeeping problem can occur 
in the changing of a cornmon block. When 
twenty or thirty subroutines need to be 
changed to agree with a changed common 
block, it is desirable to minimize the work 
involved. A new feature of FORTRAN has 
been implemented :for this problem, similar 
to a MACRO instruction in assembly lan
guage. The cornmon block name is defined 
to compile as the normal full block speci
fication, and only the system definitions 
need to be changed before a recompilation. 
(This version of the compiler, with the 
cliche feature, as it is called, will be avail
able shortly from MIT. ) 

·This work has been supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission- under contract 
number AT (30-1) - 2098 
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THE COMPUTER DISPLAY IN A TIME-SPARING ENVIPONMENT* 

Thomas P. Skinner 
M.I.T. Project MAC 

Cambridge Massachusetts 

Abstract 

Current trends in the computer fi.eld seem to 
indicate that in the future we will have very 
sophisticated graphical display consoles and much more 
powerful time-sharing systems. This paper discusses 
the numerous basic display configurations that are 
possible In a time-sharing environment. The display 
console itself, as well as the various communications 
systems available, are integrated in the discussion of 
~ossible software systems. Finally, a system Is 
discussed which is a prelImInary attempt at developing 
a terminal using the nEC 338 Display Computer connected 
to the MULTICS Time-Sharing System now under 
development at Project MAC. Connection is made by 
means of a 2400 bit per second full duplex dataphone. 

Hhy Time-Sharing 

Graphical terminals are now 
being used as input and output 
devices for the solution of very 
complicated problems. These 
problems max r&quirea considerable 
amount of comput i ng power. If it 
were not for the interactive nature 
~f the computer display, the logical 
solution to the problem would be a 
larger computer. The large stand 
alone computer becomes somewhat of a 
financial burden when throughput is 
limited by the person using the 
display terminal. We must look to 
other schemes unless we have an 
unli~ited budget. Time-sharing 
systems present an alternative to 
the problem. 
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The first level of time-sharing 
systems are actually batch 
processing monitors. A high level 
of sophistication in batch monitors 
has caused a number of them to be 
considered time-sharing systems. 
For example, input-output overlay 
processing and job scheduling is 
actually a form of time-sharing. 
Some d i sp.l ay sys tems have used th i s 
sort of monitor to gain access to 
large machines for raw data 
reduct ion. GRAPH I CS I at Be 11 Labs 
is an example of this form of 
time-sharing system. 

*Work reported herein was supported by 
Project MAC, an M.I.I. research program 
sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, Department of Defense, under Office 
of Naval Research Contract Number Nonr-
4102(01). 



In the more conventional sense 
we have the time-sharing systems in 
which time slicing is employed and 
the user accesses the machine from 
remote terminals. CTSS at Project 
MAC is a prime example. 
Time-sharing systems of this nature 
provide a much better response for 
the time-sharing display. To a 
certain extent, real-time 
interaction is possible and the user 
has control over his programs. 

Above the level of CTSS 
new class of time-sharing 
being developed. TSS 360 by 
the system 360 and Multics 
for the GE 645 are both new 
extremely flexible systems. 

Display Terminals 

is the 
systems 
IBM for 
at MIT 

and 

Display terminals 
three basic categories: 

fit into 

A. Video typewriters 
B. Directly driven displays 
C. Remote processing displays 

The video typewriter Is little more 
than what its name imp 1 i es. I t can 
be faster than a hard COpy device 
but offers little to extend 
graphic capability. Some clever 

thirigs have been done with these 
conso 1 es but they fa 11 into the same 
category as graph drawing using 
characters and print positions on 
conventional printed output. 

The directly driven display can 
be quite useful, but has the 
restriction that it requires a large 
amount of central processor time or 
a dedicated data channel to maintain 
the display. Usually the terminal 
must be located close to the 
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processor because 
bandwidth of the 
channe 1 requ ired. 
core memory needed to 
channe 1 is a 1 so a big 

of the wide 
corrrnunications 
The ded i cated' 
drive the data 
problem. 

The remote processing display 
seems to offer the most f1exibi1 ity 
since any bandwidth communication 
system may be used without needing a 
large bandwidth merely to maintain 
the display. 

We now turn our attention to 
the class of communications systems 
that use the various data 
transmission devices provided by the 
telephone company. Both ends of the 
transmission path, whether it be a 
pr i va te wi re or the d i,a 1 network, 
must have a data set or dataphone. 
Th~re are a large variety of 
dataphones differing in transmission 
rates and modulation methods. They 
all behave in a s'imi1ar manner, 
however. A serial bit stream is 
transmitted at one end and received 
at the other. If two paths are 
provided simultaneously, such that 
both transmission and reception can 
occur - concurrently, the 
communication system is sald to be 
full duplex. Half duplex is merely 
one line that can only transmit in 
one direction at a time. 

There are two major classes of 
dataphones: 

1. High speed datasets which 
usually link two computer-like 
devices together. These 
datasets usually operate at 
speeds higher than 2,000 bits 
per second. SOMe new devices 
operate at up to 40,000 BPS. 
2. Teleprinter rate 1 ines 
usually ten to fifteen 



characters per second connec~ing 
typewriter-like terminals 
together or to a computer. 

High speed dataphones are best 
suited to the needs of the 
time-shared display. Large amounts 
of data can be sent in a relatively 
short amount of time. Display lists 
can be sent back and forth from the 
time-shared computer to the display. 
It is not too likely that large data 
bases other than display lists would 
need to be transmitted to the 
display console since the amount of 
computing power at the display 
terminal is usually minimal and 
would defeat the purpose of using 
the display in a time-shared 
environment.· The low speed 
dataphone is a severe restriction on 
the interactive capabil ity of the 
remote display. Data transfers of 
any proportion may severly hinder 
the response time of the system to 
real time interactions from the 
user. 

DisplaY Software 

Display software is perhaps the 
limiting reagent in the graphics 
experiment. Software development on 
almost any scale is quite painful. 
Many display software systems in use 
today ar~ extremely applications 
oriented. The Electronic Systems 
Laboratory at MIT has developed a 
display software system for their 
display console at Project MAC. It 
is a general purpose system with 
procedures to generate graphic 
constructs such as lines, circles, 
and subpictures. 

With a remote processing 
configuration, such as the DEC 338, 
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and a time~sharing system, such as 
Multics, we have a great deal of 
flexibility at hand. The proposed 
Multics graphics system will have 
software of a very general nature 
with provisions for letting the user 
define his own subsystem or 
particular real-time procedures such 
as light pen tracking or push button 
manipulation. 

The Multics system graphical 
philosophy is that we maintain at 
the remote terminal processor only 
those procedures that are of a 
real-time nature. All other 
procedures reside in the central 
computer. A model of the display 
list can be kept in the central 
computer and the actual list at the 
remote terminal. Any changes are 
made to both the model and the 
actual display list. 

At both the display end and at 
the Multics end of the 
communications )ine is a 
communications management module. 
This module is responsible for the 
maintenance of the communications 
link. We might then think of the 
central computer and the terminal as 
independent processes that are 
exchanging data by means of the 
communications link. There are 
numerous interlocking problems that 
this independence creates, but this 
type of system offers us much more 
freedom than the system in which the 
remote terminal is merely a slave 
the central computer. 

The initial Multics graphics 
skeleton system will probably be 
much like other graphics systems but 
with the major difference that the 
user will be able to restructure any 
part of the system he desires. A 



library of procedures and subsystems 
will enable the unsophisticated user 
to configure the system to his 
particular applications. 

Current Hardware 

The present display te~minal 
connected to the Multics system 
consists of a DEC 338 display and 
POP-8 ~omputer with EAE and an 
additl~hal memory module. The 338 
includes the programmable character 
generator and search logic. Other 
peripheral hardware includes OECtape 
and OMOI multiplexor. 

Special hardware was also 
designed by Project MAC and added to 
the installation. This includes a 
dua 1 channe 1 dig t ta 1 to ana 1 og 
convertor and a real-time clock. 
The dataphone used is a 201B and a 
specially designed interface to the 
POP-8 that uses the three cycle data 
break facility. This interface 
allows full duplex operation of the 
201B which is a 2400 bit per second 
modern. 

The Multics system itself 
includes a dual processor GE 645 
with 256K of memory. All 
communications line 1-0 to the GE 
machine goes through the GIOC 
(Generalized Input and Output 
Controller> which is very much like 
a data channel. A high speed drum 
and several low speed secondary 
storage devices are also included in 
the 645 installation. 

Since at present the r1ultics 
s y 5 t e:-n i s not f u 1 1 y 0 per a t ion a 1 lit 
is not possible to develop the 
neces5ary software for the 338 
terminal. The 338 terminal is 
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presently being used as a debugging 
device for the Multics system. A 
system known as XRAY has been 
developed by which system 
programmers are able to investigate 
the contents of GE 645 memory and 
monitor certain data bases on the 
338 display. This debugging device 
has the unique feature in that it 
does not require any 645 processor 
time to operate and can thus remain 
a true "invisible" debugging tool. 
It is anticipated that much more 
elaborate applications of the 338 
terminal to debugging will be made 
once the Multics system is fully 
operational. 
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X-Y GRAPH PRODUCTION AND MANIPULATION 

J.W. Brackett and Roy Kaplow 
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Abstract 

A number of user-oriented programs have been developed for 
forming x-y graph displays on the M.I.T. Compatible Time-Sharing 
System. A text input which describes the graph produces output 
on either the Project MAC interactive display facilities or 
remote storage oscilloscope displays, depending on the user's 
location. Both axes of the graph may be either logarithmic or 
linear; production of annotated graph "paper" is automatic unless 
ranges are set by the user. Up to three single- or multi-valued 
functions can be displayed simultaneously with a single" request, 
any of which may be either point or line-connected plots. A 
specification of precision is used to select data points for line
connected curves to minimize buffer requirements and/or transmission 
~ime. A light pen, if available, may be used to reference any 
one of the curves on a multi-curve plot. The subsystem is conver
sational and will request any necessary information which the user 
omits or supplies incorrectly. 

Introduction 

Graphical display of informatio~ always 
an important aspect of scientific and engin
eering analyses, is central to the concept of 
on-line computers, in which environment 
rapid and lucid communication between the 
machine and its users is perhaps the single 
most important requirement'. Of the many 
forms which graphical display may take, x-y 
graphs are one of the more readily achieved 
and probably the most generally useful and 
understandable. Under this general heading, 
for example, are included the representation 
of histograms, multi-dimensional vectors, 
the direct relationship between two functions 
or vectors, (i.e., the generalization of 
Lissajous figures), as well as single- or 
multi-valued functions of one independent 
variable - with or without the variation of 
subsidiary parameters. Particularly because 
of their general applicability, it is 
desirable that a computer facility provide 
a means for the construction of such graphs 
to the least sophisticated of its users. 

*This work was supported, in part, by 
Project MAC, an M.I.T. research program 
sponsored by the Advanced Research 
Agency, Department of Defense, under Office 
of Naval Research Contract Number Nonr-
4102(02). 
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In this paper we describe some 
"commands" which have been written for this 
purpose, which are used within MAp 1 ,2, a 
conversational sub-system for mathematical 
analysis, and more generally, within the 
M.I.T. Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSs1. 
Certain essential attributes of these 
commands are listed below; some of these 
will be discussed in detail in subsequent 
sections of the paper; 

a) The user need know none of the details 
of the hardware. 

b) The commands are usable in essentially 
invariant form, regardless of the particular 
hardware at the user's location. 

c) The user need not write any programs. In 
fact, he need not know any details in advance, 
since all the information which the command 
requires is solicited by questions if the 
parameters are not provided on the command 
line. 

d) Several superimposed curves may be 
displayed Simultaneously. 

e) "Graph paper" is generated automatically, 
in any desired linear-logarithmic combination. 
This includes the determination of the ranges 



required for both ordinates (or the use of 
optional user specified ranges), the 
selection and labelling of suitable graph 
paper scales using "round-number" subdivi
sions, and the mapping of the data values 
into display scope coordinates. 

f) For curves which are to be constructed 
with straight-line segments drawn between 
the data points, as is usually the case, data 
points which are either unnecessary or most 
dispensable are discarded, in light of 
hardware resolution, available buffer space, 
or transmission time requirements. . 

g) The user may interact with existing 
pictures, using a light pen if there is one 
and the typewriter, to request identification 
of curves at specific points and to request 
the deletion or addition of curves. 

The Terminals 

There are three different display 
terminal configurations attached to CTSS at 
present: a) the ESL Display Console 4 which 
uses a PDP-7 as a display buffer computer 
and which is connected to the IBM 7094 on a 
direct data channel; b) a PDP-7 with a 340 
display connected by a 1200 bits/second 
telephone line, and; c) storage oscilloscope 
displayS, also connected by a 1200 bits/ 
second telephone line. The first two types 
of terminals have light pen and pushbutton 
attachments for graphical input in addition 
to typewriters and also possess built-in 
character generators. All input for the 
storage tube display must pass through the 
associated typewriter console and all 
characters are presently drawn with vectors, 
but a low cost character generator is under 
development. s 

The ESL and type 340 displays both 
have 21 inch screens, and a resolution of 1 
part in 820 within the area used for the 
graph paper; both are subject to buffer 
space limitations and transmission time may 
be a consideration for the latter. The 
storage display has a 5 inch screen, and a 
resolution of about 1 part in 250; it has 
no buffer space limitation but transmission 
time may be a consideration. The single 
essential difference between the terminals, 
from the user's point of view for x-y graphs, 
is that displayed curves or specific spots 
on curves may be referenced with.a light pen 
on the dynamic displays, while typewriter 
"by-name" reference must be used on the 
storage units. Although the actual programs 
for the commands obviously vary considerably, 
the user is shielded from the differences 
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even if the command is incorporated (as a 
subroutine) in a program which is to be used 
interchangeably among the terminals. The 
proper procedure is loaded automatically, 
depending on the terminal the user plans to 
employ. This concept, to which relatively 
little attention has been paid in the past, 
is important to the maintenance of f1exi. 
bility in a facility, particularly one with 
experimental attributes. 

Format of Graphs 

If the user specifies no format inform
ation other than indicating the data to be 
plotted, a graph with linear axes and with 
line segments connecting the data points will 
be generated; a suitable "graph-paper" is 
used, depending on the ranges required by 
the data. The user may optionally specify 
ranges to be used for either or both 
ordinates; if these are smaller than is 
implicit in the data the display will be a 
magnified representation of a limited region. 
Figure 1 is a typical display af two functions, 
one represented by a line 'segment plot and 
th.e other by the data points. The lower 
left corner of the graph paper is labelled 

. with comp1et!2! numerical "E" format va1u~s. 
Subsequent divisions on the graph paper are 
specified by the appropriate least signifi
cant digits. Only integer labels are used 
for logarithmic axes and these then designate 
powers of 10. 

Sampling of Data 

Since the user may wish to plot several 
functions simultaneously, each of which may 
contain a thousand or more data points, the 
buffer space may be insufficient or the 
transmission time excessive for reasonable 
service. If line segment curves are to be 
drawn; it is often possible to satisfy a 
maximum number of points criterion by 
eliminating only those points which are 
redundant in terms of the hardware resolution. 
Given a resolution of 0, the following 
algorithm is used to select only the necessary 
(or most important) points: 

a) The first data point is always selected. 

b) . An imaginary line is extrapolated from 
the most recently selected point, i, through 
and beyond the next point, i+l. 

c) The vertical ordinate difference, fj, y. ; 
between the jth point and the extrapolatJd 
line is compared to 0, for j = i+2, i+3, etc. 
until, 

d) fj, y. is grea ter than 0/2, then the j-1 
J 



point is selected (and the process 
continues from step b). 

e) The last data point is always 
selected. 

f) If the resolution cS is insufficient to 
reduce the total number of points to a 
required level, 0 is multiplied by the 
ratio: number remaining/ number allowed, 
and additional passes taken, as required. 

If more than one curve is to be plotted, 
points are selected for all of them with a 
common o. Thus, if a rapidly oscillating 
function is displayed simultaneously with 
a smooth function, the bulk of the allowable 
points are utilized for the former. Although 
the procedure is not a true selector of 
"most important points", it is quite effective 
and rapid in execution; moreover, when a 
single pass with hardware resolution is 
sufficient, as often is the case, the user is 
not even aware of. the sampling process. 

Figure 2 illustrates the use of the 
sampling procedure in a practical case; the 
plotting of cos(x 2

) for OSxS6. The original 
func tion, displayed in Figure 2a, was 
represented by 601 data points, cabulated at 
equal intervals in x with a ~x of .01. The 
sampling algorithm, however, does not assume 
that the function is given at equal intervals 
nor does it assume that the x coordinates of 
the data points monotonically increase. With 
hardware resolution tolerance, (0 = y axis 
range/820 = .0024), the procedure discards 
180 (30%) of the points without any percep
tible effect on the display. With the 
tolerance increased to .02, the number of 
points was reduced to 183. Figure 2b shows 
the display formed from the 84 points 
remaining after a pass with the tolerance 
set to .10. Although only about one seventh 
of the original points remain, the positions 
of the maxima and minima are unchanged and 
the display is usable for many purposes. 

The same type of sampling may be used 
on graphs having logarithmic scales for one 
or both of the axes. Figure 3 is a plot of 

-(x-6) 2 
e for l<x<ll on 12 cycle semi-log 
graph paper. -O;ly 18 points, selected by 
sampling with a tolerance of ten times the 
resolution criterion, have been used; the 
resolution criterion requires 81 points. 
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User Communication with the 
Plotting Procedures 

The plotting commands, as incorporated 
within the MAP System, allow the user to 
display up to three functions by simply 
providing their names, which follow the 
usual function or vector notation, e.g., 
g(x) or h(i). If the function is tabulated 
at equal intervals in the independent 
variable, the MAP function definition includes 
the range and the interval in the independent 
variable for which the function is defined· 
for plots of such functions the horizontal' 
ordinate is thus specified implicitly. If 
the user types only the MAP command "plot", 
all of the required or optional information, 
including the names of the functions, will 
be requested; the details of the interaction 
are available elsewhere 1 ,2. If he follows 
the word "plot" with the names of the 
functions to be plotted, the graph is 
immediately constructed, with all the default 
options assumed, as previously described. 
Various combinations of options may be 
specified in a format-free fashion, as in 
the following example: 

plot g(x) lines h(x) points log-linear 3.2 6.8 

which specifies a graph.of g(x) and h(x) for 
3.2~~6.8 on semi-log paper, with g(x) drawn 
as a continuous curve and h(x) indicated by 
the data points alone. 

A graph for the storage tube requires 
the companion command, "plot storage"; all 
of the parameter information can be specified 
in identical fashion. 

The relationship between sets of tabular 
data, no~ necessarily equal interval 
functions of an independent variable, but 
related through a subscript corvespondence, 
can be displayed, using the MAP "compare" 
command, e. g. ,: 

compare ind(i) a(i) b(i) c(i) linear-log 

will plot the values of a(i), b(i) and c(i) 
against the logarithms of the values of ind(i). 

The facilities of the MAP compare 
command are available to programmers using 
CTSS through a subroutine named PLOTIT 7 • 

The argument to PLOTIT is a pointer to 
block of text of the same form that would be 
provided with the MAP command. As with MAP 
the required information will be requested 



i~ any errors or omissions in the text are 
detected during execution of the procedure. 
In Figure 4 a sample interaction is shown 
in which an error was detected and the 
required information requested from the user. 
Up to three functions may be plotted on the 
same graph with one request; the data is 
assumed to be stored in the CTSS disk file 
in a standard format, for which purpose 
matching disk writing and reading subroutines 
are available. 

With both the MAP commands and PLOTIT, 
the user is given the opportunity to interact 
with the displayed graph, i.e., the programs 
specifically ask for any desired further 
interaction. The user can cause the names of 
the functions or disk files to be printed on 
specific curves. If a light pen is available 
it can be used to point to a definite spot on 
the curve for the label, or to a curve to 
be removed; otherwise the curve is referenced 
by name through the typewriter. Curves can 
also be added to an existing graph (up to a 
net total of four). 

For more sophisticated programmers, 
interested in exercising the greatest 
possible control over the displayed output, 
the basic subroutines used to generate the 
display for the MAP commands and PLOTIT are 
available. In particular, ~he use of the 
basic routines allows greater flexibility in 
utilizing the light pen. With only slightly 
increased programming complexity, for 
example, the user can indicate a function or 
disk file on which any further calculations 
are to be done by pointing at its repres
entation on an existing graph. 
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Figure 1: Simultaneous display of two functions, one as a continuous curve and 
the other as data points only. The figure is in reverse of the actual 
display. 

2 
Plot of cos(x ) as represented FiglJre 2b: 

2 
Plot of cos(x ) as represented 

.. .. . 

by 601 points. by 84 points selected by the 

~ sampl ing algorithm e. 
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Figure 3: 
-(x-6)2 

Plot of e as represented by 18 points and displayed on log-linear 
graph paper. 

AN ERROR I N THE ARGUt·'ENT TO PLOTI T HAS BEEN FOUND. THE I NFORMAT I ON NECESSARY TO 
PREPARE THE GRAPH WILL BE REQUESTED. . 

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DISK FILE CONTAUIING THE VALUES WHICH SHOULD BE USED TO 
SPECIFY THE X AXIS. dlst x 

WHAT ARE THE NNtES OF THE DISK FILES CONTAINING THE VALUES WHICH S·PECIFY THE Y AXIS. 
exp x cosine x 

SHOULD THE FLOT BE LINEAR, LOG LOG, LINEAR LOG, OR LOG LINEAR. 1! near 

IF YOU "'ANT A POINT PLOT OF ANY OF THE FUNCTIONS, TYPE THE NAt·'ES OF THE APPROPRIATE 
DISK FILES. OTHERWISE GIVE ONLY A CARRIAGE RETUR".' 

IF YOU DO NOT WANT ALL OF THE POINTS OF TtlE FUNCTIONS(S) PLOTTED, TYPE TltE DECIMAL 
VALUES. INDICATING THE DESIRED RANGE FOR THE X AXIS. OTHERWISE GIVE ONLY A CARRIAGE 
RETURN. 
2.5eOl ... OeOl 

Figure 4: A sample interaction using PLOT IT. 
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COMPUTER IMAGE PROCESSING OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS 

Stephen Lorch 
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With the rapidly fal ling cost of 
computers and bulk storage the feasibil
ity of building inexpensive flying spot 
scanning devices interfaced to a sma I I 
computer has markedly increased in the last 
two years. The major problem of pattern 
recognition and how much this function can 
be automated is stil I in large part un
resolved, but as more flying spot scan
ners appear and more investigators become 
conversant with the techniques, their 
advantages and limitations, some of these 
questions should soon be answered. 

We have interfaced a flying spot 
scanner to our PDP-7 as inexpensively as 
possible. The optics consists of an old 
Kodak sl ide projector which has special 
mounting screws to permit the replacement 
of the projector bulb by a photomultiplier 
tube. The 300 scope or Fairchild 347 is 
used to generate a scanning raster and the 
signal from the photomultipl ier is proces
sed either through the A/D converter 
(type 138E), or the interrupt, using 
Z axis modulation. The scanning is 
accomplished with a TV type scan whose 
resoltuion can be preset in the accumulator 
switches by the operator. Intermediate 
images are stored on DEC tape and after 
the scan is complete are automatically 
played back onto the screen. A I ight pen 
feature is also included which al lows a 
portion of the image to be chosen on play
back and scanned at high-resolution 
(1024 points) and the image also stored. 
The program then al lows either image to be 
played back, either as scanned or dif
ferential Iy by shades of gray. In 
addition, the program allows the negative 
of the scan to be played back, or al I but 
certain shades of gray, and it wi I I also 
perform edge detection. 

Importance of Scanning to Biology 
and Medicine: 

Much data collected by biologists or 
physicians are presented in some analog 
form, frequently in the form of a picture. 
In fact, many of these pictures contain 
information in the form of shape and/or 
shades of gray, such as brain tissues, 
cytological smears, and X-rays. The 
quantification of this type of data has 
been extremely difficult, and the 
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importance of various constel lations of 
patterns has been transmitted from 
generation to generation on an apprentice
ship basis. The development of scanning 
techniques; the abil ity to store these imag
es and therefore quantitatively detect 
unique features associated with certain 
pathological states permits more systematic 
investiqation of the information carried in 
these i~ages than was previously possible. 
In addition, transformations of a digital 
computer such as contouring, edge detection, 
display of specific shades of gray, may 
enable the investigator to make more 
discernible the heretofore intuitive pat
terns he has recognized in the specimens. 
In addition, the possibil ity of automating 
such routine procedures as chest X-rays, 
or papanicolar smears would add immeasurably 
to the preventive medicine and publ ic health 
programs which are now in progress. 

In our laboratory we have been con
cerned more with problems in the cellular 
structure of animals, specifically in visual 
central nervous system. For instance, a 
typical question one would like to answer 
is, ,f does the neu rona I network of ce I Is 
found in the visual system develop by the 
experience of seeing or is it determined 
genetically"? This type of investigation 
has always been extremely difficult because 
of the magnitude of interconnections one 
finds in the visual system. However, with 
the scanning of brain tissue into the 
computer it may be possible to have the 
computer make a histological analysis of 
the richness of interconnection of cel Is in 
this area, between animals who have been 
able to see pattern and animals who have 
been brought up in a patternless environ
ment. We do not bel ieve that the computer 
at this point is able to discern which of 
these are truely neurons as opposed to 
artifact or "noise!! in the staining tech
nique, We therefore have devised our 
program to allow interaction by a human 
via I ight pen to caricature the intercon
nections and to edit out most of the arti
fact. In this way the image scanned into 
the computer directly can be cleaned up 
before the computer is asked to pr·ocess it 
In addition, it is conceivable to have the 
computer programmed heuristiclv to recog
nize some of this artifact, and in a sense 



be rewarded by the operator or his light 
pen so that in the future this type of 
editing could be done in a more automatic 
fashion. 

Corollary to the study of cellular 
behavior would be the study of more gross 
anatomical structure as demonstrated by a 
section of monkey brain. A typical brain 
tissue slide may be stained to show the 
density of myelin sheathing around fibers 
running in the brain. The anatomy of 
certain of these structures is of interest 
to the biologist and neuropathologist and 
ceriain tracts are fol lowed after lesions 
have been made in the brain to see how 
these fibers degenerate because of the 
lesion. It is extremely difficult to 
differentiate certain shades of gray in 
any particular slide. However, if we 
take a sl ide of this type, scan it and 
then play it back using differential 
shades of gray we are now able to see 
much more clearly the fiber tracts of 
interest. In addition, the I ight pen 
feature which al lows us electronically to 
blow up certain parts of the section 
al lows even more careful investigation. 
Another interesting transformation is 
that of contouring, or doubling or 
tripling the gray scale in the original 
image. Although it is difficult to say 
exactly what contouring does, since the 
shades of gray represented on the osci 1-
loscope are not true, one feature is the 
compensation by the computer for the non
I inearity of the receptors in the human 
eye. In other words, as one reaches more 
and more intense levels of shading the 
human eye can no longer differentiate 
between gray shades as easi Iy as at less 
intense shades. Thus contouring or 
sliding these shades of gray down the 
scale to the less intense range al lows 
one to see much more detail. This par
ticular feature may prove extremely 
valuable in looking at fine structures 
which otherwise gets hidden in too much 
signal. 

Another application would be the 
development of a very accurate stereotaxic 
~tlas from a brain section such as this. 
Stereotaxic atlases are essentially maps 
of the brains used by biologists and 
neurosurgeons in performing surgery. They 
are characterizations of the brain made 
section for section and accurately measur
ed along XYZ axes to allow proper implan
tation of electrodes in certain structures. 
For example, if one would want to place an 
electrode in a certain part of a monkey 
brain, one would go to a monkey atlas for 
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that species, look up its XYZ coodinante, 
place a stereotaxic grid on the monkeys' 
head which would be ~eroed to some 
particular reference point and then 
eventually place the electrode at the 
coordinates found in the atlas. The 
characterization of the stereotaxic 
atlas has always been done by neuro
anatomists, contouring the different shades 
of gray found on the monkey sl ide by eye. 
However, if we now scan this slide into 
the computer and pick the gray level which 
differentiate the boundaries of these 
various structures we could have the 
computer make the stereotaxic atlas much 
more accurately than the neuroanatomist. 
In addition, since al I brains are not 
uniform the abil ity of the computer to 
make a stereotaxic atlas which could then 
be scaled up or down according to some 
measurement made on the particular brain 
being looked at is of extreme importance. 
In addition, the scanning of X-rays of 
electrode placements in order to have the 
computer measure the position of the 
electorde on the X-ray in relation to 
certain fiduciary marks and correlate the 
placement with the target siet in the 
stereotaxic atlas would be invaluable. 

Another field of. medicine and 
biology where scanning has equal importance 
is the field of radiology. It is con
ceivable that tumors and other pathology 
have unique densities which the computer 
could look for on a scanned image or 
enhance for the radiologist to see. The 
same is true of looking at pathological 
sections, particularly cytological 
smears. Cel Is are usually distinguished by 
their size, shape and characteristics of 
their boundry. These characteristics could 
be fed into the computer and refined until 
the computer although not able to diagnose 
disease accurately could certainly point 
out any pathology present on a certain 
siide in order to have a human iook fur
ther into whether the report is really 
true or not. 

In conclusion, I would like to dis
cuss the possibil ity of using these 
techniques to model a brain in a computer 
three~dimensionally. It is now possible 
to scan at resolutions of approximately 
35 micron. This means that a monkey brain 
section could be determined by approximate
ly I mill ion points. If we now take a 
series of frontal sections of monkey, cut 
at 35 micron and scan each one into the 
machine serially from the front of the 
brain to the back we would essentially 
have stored away approximately 1000 images 



for this one brain. However, if we now 
think of this image stored away as a three 
dimensional matrix we can now think about 
rotating this matrix in any conceivable 
way and pullout sections which were not 
f:ontal but orthoginal to the original 
plane of scanning, or a diagonal, or 
any angle the investigator would desire. 
This would be of extreme significance 
in studies of neuroanatomy. At the present 
the neuroanatomist looks at fibers serial
ly from section to section and tries to 
fol low them through the brain in this 
discrete way. With the abi I ity to now cut 
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the brain up, scan it into the machine, 
put it al I back together, and then recut 
it at any angle he desired the neuro
anatomist could fol low structures from 
beginning to end independent of their 
angle. In addition, to this type of 
storage for neuroanatomical structures 
the appl ication for neurosurgery and 
proper placement of electrodes during 
procedures of this type will also have 
extreme significance in furthering man's 
understanding of the brain, how it 
works and how it is put together. 





HIGH PRECISION CRT SCANNING SYSTEM* 
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Abstract 

A high-precision, relatively inexpensive CRT scanning 
system controlled by a PDP-l computer with a resolution 
capability of approximately 1 part in 30,000 has been 
developed. Although primarily designed for the auto
matic scanning and measuring of photographs taken of 
spark chambers used in high-energy physics experiments, 
it has wide range capabilities. The method and details 
of electronic implementation, test measurements, and the 
software required will be described. 

System Description 

We describe here a precision pro
grammed CRT scanning system designed 
primarily for scanning and measuring 
of wide gap spark chamber photographs. 
Conventional spark chambers have 
found extensive use in high energy 
physics experiments for the past few 
years and continue to do so today. 
Now wide gap spark chambers are be
ginning to be used in addition for 
the same purposes. These chambers 
are usually parallel plate capacitors 
with surface areas up to several square 

meters and with gaps up to one 
half meter containing neon or a neon
helium gas mixture. The application 
of a fast rise high voltage pulse of 
several thousand v01ts/cm. causes 
electrical breakdown Which will track 
with great precision the path of an 
ionizing particle traversing the ch~ 
ber. Precision measurements of 
stereo photographs taken of the sub
sequent discharge give detailed in
formation regarding the direction and 
energy of the particles traversing the 
chamber. During the course of a sin
gle experiment normally the number 
of photographs taken ranges in the 
hundreds of thousands. Figure 1 
illustrates a typical wide gap spark 
chamber photograph. 
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To scan and measure photographs 
of this type rapidly and to the re
quired resolution of 1 part in 30,000 
(equivalent to about 2 microns on 
70mm film), we have developed some 
comparatively inexpensive hardware. 
The system, called SPASM, for Spark
Chamber Precision Automatic Scanning 
and Measuring, makes use of some 
ideas introduced in existing devices 
designed for automatic measqring of 
bubble chamber photographs ~1,2J and 
also the low resolution scanning and 
measuring of conventional spark cham
ber photographs (3) • The complete sys
tem consists of a precision cathode 
ray display tube, an optical system 
which images the light produced on 
the CRT face onto the film, a detec
or a film transport and the SPASM 
logic unit. It is controlled by a 
time-shared PDPl computer(4) with a 
total memory of 32,000 words. There 
are 4096 x 4096 addressable points on 
the CRT face which define the start
ing point of a short unblanked vector 
which is generated during a fixed time 
interval. The components of the vec
tor r x and (" y may both 
simultaneousfy range from 0 to ± 2mm 
in 31 micron increments. The 2mm 
sweep is used in the scanning mode 



and the shorter sweeps - primarily 
the 125 micron sweep - are used for 
precision measuring. 

A programmable discriminator (8 
levels) defines the threshold for"in
formation signals, or "hits". '!he f x and f y sweep amplitude buffers 
and direction flags, the discriminator 
level buffer and a high voltage en
abling flag are all part of an Instruc
tion Register, Which is set by a 
single lOT strobe. The format for this 
word is given in Fig. 2a. Every time 
a display instruction is executed by 
the computer, the vector is plotted, 
starting at the coordinates set in 
x and y buffers and in a direction 
given by the value in the f x and [Y 
buffers. During the time of the sweep 
an interpolation scaler counting at 
10 MHz divides the sweep length into 
128 elements. It is this interpola
tion procedure, while maintaining the 
required short term stability, which 
allows measurements with a resolution 
an order of magnitude better than the 
4096 addressable points of the display. 

In addition to the interpolation 
count of the center of the hit, the 
hit buffers contain the width of the 
absorbing region above the discrimina
tion level in interpolation count 
units, the peak brightness of the hit 
in discriminator level units, as well 
as overflow flags as indicated in Fig. 
2b. A 1 in bit 0 incidates an addi
tional hit buffer is filled and a 1 in 
bit 1 indicates an incomplete hit 
measurement. After each display the 
program reads the hit buffers to see 
if there have been any hits. Success
ive reads bring in successive hits 
(up to three) registered in a single 
sweep. 

Various tests of the performance 
of the hardware have been made and 
these indicate that the system indeed 
performs at the required level. The 
short term stability is demonstrated 
in Fig. 3, which is a display of the 
interpolation count for 1000 sweeps 
across a grid line with the total 
sweep length set at a 125 microns. 
The scale in this figure is 1 micron / 
division indicating a stability of 
approximately ± 1 micron. Similar 
tests spaced ~5 minutes apart indi
cate drifts over that period of time 
af about 1 micron. 
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Although the magnetic hysteresis 
of the deflection system is down at 
the 1 micron level, the settling time 
for a large deflection due to in
duced currents in nearby conducting 
elements is a more serious problem, 
necessitating delays of up to two 
milliseconds. Figure 4 illus-
trates this effect with the plotting 
of a point moved from the top of the 
CRT to the bottom and then successive
ly plotted in place. This additional 
required time delay for large excur
sions does not seriously affect the 
overall scanning time. 

Much of the basic software pack
ages required to run the system have 
been imp1imented. These include 
calibration routines for the vector 
sweeps and routines to analyze the 
distortions inherent in the cathode 
ray tube. Track following and measur
ing routines have been written, which 
follow both straight and curve tracks. 
The remaining routines required to 
make the system operational are pre
sently being developed. 

Due to the inherent efficiency 
of the vector scan in the scanning 
mode and the continuous nature of the 
tracks # only a few full scan lines 
must be made across each spark ch~ 
ber image. The time required to per
form a single complete scanning 
sweep across a 70mm wide image is 
between 5 and 10 msec. with several 
scanning sweeps across each chamber 
view and the precision measuring of 
these tracks, the estimated time is 
of the order of 100 msec per chamber 
stereo pair. 

The cost of the system is also 
quite attractive. The CRT tube and 
coils together cost just over $15,000. 
The SPASM logic itself, apart from 
engineering, is about $5000, and the 
required power supplies add an addi
tional $5000. The optics, film trans
port and mounting hardware cost approxi
mately $10,000. Finally, the display 
logic and amp1ifiers--essentia11y a 
standard option on the PDP1--add an 
additional $15~000 to the cost of the 
system. Thus the total estimated 
cost, exclusive of the computer it
self, is approximately $50,000. 



Finally, we should point out that 
although the system has been designeq 
with spark chamber photograph scan
ning as a goal, the hardware possesses 
a quite general purpose capability 
both for the rapid scanning of mater
ial as well as for precision measure
ment. 

Hardware 

Vector Generation 

SPASM is capable of a short sweep 
in any direction from any of 4096 x 
4096 positions on the 5 inch C.R.T. 
A slightly modified D.E.C. type 30 
display amplifier is used together 
with improved 12 bit digital to ana
log converters. The spot size ob
tained from the tube, a Dumont KC 
2347 PBO,with CELCO deflection coils, 
(5) is about 30 microns. The spot is 
imaged with a 1:1 magnification on the 
film using an fl.9 Elgeet lens with a 
focal length of 15 cm. There are two 
sets of coils for deflecting the spot, 
those for the sweep starting position 
and those used for executing a short 
vector sweep from that point. Before 
the sweep command is given the main 
deflection buffers are filled with 
the X and Y position words, each of 
12 bits, and the Instruction Register 
is set controlling the SPASM vector 
generation. 

The Absorption Detector and Sweep 
Generator 

Figure 5 is a block diagram of 
the system. After the sweep has been 
triggered by the computer the beam is 
unblanked and the vector is plotted. 
A brightness reference signal is ob
tained using a photomultiplier viewing 
the light from a 25 micron thick half 
silvered mylar mirror placed at a 45 
degree angle behind the objective lens. 
This brightness reference signal is 
subtracted from the absorption sig
nal of a photomultiplier placed be
hind the film. The photomultiplier 
voltages are adjusted so that the com
bined output is about zero at posi
tions of absorption (black film). We 
hence have an output which primarily 
depends on absorption in the film and 
the influence of brightness variations 
or dirt on the screen is very small. 
The subtraction is carried out by 
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connecting the dynode of the refer
ence PM to the anode of the absorp
tion PM and summing the currents in 
a grounded base amplifier. 

When moving to various positions 
on the film frame, the fraction of 
light reaching one photomultiplier 
changes with respect to the fraction 
reaching the other one. This is due 
not only to data on the film but also 
to changes in background density and 
imperfections in the light gathering 
system. A simple difference signal . 
is thus not always a good measure of 
data absorbtion. 

With spark chamber pictures it is 
better to refer this difference to 
one obtained in the immediate vicin
ity, showing a minimum of absorption. 
In practice this can be accomplished 
by a peak stretcher which stores a 
voltage corresponding to the peak 
transmission of previously scanned 
point~. The absorption detector 
10gic t6 ) of Fig. 6 shows how a thresh
old is then set at some fraction of 
this voltage and the instantaneous 
value of the absorp~ion signal con
tinuously compared with this level 
in a linear discriminating amplifier. 
The output of this amplifier is com
pared with a sensitivity level pre
viously set up in the Instruction 
Register. The output of this last 
discriminator is a logic level Which 

. defines a hit. 

In order to sample the peak bri9h~ 
ness before the active part of the 
sweep starts, the spot is actually 
backed off 10% of the sweep length 
and then allowed to sweep forward 
through the initial position, up to 
its maximum value, in one continuous 
sweep lasting about 18 microseconds. 
The beam is unblanked before the posi
tion of zero deflection is passed so 
that the peak detector will retrieve 
a reference peak brightness voltage 
before the active part of the sweep 
begins. 

The above system allows a uniform 
high sensitivity over the whole film 
in presence of large CRT brightness 
variations varying film densities and 
unequal lens vignetting of the two 
photomultiplier channels. 



Hit Buffers 

During the active part of the 
sweep which lasts for 12.8 microseconds 
a lOMHz clock counts into a 7 bit 
scaler. 

When the discriminator output 
starts to show a film absorption, the 
contents of the scaler are transferred 
into a half speed scaler counting at 
5 MHz. During the time that there is 
an absorption level a width scaler 
accumulates a number of counts at 10 
MHz. When the spot has finally passed 
the absozption region the width and 
half speed scalers will stop. The 
width scaler will then register a 
number depending on the sweep veloci
ty and width of the mark on the film. 
The half speed scaler will register 
the center of this mark with respect 
to the starting position, measured in 
clock counts. Figure 7 illustrates a 
2rnm sweep ramp resulting in 3 hits. 
It also shows the discriminator output 
and the strobe pulses which activate 
the half speed scaler. 

As the sweep length is known and 
corresponds to 128 clock counts sub
sequent retrieval of the position can 
be easily handled by the computer pro
gram. The degree of absorption is 
also recorded for each hit. An analog 
to digital time gate generator is con
nected to the output of the discrimina
tion amplifier and provides an output 
of 0 to 0.8 microseconds duration de
pending on the level of absorption 
(brightness of the spark). A 3 bit 
brightness counter is allowed to count 
at 10 MHz for this time allowing 8 
brightness levels to be detected. 

The half speed counter, width and 
brightness counter act like a buffer 
after the absorption level has ended. 
'The contents of this buffer are allow
ed to transfer into a second and sub
sequently into a third buffer provided 
t:hey were not already in use. A total 
of 3 separate absozptions may thus 
be recorded in a single vector sweep. 
They form a queue in the buffer and 
are read out by the computer one at 
a time via cable drivers connected 
to buffer 3. Each buffer has a control 
flip flop showing whether it is filled 
or not. When the first word has been 
transferred, the computer I.O.T. re
turn pulse will clear buffer 3 allow
ingthe information in buffer 2 to 
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take its place. This may be re
peated once more if there were 3 ab
sorptions during that sweep allowing 
all three words to be transferred. 

Calibration 

The calibration of the D to A 
convertor of the major deflection 
system is carried out by adjusting 
the weight potentiometers of the X 
and Y address bits in such a way tra t 
each of the 4096 increments in X and 
Yare of equal magnitude. The great
est errors are of course to be found 
in the most significant bit. By 
incrementing the starting position in 
unit steps, around the center position, 
we can observe whether these steps are 
of the sa~e size to better L~an 1.0 
micron. The other weight potentiometers 
are adjusted similarly. 

We can calibrate the sweep velo
cities by sweeping across 2 abSOrPtions 
of known distance apart. The Ix and 
~Y velocities are adjusted individ
ually on the I or 2 mm sweep length 
positions. The positions of zero 
velocity are adjusted using the opera
tional amplifier offset adjustment. 
Intermediate velocities will be corr
ect because a high quality D to A con
verter is used. 

The duration and velocity of the 
back off sweep are first adjusted to 
their approximate correct values by 
inspecting the waveform of the sweep 
current. Final adjustments are made 
by scanning a graticule with such 
sweep amplitude that 2 hits are ob
tained. After reversing the sweep 
direction using computer controlled 
relays, starting at the same x,y posi
tion two other hits are obtained. 
The number of clock counts for the 
first hit recorded in the two direc
tions are added, and the sum compared 
with the difference between the two 
hits obtained in one direction. It 
may hence be seen whether the starting 
position of the active portion of 
the sweep is independent of direction. 
Final adjustments to the "back up" 
sweep velocity may be made to assure 
the proper starting position. 
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Figure 1 A typical wide gap spark 
chamber photograph with two sparks. 
The sparks are 10 inches long. 

SPASM 1-0 WORDS 

o 2 3 8 9 10 15 1617 

(0) 8X-SWEEP 
ax 

8Y-SWEEP 
~Y ~ DISC. 0 D 

LEVEL AMPLITUDE I AMPLITUDE I A 
R. R. B. 

INSTRUCTION REGISTER 

012 8 910 1314 16 

(b) 
F 1 INTERPOLATION 

0 
WIDTH A BSORa L N V 

~ C. COUNT F COUNT COUNT 
L. 

HIT BUFFER 

Figure 2 a. Instruction Register format 

b. Hit SUffer format 
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t 
Figure 3 Interpolation count of 1000 scans of a grid line. 

Each unit represents 1 micron on film. 
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REPEATED SCAN RESULTS 

-- FROM UPPER RIGHT CORNER 

......... FROM LOWER LEFT CORNER 

- --- PRECISION RESULTS 

TIME (1 UNIT = 235 ~sec ) 

Short term settling time study for large scope coordi
nate changes. Each interpolation count is 4 microns 
on film. 
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OUTPUT 

DYNODE 

REF. 
P.N.2 

OBJECTIVE....::::::::::: A) 
LENS ¢" '-...../ 

~/ ~~1RI ANODE 
HALF 
SILVERED FILM TRANSPORT 
MIRROR 

Figure 5 Block diagram of the SPASM system configuration. 
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PREAMPL,IFIER 
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SENSITIVITY 

+ 

DECAY 

BRIGHTEN 
GATE 

D TO A CONVERTER 

Figure 6 

ABSORPTION 

ABSORPTION DETECTOR LOGIC 

A fraction of the slowly decaying output of a peak 
stretching amplifier is compared with its input in a 
linear descriminating amplifier. The output of this is 
compared with a programmed level. It is also converted in 
the brightness to time converter to a gating level for the 
brightness scaler. 
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(d) 

(c) 

( b) 

(a) 

Figure 7 a) The current throngh the sweep deflection coils. 0.5 amp/em 
vertical,and 2.6 microseconds/em. horizontal scale. 

b) Strobe pulses transferring a hit into the half speed 
scaler: 2V/cm vertical scale. 

c) OUtput absorbtion detector: 2V/cm vertical scale. 

d) OUtput photomultiplier summing amplifier: lV/em 
vertical scale. 
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A GENERAL APPROACH FOR ACCOMPLISHING 
EFFICIENT DISPLAY SOFTWARE 

J. Richard Wright 
Wolf Research and Development Corporation 

West Concord, Mass. 

Abstract 

A specific requirement is used to illustrate the effieient 
methods for the development of display software. These will be 
developed in the areas of display byte structure, problem defi
nition, display areas and color selections. This work was done 
under Air Force Contract No. AF 19( 628) - 67 C0095. 

Introduction 

A specific problem is used to illustrate 
the methods developed in this paper. These 
methods are a direct result of over a year's 
work with a group of programmers and ana
lysts in the DX-1 Laboratory of Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories and 10 
years previous computing experience. 
Graphics were generated for the first type
writers, teletypes and line printers (Christ
mas trees, girls' figures, etc.). Some were 
generated on the computer and punched on 
cards for the line printer where the display 
was produced. Many years ago subroutines 
to plot up to 8 variables on a printer were 
available in the SHARE library. Several 
years ago we used the technique of plotting 
curves on the printer as bar graphs at time 
increments. To view them, we flipped 
through the pages like the old-time peep shows 
to simulate movies. The Stromberg-Carlson 
4020 is not new. The Whirlwind computer had 
CR T' s 15 years ago. Today at the DX-1 
Laboratory we have a 5 inch precision scope, 
two 16 inch scopes and a 21 inch color CRT. 
We have two PDP-1 processors with infor
mation exchange, one 1. 2 million bit drum 
and three magnetic tapes on each, one tape 
being switchable. The processors have an 
18 bit word; one processor has 8K memory 
and the other 12K memory. We also have an 
experimental graphic console or consoles, 
depending on how they are plugged in. Until 
recently they have not been used to the fullest 
extent graphically. The primary purpose of 
the processors was to test and evaluate tech
niques in the reduction of bandwidth in com
munications. The graphics capability was 
implemented primarily as a tool to aid the 
experimenter in the expeditious evaluation of 
the computed data. The investigations of 
communications bandwidth reduction 
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techniques have indicated areas that can 
profitably be studied in more detail. The 
use of graphics has become more important 
as these investigations are continued since 
real, as well as simulated, data is being used. 

One area of investigation requires the 
display of a sentence or more of speech data 
at a time. We wanted to show the speech 
data, and after compression, the resynthe
sized data on the scope at the same time. 
We wanted to see it as nearly as possible in 
real time. This is basically the problem 
that motivated us to develop this present 
graphic software for our computer configu
ration. 

Graphic software must be considered 
the same as any other software. This im
plie s that good methods and standards for 
other classes of software will apply to 
graphic software. From my experience, I 
must say that the most important procedures 
that hold absolutely true for graphic soft
ware are: (1) good problem definition, and 
(2) good documentation. 

There is no intent here to minimize a 
third one, good programming, but this is a 
topic in itself. Consequently, I have not 
concerned myself with the human element at 
this time. 

Problem Definition 

The question has been asked many times, 
what is meant by good problem definition? 
The answers vary with the type of process
ing required. However, in software gener
ation it is the programming that is the prob
lem. The programming is the most 
important part of the problem and the best 
way to attack the problem definition for any 



non-trivial software is from the standpoint 
of programming. 

Our problem, as it was originally stat
ed, was to display a sentence of speech data 
and the same amount of resynthesized data 
on a color scope. It was desirable to do 
this in real time and also be able to play it 
back at slower speeds. The scope is an 
RCA TV color tube with logic added and is 
drum driven. It can display 512 X 512 
points on a 12 inch by 12 inch useable screen 
face. Using vocoder data we represent 
speech graphically by its amplitude on the 
18 frequency cha,nnels plus average ampli
tude, voicing and pitch. This amplitude 
value would be represented by different 
colors. This information was recorded at 
50 cycles per second. The problem defi
nition was originally divided into logical 
blocks from the programming point of view 
on the basis of extensive previous experience. 
This problem definition was divided as 
follows. 

1. Multiple displays 
2. Movement, real time 
3. Multiple input 
4. Data structure 
5. Color tables 

After preliminary analysis, it was fur
ther divided as follows. 

1. Display byte structure 
2. Display format 
3. Movement 
4. Color 
5. Data structure 
6. Input conver s ion 

The approach to the solution of the prob
lem definition problem was first the assign
ment of priorities. Top priority was assign
ed to display byte structure and to display 
arrangement. These could be solved sepa
rately, but they interact. 

The display format was to be one of 
those shown in Figures 1 and 2. At this 
point, a number of questions developed. The 
first question, did the scope, which was 
originally a TV picture tube, have different 
characteristics in horizontal movement from 
its characteristics in vertical movement? 
A program was written to test this and no 
perceptual difference was found. 

The second question, was there suffi
cient drum storage to drive a display that 
could cover a large area of the scopeface 
with different c9lors? A program was 
written to test the maximum display capa
bility. This program had the capability of 
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displaying from one display byte structure 
at a time, but under sense switch control 
would change the display byte structure. 
Then when a good color change and a large 
number of points were displayed compactly, 
the byte structure could be dumped. A 
"Joss" type computer program to simulate 
the analog beam drivers was used to develop 
graphs 6f the effects of the incremental logic. 
The combined results indicated that the beam 
must be kept moving and turned off and on, 
on the fly, in order to get maximum cover
age. It also gave us the best byte structure 
for doing this. 

Now the information was at hand to make 
a decision between Figures 1 and 2. These 
show three similar areas on the scope at one 
time. The first area displays vocoder data, 
the second area displays resynthesized data, 
and the third area displays the transfor
mation vectors. Either figure was equally 
difficult based on drum logic, color tube 
dynamic characteristics, and storage avail
ability. The investigator in charge decided 
on Figure 1 as a personal preference. 

The next problem to be solved was the 
drum driving pattern needed to generate this 
display. We have a choice of four patterns 
(see Figures 3-6). Figures 5 and 6 were 
discarded on the basis of previous experi
ence. They require inefficient beam move
ment which leads to an excessive number of 
display bytes. They would have simplified 
programming but would have drastically re
duced the amount of information that could 
be displayed. This left the choice between 
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 4 has advantages 
for real time input, in that each vector in 
each of three displays represents the same 
instant in time and would be received in that 
way. However, the alignment of vectors in 
each row was much more difficult than would 
at first be suspe~ted. Programs were writ
ten tG test these two natterns. Thev showed 
that it didn't require "'any more display bytes 
to use Figure 3 over Figure 4. Moreover, 
it w<1s easier to calculate the slowdown and 
to keep the vectors aligned than it was to 
calculate the speed variations necessary to 
maintain an apparent constant speed and 
alignment for longer vectors. Therefore, 
the Figure 3 pattern was chosen for the dis
play format. 

While this work was proceeding, we 
attacked another problem that was indepen
dent of the first ones; namely, color. We 
programmed test displays of several colors 
that could be varied at the color console for 
determining the final color scale to be used. 
Apparent color is dependent on adjacent color, 
so that this testing had to be done using 



several colors at a time. At the present 
time we have three different color tables for 
the displays and a fourth color table which 
is symmetric about zero for use with corre
lation matrices. 

Early in the programming effort we 
realized the need for a new utility program. 
The color display byte technique, and the 
format problem, all had a commom pro
gramming problem. Each drum sector 
could be typed out in about 7 minutes and 
punched out on paper tape in about 4 minutes. 
The punched output still had to be typed on 
an off-line typewriter. Since we debugged 
on line and often needed to see more than 
one drum sector, both methods took too long. 
This problem was a programming problem 
and was solved by using some knowledge 
gained from the first part of our work. We 
wrote a program to display one whole sec
tor of 334 words of 6 octal characters on the 
black and white scope. This took 14 seconds 
for the first sector to be displayed since one 
head group of 20 sectors was saved on tape 
so that the drum could be restored to its 
original condition. After the first sector 
had been displayed, we could look at another 
in less than 2 seconds, except where tape 
movement was involved and then it only took 
about 5 seconds. This one tool was a great 
saving on our debugging time. 

Basic data structure was decided upon 
for ease of programming. Data input was 
considered to be strings of numbers repre
senting a vector, either in floating point or 
fixed point from an external source and each 
vector was to be preceded by a sequentially 
numbered ID. Data structure was con
sidered next, but input conversion routines 
were left until last. Many data structures 
were studied, as well as ID tables, pointers, 
rings, etc., to see if there were any new 
ideas that would help us. It would have been 
convenient to have had enough core storage 
available for the whole display in drum bytes. 
However, this would have required over 
13,000 words, so the total display is assem
bled in four parts. The previous statement 
about core availability also applies to the 
data storage from which the display is cre
ated. The number of discrete points possi
ble in the display seemed to be about 6,400. 
Input storage was only available for 4,000 
fixed point or 2, 000 floating point words. 
Therefore, input was converted to fixed 
point and stored in a list with an end-of-list 
indicator word and could be segmented. Also 
necessary was the input characteristics for 
each display which included input record 
size, number of words and format. We also 
needed the following parameter s for each dis
play: the number of pOints/line; number of 
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lines/display; space between lines, and 
color table to be used. The program would 
then determine the starting location for each 
display and all the other constants and vari
ables. 

For real time display, ease of program
ming was again the determining factor. A 
simple scheme was devised--that part of the 
total data that had just been displayed would 
be saved on a drum head group with one drum 
write command. Next time this data would 
be read back into core and n vectors of new 
data tacked onto the end of it. The display 
routine redisplays the data starting n vec
tors from the beginning. Then this data is 
written back onto the same head group of the 
drum, starting n vectors from the beginning. 

Documentation 

Documentation of graphic software must 
be complete. Each of the test programs was 
documented and so were all the changes as 
they were made and what effect they had. 
Reference to these program documents saved 
6-12 man weeks of unnecessary coding and 
testing. Most of the ideas brought up were 
found to have been investigated during these 
test programs and we were able to say why 
they would or would not work. The best way 
to accomplish this kind of documentation is 
to collect and review it each week. 

Miscellaneous 

I have tried to show that programming 
is the most important aspect of software and 
therefore the software design should be 
approached from the programming point of 
view. 

Other procedures· that were used in this 
effort were: (1) complete problem definition, 
(2) all possible program functions were made 
subroutines or a macros, (3) almost all vari
ables were kept in a common storage, (4) 
week-by-week documentation. 

Another important method not previously 
mentioned is the testing of all subroutines by 
themselves, since subroutines were often 
nested to several levels. This is both a 
challenge and an opportunity to greatly im
prove debugging efficiency. 
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TracD - AN EXPERIMENTAL GRAPHIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
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Abstract 

A graphic programming language was designed and imple
mented on a DEC Type 338 Programmed Buffered Display 
system. A host language, TRAC, was chosen and extend
ed to include a set of graphic primitives. The lan
guage retains both data and programs in textual form 
and executes them interpretively. The language was 
an attempt to create a system-independent structure 
for graphic processing. 

Graphic systems can be brolcen into 
three logical groups: the display 
programming language, the user sys
tem, and the analysis program. The 
programminq language is usually a 
higher-level language with special 
commands added to communicate with 
the display. The language used 
varies depending on the computer sys
tem. The Graphic I console at Bell 
Laboratories uses a language called 
GRIN whose basic structure loo)cs like 
FORT~r. The ESL Display at Project 
Mac uses the B-ccre ~stem which is 
written in AED. 

The user system is a program written 
in the display programming language. 
It is the program that listens to the 
user requests, creates the picture 
data base, and maintains the display. 
The user system may be either design
ed for a specific application such as 
Slcetchpad. The former has the advan
tage of being problem specific and, 
therefore, being more simple to de
sign and program. The data base can 
also be tailored to the problem at 
hand. The latter has the advantage 
of being available for the user who 
does not want to bother with program
minq the display. The generalized 
system, however, tends to be a very 
large program. For example, the 
Digigraphic System requires 25,000 
words of storage for the user system 
program. The designers used a memory 
overlay technique with a dis)c as the 
mass storage element in order to con
serve the amount of core memory re
quired. 
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The analysis program computes the 
data base created by the user system. 
It may output the solution on the 
display through the user system, or 
on another external device. The 
analysis program can be written in 
the display programming language or 
another language. The choice of 
language will be dict.ated by the 
capabilities of the display language 
and the hardware configuration. 

Specifications For A Display 
Lan9\1age 

The following nine specifications 
were decided on as design criteria 
for a graphic language. The first 
six are criteria for the host lan
guage, and the last three are for the 
graphic primi ti ves : 

1. The language must be able to 
communicate to the user in real time. 
It must have the facility to accept 
input from the user through a type
wri ter in any format and output nec
essary information to him. 

2. The implementation of the 
language must be compact. Due to the 
limited amount of memory space in the 
PDP-a, most languages had to be dis
carded. The FORTRAN system provided 
With the maChine, for instance, did 
not lend itself to expansion and did 
not allow room for enough statements 
to do meaningful graphics. 

3. The language must be sui ted 
to tasles such as storing block data, 



naming items, searching and calling 
back the data. The graphic elements 
would be stored as data base within 
the language as blocks of information 
pertaining to element. This data 
would have to be stored d)~arnically 
as the user developed the picture. 
The data must be labeled so that it 
could be called back by the user for 
modification or deletion. 

4. The language must have ele
mentary arithmetic and Boolean capa
bilities. In graphics the value of 
sophisticated arithmetic functions, 
such as floating-point operations, is. 
not great for most applications envi
sioned. The ability to add such 
capabilities, should the need arise, 
is important. 

5. The language need not be 
capable of analyzing the data except 
where it is necessary for the organi
zation and manipulation of the data 
base. The more powerful the language, 
the less reliance it will have on the 
large computer. The problem of memory 
space for the SCD programs is again 
the limiting factor. If the language 
is more powerful, it will also un
doubtedly take up more room in the 
SCD leaving less room for programs. 

6. The language must be capable 
of communicating with other proces
sors to send the data base and to ac
cept new programs. 

7. The language must be capable 
of interpreting the data base into a 
display file in real time. The dis
play file is the list of instructions 
that the display device executes to 
produce the picture on the CRT= The 
display file must be updated each 
time the data base is changed so that 
the picture correspor.ds to the data. 

This job could most effi
ciently be done by maleing the data 
base executable functions within the 
langUage that produced the proper 
display-file code. The data base 
need only be re-executed when the 
data is changed. 

8. The language must handle 
display-oriented inputs from the light 
pen, push buttons, Rand Tablet, etc. 
Both light-pen functions, pointing 
(at an element) and positioning 
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(using a tracking mechanism) must be 
implemented in the language. 

9. Finally, the language should 
be machine independent. The language 
should be simple enough to be imple
mented on any general-purpose com
puter. The graphic primitives should 
also be leept simple and general so 
that they can produce a display file 
for any reasonable display device. 
The language should be externally 
similar independent of the imple
mentation. 

Cho~ce of Language 

The first three specifications sug
gested that a type of text editing 
language be used. The idea of a 
picture being equivalent to a string 
'of text is not new although some 
researchers have argued that a two
dimenSional representation is pre
ferred. Editors are usually compact 
and well sui ted to tasles as storing 
and re-calling the data. They are 
usually lacJ{ing, however, in logical 
and arithmetic capabilities. 

A more general text handling language 
was sought and two were found, SNOBOL 
and TRAC. The former I though logi
cally more powerful than the latter, 
did not meet the second criteria of 
being compact. The latter, on the 
other hand, was already partially 
implemented on the PDP-8 in two 
thousand (octal) locations. TRAC was 
originally designed for communication 
to the user through the typewriter, 
so that the input-output problem was 
already solved. l 

The language also lent itself well 
to the graphic extensions as primi
tive functions. 

TRAC stores both its programs and 
data in a textual representation. 
The programs are therefore, machine 
independent because they are stored 
in the same format independent of the 
machine. The programs are executed 
interpretively and can create new 
textual forms v.7hich can be either 
data or new programs. 

The TRAC language, meeting all the 
necessary speCifications, was extend
ed to include the graphic primitives 
and renamed TracD. This document 



describes the worle and the thought 
involved in that project. 

Display-Oriented TRAC Primitives 

The intent was to use the TRAC lan
guage as the basis for a display pro
gramming language. Therefore, the 
set of TRAC primitives was extended 
to include the facility to communi
cate with the display device. The 
display primitives were designed to 
be simple enough so that they could 
be implemented on a simple display 
system. This was done in order to 
maintain the concept of device in
dependence stated above. There are 
occasional references to the particu
lar hardware used in order to clarify 
a specific function. 

The display is both an input and an 
output device. The output is the 
information presented on the cathode 
ray tube (CRT). In order to present 
the information, a file of display 
instructions are interpreted by the 
display logic to draw lines, points, 
and characters, to do control func
tions liJe·e sleips, transfers, sub
routines (push, jump, and pop), and 
to modify registers. Display inputs 
are accepted through the light pen 
and the push-button box. 

The new primitives added to the sys
tem are broJeen into three major cate
gories: 

1. Display Elements - Four 
primitives that create the display 
instructions to put information on 
the CRT. 

2. Display-File Control - Four 
primitives that control the naming, 
slceletal production, and maintenance 
of the display files. 

3. Display Input - Three primi
tives that provide information about 
the status of the light pen and push
button box. 

Display Elements 

There are four display-element primi
tives in the present implementation 
of TracD. Three of these are IIBasic 
Elements" which produce the appropri
ate display code for its element. 
The elements are points (PT), line 
(LI), and text (TX). These elements 
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may be combined to form a symbol that 
can be called later with the symbol 
(Sy) primitive. A symbol may be 
composed of all four types of ele
ments and may call any defined symbol 
except itself. 

The set of elements chosen can be 
extended at a later date. Circles 
and arcs, which are simple to generate, 
may be added in the near future. 
Generalized second-order functions, 
ellipses, parabolas, etc., could also 
be added. The line, point, and circle 
elements could then be removed since 
they are special cases of the second
order curve. 

Within the argument string of all the 
present elements, there is an argu
ment reserved for naming that element. 
This argument is the last argument 
and is optional. The argument will 
be represented as NAME* in the func
tion calls given below. NM~E* is the 
value left when the light pen point
ing primitive function is given and, 
therefore, may be a simple text 
string or another function. 

Another entity common to all display 
elements is the x and y coordinate 
pair. It is used to indicate the 
starting point, origin, or end point 
of that element. The x coordinate 
preceeds the y and is separated by a 
comma; i.e., they are two separate 
arguments. The range of the coordi
nates are from 0 to 7777 octal, with 
(G 0) normally being the lower left 
corner. Only 2000 octal pOints are 
visible on the CRT at one time, but 
picture translation is possible. 

POINT 

(PT, x, y, TEXT, N~lE*) 

The PT element does not intenSify a 
single point at the coordinate pair 
but rather puts up the string TEXT 
(the fourth argument, whatever the 
string happens to be). PT is, there
fore, not designed for curve genera
tion or the like but rather as a 
means of spotting a particular coor
dinate pair. This type of function 
is necessary for maJeing logical con
nections in a topological structure. 
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:(LI, xl, Yl, x2, Y2, NAME*) 

Straight-line drawing capabilities are 
called by the LI primitive. ·The two 
coordinate pairs specify the starting 
point (Xl' Yl) and the end point 
(x2 1 Y2) of Ehe line. The display 
hardware automatically generates lines, 
given the incremental movements delta 
X and delta y in the display list. 
The routine that executes the LI 
primitive must therefore generate the 
display code to move the beam to the 
starting point (Xl, Yl) and then cal
culate the incremental vector: 

A X = x2-x 

l:Jjy = Y2-Y 

and place it in the display list. 

The above method of representing 
lines was chosen over the more natural 
(for the present hardware) incremental 
representation. 

:(LI,6X, b.Y, NAME*) 

The incremental representation was 
felt to be too sequence dependent. 
Deleting a single function could 
change the entire orientation of the 
picture. It was felt that the form 
required to compensate for line dele
tion in the incremental representation 
would be excessively complicated. 
The major advantage of the latter rep
resentation, the ability to relocate 
parts of the picture by changing a 
set pOint, is offered in the symbol 
function. 

TEXT 

:(TX, X, Y, STRING, NAME*) 

This function provides the facility 
for displaying strings of alphanu
meric characters. The (x,y) coordi
nate pair is the starting pOint of 
the original x, in order to format 
the text properly. There are 55 
printing characters in the present 
display character generator, but the 
full 96 printing ascii set could be 
implemented with no difficulty. 
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SYMBOL 

:(sy, x, y, NAME, NAME*) 

The SYl·ffiOL primitive causes the dis
play to execute previously defined 
display code. The code was generated 
by calls to the elements PT LI TX 
and SY, and defined with th~ n~e ' 
NA!1E. The details of the procedure 
for defining code as a sYmbol is 
given in the Display File Control 
section. The symbol is relocatable 
on the screen with its starting point 
being the x-y coordinate pair. 

A symbol is considered local rather 
than global in nature. The internal 
composition is maintained only in the 
display file, not in the data base 
used by the TRAC forms. 

There is no way of distinguishing 
different pieces of a single symbol. 
The light pen function Hill yield 
NA¥~* only, independent of which part 
of the symbol was pointed at and to 
"That depth the sub-routining has gone. 

The justification for this approach 
lies in the original reasons for 
having symbols. Symbols ,,,ere de
Signed to be collectors of unwanted 
data base information. Providing 
such a garbage collecting technique 
was considered a necessity because of 
the limited space available within 
the TRAC form storage area. It is 
also an asset because of the increase 
in system response time due to the 
removal of unnecessary information. 
If global symbols are required it 
is pOSsible to create such a struc
ture within the TRAC frameworJc. 

Display File Control 

The functions of the Display File 
Control primitives are to name, store, 
and delete symbols and to store and 
execute a picture. There are four 
primitives in this group: the first 
names and indicates the beginning of 
a symbol or a picture (PN) 1 the -
second and third indicate the end of 
a symbol (FS or picture ~V)1 and the 
fourth removes all symbols from 
storage (CE). 



PICTURE NAME 

: (PN, NAME) 

This function has two arguments and 
null values. It creates the sJceleton 
structure needed to start a display 
file. It enters NAME, in the appro
priate place and sets the first point
er to the first location available for 
the display file. It also stops the 
display, if it is presently running, 
while the new display code is being 
generated. The function also checles 
all the symbols names presently in 
core. If the same name is found, 
TP~C '-lill respond with an error code 
IIS1 11 typed on the printer. 

FINISH vI0RK AREA 

: (FW) 

The (FN) function indicates the end of 
element functions for the picture de
sired. It adds push jumps to two 
permanent sub-routines for cross
tracJeing and translation. It also 
adds a display jump to the beginning 
of worle area. The display, which 
was turned off with the (PN) function, 
is reinitialized at the beginning of 
the '10rJe area. 

FINISH SYMBOL 

:(F.S) 

This function calculates and inserts 
in the display file a vector to re
turn the x-y coordinates bacJe to 
their original value. This rnaJces the 
symbol closed; i.e., it has the same 
start and end pOint. A pop (return 
from sub-routine) command is also put 
into the display file. The work area 
pointers are changed, so that the 
worle area begins after the new symbol. 

CLEAR CORE 

: (CE) 

The Clear Core function removes all 
the symbols that have been defined. 
Initially, a selective symbol delete 
function "las anticipated. Problems 
arose because of the interdependence 
of one symbol on another. It was 
felt that this function should be 
handled by a TRAC form. Therefore, 
to delete a single symbol all 
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symbols desired should be redefined. 

Display Inout 

The third class of primitives is 
concerned with introducing input 
data into TRAC. The two devices 
presently handled by TracD are the 
push bottons and the light pen. The 
light pen input is separated into 
two distinct functions1 that of in
dicating a particular coordinate 
position on the screen (DC), and that 
of pointing at an element on the dis
play (LP). 

READ PUSH BUTTONS 

:(RB ) 

In the present hardware, there are 
twelve push buttons with lights 
behind each indicating the present 
state of the button. Pressing the 
button complements its state. The 
function (RB) has the value of the 
state of the buttons represented as 
four octal digits. 

DISPLAY COORDINATES 

: (DC) 

The value of the (DC) function is 
two four-digit octal numbers sep
arated by a comma. The t't"l10 numbers 
represent the present x and y coordi
nate position of the traclcing cross. 
The cross is displayed whenever the 
display is running. If push button 
zero is on, the cross will stay un
der the center of the light pen. By 
moving the cross to the desired posi
tion and giving the (DC) function, the 
coordinate pair for that point can be 
got and placed directly in an element 
function. 

LIGHT PEN 

:(LP) 

The light pen function has one 
argument and its value is the contents 
of the light pen name buffer (LP~~). 
The LPJ:-..1B is al't"l1aYs cleared after beinq 
read, so that its contents can only -
be read once. If the buffer is empty 
when the (LP) function is given, the 
function will have null value. 



The purpose of the LP}ID is to hold the 
light pen name, l'JA}1E* I of the last 
element seen by the light pen. 

Evaluation 

The advantages of TracD are dependent 
on the type of system the display is 
in. In the hatched processing com
puter, the TracD SYSte.1TI allo\'Ts the 
user to develop the problem fOrnRlla
tion. Only when the LC is needed will 
it be requested1 most real-time opera
tions v11ll be handled by the SCD-TracD 
system. In the time-shared environment, 
the TracD system aids in reduCing the 
amount of expensive computing time 
and improves response time to most 
real-time requests. 

In a single computer system, it is 
possible to have more than one type 
of display system. For instance, at 
Project Mac, there are three differ
ent SCD systems; namely, the PDP-7 
Kludge, the PDP-7-340 system at the 
Science Teaching Center, and the 338 
system. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to ta]~e programs written for 
one system and run them on another 
without re-programming. The concept 
of display compatibility is, there
fore, very important if the art of 
computer graphics is to advance 
rapidly. Since display manufacturers 
are not lilcely to agree on a single, 
compatible instruction repertoire for 
their displays, it is desirable to 
develop a common representation or 
meta structure, for compatibility. 
One of the important design criteria 
is that it satisfies the compatibility 
constraint. 

The TracD system satisfies the com
~atibility criteria by creating a 
textual represent'ation of the picture. 
The text is stored as seven-bit ascii 
characters whether the SCD has tvTelve, 
sixteen, or eighteen-bit Hard length. 
The graphic elements, although similar 
externallY, must produce the display 
code in the format for the particular 
display device. The clement functions 
l-Jere J{.ept simple to maJce the code 
generation a cimplc tas~c in order to 
maintain the co~ce?t of device inde
pendence .. 

Fu~ctio~s in TracD are also stored in 
a tc}~tual representation. Functions 
or a system of functions ~.·7ri tten for 
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one SCD can be run on any other that 
has TracD implemented. Thus, the 
dataphone communications in both 
directions1 i.e., the functions from 
the LC and the data to the LC are 
compatible independent of the type of 
SCD used as a terminal. The LC , 
therefore, need not }cnow which ter
minal it was talJ{.ing to since they 
all 100J~ identical. 

The concept of compatibility can be 
extrapolated one step further to in
clude terrndnals not belonging to the 
original LC complex. Suppose a 
user at a display terminal at MIT's 
Lincoln Laboratories, normally con
nected to their IBl'-1 360 model 67, 
\vished to process graphic data \'lith 
a program \'lritten for Project Mac's 
Mul tics System. He 'tvould have 
three al ternati ves: I) He could taJce 
the program from Mac and re-program 
it for his machiner 2) He could come 
dO'VTI to Mac and use a terminal here1 
or 3) If he had a TracD system for 
his terminal, he could call ?-1ul tics 
and use the program at his ovm ter
minal. If the latter al ternati ~7e 
'-lere permitted to everyone, a user 
~10uld" not have to spend v'aluable time 
reconstructing an existing system. 
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HELP - AN INTEGRATED DISPLAY SYSTEM 
FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

D. Friesen and J. Taylor 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Abstract 

A set of display programs has been written as an integral part of the 
PEPR film scanning and measuring project. This display system, HELP, serves 
as a major tool in the development of other programs for the film scanning 
project. Included in HELP are real-time displays of program operations, and 
graphic displays of numerical data resulting from operations. Programmer 
interaction via light pen and teletype permits direct investigation and control 
of operating programs. 

* This paper was not received for publication. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SPEECH 
DISPLA YED BY PDP-8 

Morton M. Traum and Edward Della Torre 
American-Standard Research Division 

New Brunswick, New Jersey 

Abstract 

The frequency and amplitude characteristics of live or 
recorded speech are displayed as digital patterns at the t~le
typewriter. By interfacing an Audio Spectral Analyzer wIth 
the PDP-8, digital data produced while speak~ng into a 
microphone is loaded under program control Into the com
puter memory. 

A direct visual display at the teletypewriter of the 
stored data is possible, or reduction and calculation of 
the data according to software instruction may be performed 
prior to print out. The patterns produced serve as an 
important research tool for the analysis of speech. 

Introduction 

Conventionally, devices which analyze 
speech are limited by a priori har~w~re 
assumptions as to which characterIstlc.s .of 
speech are significant for wor~ recognl.tlOn. 
Hardware reduction of speech Informatlon 
lowers high rates of data production to 
values within the capacity of the recording 
apparatus. The recorded data is often fed 
to large computers for compilation and 
analysis. Major hardware modifications 
are commonly required for altering the 
basic assumptions which are found un
suitable. 

The approach taken here was to mini
mize a priori hardwar e limitations on the 
information obtained from speech, and to 
use the computer itself as a rapid data
logging devic e. In addition to displaying 
the stored information directly as recorded, 
the computer may be used to analyze and 
reduce the data according to arbitrary 
software instructions. The flexi-
bility afforded by software logic makes 
the system an ideal research instru-
ment for speech analysis. 

It was found that the fast, but relative
ly small PDP-8 computer could be used 
satisfactorily to present the data in ex
tremedetail or to derive any programmed 
function of the raw speech information. 
Analysis of the results showed patterns in 
the data which were characteristic of the 
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spoken word but relatively independent of 
the speaker. 

Hardware 

Equipment Configuration 

The basic hardware consists of a 
microphone and a magnetic tape recorder 
for voic e input to a digital spectral analyzer, 
which operates on-line with a PDP-8. The 
computer is equipped with an Extend~d 
Ari thmetic Element type 182 for rapId cal
culation. An ASR-35 teletypewriter and 
punch and a 3500 high speed paper tape 
reader are also interfaced with the com
puter. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of 
the equipment configuration. 

Spectral Analyzer 

Operation - The spectral analyzer. uses 
a bank of sixteen frequency bandpas s £llters 
to sample the voice input every millisecond. 
During each sampling period the outp,,:t of 
each filter is represented by one of eIght 
disc rete levels, 0 to 7. Thus three 
bits characterize the energy in each fre
quency band, or "channer'. The group of 
sixteen channels is divided into four sub
groups of four channels each, and, in con
secutive 250 \.l. sec subperiods, the output of 
each successive subgroup is available as a 
twelve -bit-binary number for transfer in 
parallel into the PDP-8 accumulator. 



Control - Although the spectral analyzer 
is continuously sampling the input and mak
ing data available to the computer in digital 
form, transfer of information only occurs 
upon computer command. Associated with 
each four-channel subgroup is a special 
flag to indicate when that subgroup is ready 
for parallel transfer. There are four skip
on-flag instructions and two load instruc
tions' which allow the computer to "or" with 
the contents of the accumulator, the con
tents of any selected subgroup during its 
respective 250 \..I. sec availability period. 
The contents of anyone channel of the sub
group may then be isolated by maski:p.g the 
other nine accumulator bits. 

Software 

Modification of PAL III 

Using the EXPUNGE and FIXTAB 
facility of PAL III, the speech flag-
sensing and channel-loading instructions 
were given mnemonics and incorporated in
to the permanent symbol table. Examples 
of the new instructions are: S5F1, skip on 
speech flag of subgroup 1; SL13, load the 
contents of speech subgroup 1 or 3. Thus 
we write 

CLA 
55F1 
JMP .-1 
SL13 

to load channels 1 through 4 of subgroup 1. 

Real-Time to Paper Tape 

A program has been written to sample 
the spectral analyzer output at the maxi
mum rate until the computer memory is 
filled. The stored channel contents are 
th.en punched out on paper- tape in a special 
binary format. The tape serves as a fixed 
record of the spectral information, and can 
be used in place of live speech data as a 
deterministic input to other speech analysis 
programs. New programs can be tested 
using this facility, and by comparing the 
results of paper tape input with those of re
corded speech, the electronics can be cali
brated and checked for repeatability. 
The data of up to one second of continuous 
speech can be transferred to tape, using 
4K of memory. 

The Phoneme Approac·h 

Theory 

The contents of the sixteen channels in 
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anyone millisecond can be considered to be 
the components of a position vector in a 16-
dimensional space. 

Extensive data analysis revealed that 
succes sive spectral analyzer outputs were 
mostly redundant. That is, the speech vec
tor was observed to remain localized about 
various points for relatively long time in
tervals during the spoken word, while its 
transition between two stable points was 
smooth and rapid. 

The redundancy in human speech allows 
for a more efficient means, than direct 
transfer from spectral analyzer to memory, 
of recording the channel contents as a func
tion of time. By noting the points of sta
bility and when and how long the speech 
vector resides at them, a significant data 
reduction is achieved without much loss in 
information. The points of stability are 
called phonemes, and the measure of 
localization is a distance function called 
the correlation difference. 

Data reduction by the phoneme detection 
method does not invoke a priori assump
tions as to the significant speech character
istics, since it follows from analysis of 
detailed unreduced data. Furthermore, 
since the method is entirely specified by 
software, the system is easily subject to 
variation. 

Procedure 

Under the control of a program entitled 
QPS No. 7 (The 7th in a series of programs 
using the phoneme approach), the system 
allows the enunciation of a word at the mic
rophone' at the tape recorder, or from a 
punched paper tape at the high speed reader. 
The computer detects phonemes during the 
course of speech by determining when the 
corr~lation difference between successive 
spectra (speech vectors) falls below a given 
bound (localizes). A spectrum typical of 
each phoneme is stored in memory, and 
when a given number of phonemes have 
occurred, or when a switch register bit is 
changed, the stored spectra are printed out 
at the teletypewriter. 

A sample of the spectra display of QPS 
No. 7 is shown in Figure 2. The word 
spoken was" six". The spectra are shown 
as a series of lines of data; each line is 
broken into four groups of four digits each. 
Each digit represents a channel content of 
value 0 to 7. The frequencies of the chan
nels represen ted increase from left to 
right, ranging from 30Hz to 17. 5KHz. 



The spectra are arranged so that descending 
lines correspond to increasing time. The 
column of numbers to the right of the spec
tra count the number of phonemes (steady 
states in speech) that have occurred, and 
the number on the far right of a spectrum 
indicates the magnitude of the correlati~n 
difference between the first two spectra 
of the steady state just entered. 

Observations 

The QPS No. 7 program fails to keep 
track of the duration of a phoneme; it does 
not consider slow drift of the speech vector 
beyond the localization bounds as a move
ment from one phoneme to another, and 
it does not scan the spectral analyzer any 
faster than once per three milliseconds 
because of time needed to compute the 
correlation difference. 

Nevertheless, enough significant in
formation is retained in the QPS No. 7 
display to demonstrate many characteris
tic s of a spoken word which are common to 
different speakers. 

Figure 3 shows the display of another 
en unciation of the word" six" by the same 
speaker. Printout of zero energy content 
was ruppresseifor clarity. Comparison with 
Figure 2 shows a strong pattern correla
tion between the displays. Indeed, voicings 
of the same word many times by a large 
variety of speakers yielded patterns easily 
matched with those shown in the figures. 

Further Reduction 

Based on the results of QPS No.7, 
QPS No.8 was written to further reduce 
the characteristics displayed to a few that 
seemed to most favorably characterize the 
spoken word. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the 
highest energy contents localize about 
various channels during the course of the 
word. By tracing the peaks of energy as a 
function of time, a simpler but still signi
ficant picture of the word is obtained. 

The exact location of a peak is depicted 
by numbering the channels from left to 
right, weighting each channel by its con
tents, and finding the mean channel number 
of each peak in the spectrum. 

In place of computing a correlation 
difference to measure the steady state, the 
computer averages the channel contents 
over a given number of successive spectra. 
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The average spectrum so produced is scan
ned for peaks and then compared with the 
previous average spectrum. A count is 
made of how often average spectra repeat. 

A third voicing of the word" six" is 
shown as a QPS No. 8 display in Figure 4. 
The phonemes are numbered at the left, 
and the peaks are shown as the average 
channel numbers multiplied by 10. The 
number to the right of the colon indicates 
the number of times the average spectrum 
repeated. 

Conclusions 

The PDP-8 equipped with only 4K 
of memory and an EAE adequately served 
in the system for analysis and presentation 
of speech data. The methods of data re
duction chosen were not optimal; the soft
ware was written to test the system and to 
show its feasibility as a useful research 
instrument. 

Even in this quic k attempt to deter
mine the system capabilities, data emerged 
which proved es sential in identifying some 
invariants of speech. A successful soft
ware speech recognition system has al
ready been constructed, based just on the 
limited data obtained from the output of 
QPS No.8. 
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ASR-35 WORD SPOKEN: SIX (6) 
KEYBOARD, LOW SPEED POWR=1 
PAPER TAPE READER PHNO=30 

AND PUNCH FLAG=0 
CDBN=2 

MICROPHONE 
0000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0000 0000 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 7 2 0 0001 0001 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 5 7 3 0 0002 0000 

PDP-8 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 4 7 3 0 0003 0001 

SPECTRAL WITH 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 5 7 2 0 0004 0001 

ANALYZER 
EAE TYPE 182 

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 5 7 3 0 0005 0001 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 4 7 3 0 0006 0001 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 5 7 3 0 0007 0000 

MAGNETIC 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 4 7 3 0 0008 0001 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 4 7 3 0 0009 0001 

TAPE 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 4 7 3 0 0010 0001 
000 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 4 0 0 0011 0000 

3500 000 0 0 0 o 0 0 2 0 0 0 o 0 0 0012 02101 
HIGH SPEED 000 0 0 1 6 2 1 6 3 0 0 o 0 0 0013 0001 
PAPER TAPE 000 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 3 0 0 o 0 0 0014 0001 

READER 000 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 2 0 0 o 0 0 0015 0000 
000 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 

'" 
0016 0001 

000 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 2 6 0 0 0017 0001 
Figure 1 Equipment Configuration 000 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 5 6 1 21 0018 00021 

000 0 21 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 5 7 2 0 0019 0001 
000 0 0 0 o 0 0 2 0 2 6 7 2 0 21020 02101 
o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 5 6 I 0 0021 0001 
o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 " 4 6 i 0 0022 00211 
000 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 3 6 0 0 0023 0001 
000 0 0 0 '" 0 0 '" 0 0 '" 2 0 0 0024 0001 

WORD SPOKEN: SIX (6) 
POWR=l Figure 2 A Phoneme Picture of the Word "Six" 
PHNO=30 
fLAG=0 
CDBN=2 
0000 

.4 5 0000 0001 

.5 7 2 0001 0001 
2 .5 7 4 0002 000-1 WORD SPOKEN: SIX 

.5 7 3 0003 0001 SPEC=4 
2 .5 7 3 0004 0001 DELT=3 

.4 7 4 0005 0001 MAXN=250 

.4 7 3 0006 0001 ENDN=50 

.4 7 4 0007 0001 FIRS=I 

.5 7 3 0008 0001 LAST=16 

.4 6 2 0009 0001 TAPE=0 

.4 7 3 0010 0001 1 • '" .4 7 4 0011 02101 2. 137 14 

.4 5 0012 0001 3. 141 7 . .2 5 0013 0001 4 • 136 1 
2 6 .2 7 4 0014 02101 5~ 100 . 2 
1 5 .2 7 4 0015 0000 6. 70-103 . 1 

4 4 3 0016 0000 
. 

7. 70-104-130 
4 3 2 0017 0001 8. 70-104 6 
3 2 0018 0001 9. 70-100 
3 0019 0000 10. 70 " 0020 0001 11. 0 15 

4 . 3 0021 0000 12. 103 
1 .4 5 0022 0001 13. 0 

.4 6 0023 0000 14. 135 29 

.3 6 1 0024 0001 15. 140 
I .4 7 3 0025 0001 16. 0 51 3 .7 7 2 0026 0001 

.5 7 2 0027 0001 REPT= 
3 .6 7 2 0028 0000 

.4 5 0029 0001 

Figure 3 Repetition of the Word, Figure 4 Third Voicing of "Six, " 

"Six," Zero's Withheld Peak Tracing Approach 
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AN ELECTRONIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

Morton M. Traum and Edward Della Torre 
American-Standard Research Division 

New Brunswick, New Jersey 

Abstract 

A speech recognition system for arbitrary vocabulary and 
speaker has been constructed using an Audio Spectral Analyzer 
interfaced with a PDP-So The speaker enunciates a vocabulary 
of arbitrarily chosen words into the microphone while the opera
tor types an identification of each at the keyboard. The computer 
automatically recognizes the subsequent enunciation of any 
vocabulary word and displays its previously inserted identifi
cation at the teletypewriter 

Using only 4K of memory, a satisfying accuracy of recog
nition has been achieved. The software resulting from this 
initial research is subject to optimization which, it is felt, 
will render the system highly comparable to the far more 
elaborate systems common today. 

Introduction 

A system for displaying and analyzing 
the characteristic s of speech I has been 
constructed using an audio spectral analyzer 
interfaced with a PDP-So Speech is intro
duced to the spectral analyzer via a micro
phone or magnetic tape recorder, and upon 
computer command, digital speech informa
tion is transferred in parallel from the 
spectral analyzer to the PDP-S accumula
tor. Reduction of the data is performed 
according to software instruction and the 
essential information stored in computer 
memory. 

Initial research entailed displaying the 
stored information at the teletypewriter 
for analysis and for exploring the potential 
of the speech system. The results of these 
relatively crude first investigations pre
sented enough of the invariant character
istic s of a spoken word to warrant a simple 
attempt at recognition. 

Accordingly, a program was developed 
to compare the data produced while voicing 
a word, with the previously stored data of 
a vocabulary of words. A match of data 
patterns was used as the recognition cri
terion, and a working recognition system 
was achieved. 
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Real-Time Data Handling 

Raw Data 

The spectral analyzer provides eight 
levels (0 to 7) of measuring the energy con
tent of each of sixteen frequency bandpass 
filter s . The voic e is sampled at a one
millisecond rate; the contents of the six
teen filters (often referred to as the 
"channel" contents) during a millisecond 
period are collectively called a spectrum. 

Reduc ed Data 

During speech, the computer is ob
taining raw data from the analyzer and 
averaging the channel contents over a given 
number of successive spectra. The chan
nels of the average spectrum so produced 
are scanned for peaks in energy value, and 
the mean channel loc ation of the peaks are 
finally stored in memory. 

A program 1 entitled QPS No. S dis
plays the data at this point. Figure 1 shows 
a sample of the display resulting from the 
spoken word, "six". The average spectra 
are numbered at the left in the order of 
their occurrence. The peaks are shown as 
the average channel numbers multiplied by 
ten, where the channels have been number
ed from 1 to 16 in order of increasing 
frequency. The number to the right of the 
colon indicates how often the average 



spectrum repeats successively in time. The 
values shown above the spectra govern para
meters such as sensitivity and timing of the 
acquisition-reduction proces s. 

The QPS No. 8 program has been in
corporated into the recognition system, but 
the parameters have been fixed at reason
able values and the teletypewriter display was 
elimim:ted. Instead, the data is kept in a 
special area of memory, and the prollram 
branches to a machine-time reduction and 
pattern-recognition section. 

Defining Speech 

Figure I shows that spectrum number 2 
contains a single peak at channel 13. 8, and 
has occurred 6 times in succession. Number 
26 indicates that 18 average spectra have 
passed in which none of the sixteen filters 
have averaged at least an energy level of 1. 
Such blank spectra have been shown to occur 
repeatedly before and after speech, and 
their occurrence can be used to define the 
bounds of the spoken word. For example, 
speech is considered to have ended in this 
system when 50 blank spectra occur suc
cessively. 

Treatment After Speech 

Reduction 

After the word is voiced and the reduced 
data stored in memory, further reduction of 
the data takes place. Blank spectra and 
spectra which have not repeated significant
ly are eliminated, and the remaining spectra 
are weighted to a normal on the basis of 
their repeated successive occurrence. 

Figure 2 shows the reduced and nor
malized data at this point for the word" six" . 
The "M" of spectrum number 7 indicates 
that some of the eleven spectra with peaks 
at channel 13. 4 have interspersed in time 
with some of the twenty-two spectra with 
peaks at 13.7. Eleven and twenty-two are 
normalized indications of the recurrence 
of the spectra. 

Vocabulary Construction 

If the system is being used in the vo
cabulary-formation mode, the operator 
types an ASCII identification at the keyboard 
before the word is voiced. After the voicing, 
the data is reduced as described above and 
moved along with its ASCII to a special sec
tion of memory. 
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Recognition 

If the system is being used in the re
cognize mode, the pattern of reduced and 
normalized spectra of the voiced word is 
compared to the spectral pattern of each 
vocabulary word. Correlation is done on a 
spectrum-by-spectrum basis, and a score 
is kept of the number of matches the test 
word makes with each vocabulary word. 
Recognition occurs basically as a function 
of the highest score. The ASCII, as sociated 
with the vocabulary word that is selected as 
the best match, is printed at the· teletype
writer. 

Software 

Organization of Memory 

Figure 3 shows how the computer mem
ory has been divided into sections for the 
various functions of the recognition system. 

It should be pointed out again that the 
programs were written quickly to obtain a 
feel for the system capabilities, and that 
emphasis was placed on research rather 
than on engineering achievement. There
fore, the program construction allows for 
easy changes in values of many key para
meters. Effort was not given to achieving 
minimum instruction space conditions. 
Nevertheless, a sizable portion of memory 
is not used by the recognition system. 

New Language 

The recognition program has been 
written as an operating system with its own 
interpretive language. The interpretive 
commands can be introduced into the PAL 
III permanent symbol table, and programs 
written in the new language may be compiled 
and loaded as binary tapes over the oper
ating system. As shown in Figure 3, these 
programs may be written anywhere from 
location 2f/Jf/J to location 777. 

For example, a program which types 
out a list of the current vocabulary words 
and spectral patterns is 

*2f/Jf/J 
REVIEW 
HLT CLA 
JMP -2 
$ 

A program which allows the operator 
to read in a vocabulary and then to voice a 
series of words for recognition, is 



~:~ 2(/J(/J 
VOCAB 
RECOG 
SELECT 
JMP .-2 
$ 

Other interpretive commands give the 
operator the facility to examine patterns or 
move them from one section of memory to 
another, to compare the scores used in 
selecting the best match, or to perform a 
number of other operations es sential to the 
research. 

Results 

The accuracy of word recognition was 
a function of the nature and size of the vo
cabulary. 

When the digits zero through nine were 
entered three times as a vocabulary, recog
nition accuracy averaged 93% for the ori
ginal speaker, and 80% for other speakers. 
Sex and dialect had little bearing upon these 
figures. By eliminating digits which were 
sources of confusion, ego four which was 
confused with one, and nine which was con
fused with five, accuracy improved to 98% 
for the original speaker. 

By reading the digits five times into the 
vocabulary, accuracy for the original speaker 
increased to about 96%, and after eliminating 
confusing digits, to about 99%. 

A vocabulary of up to 55 single-syllable 
words could be stored in the 4K memory 
Inachine. Recognition time was less than 
one second from the end of speech. 

Expectations 

Considering the results obtained as 
coming from an unoptimized software sys
tern that uses only a few characteristic s of 
speech invariance, it is felt that the poten
tial for an extremely accurate speech re
cognition system is quite high. 

Should a more sophh;ticated software 
system not suffice, use could be made of a 
pitch frequency detector that is interfac ed 
to the PDP-8. In addition, the computer is 
equipped with an analogue-to -digital con
verter which could prove useful in detecting 
zero-crossings in the amplitude of the voice 
input. Finally, the spectral analyzer can be 
wired to the Program Interrupt System for 
greater recognition speeds. 
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WORD SPOKEN: SIX 
SPEC=3 
DELT=l 
MAXN =250 
ENDN=50 
FIRS=5 
LAST=15 
TAPE=0 
1 • 0 
2. 138 6 
3. 136 3 
4. 138 
5. 136 
6. 139 
7. 137 
8. 135 
9. 137 . 2 . 
1" • 139 
1 1 • 137 2 
12. 139 13 
13. 137 2 
14. 113 
1 5. 100-140 
16. 100 
17. 103 
18. 105 
19. 103 
20. 6£-103 
21. 68-HH 
22. 71-103 7 
23. 70-101 
24. 70-104 
25. 70 : 7 
26. 0 18 
27. 102 
28. 10~~ . 3 . 
29. 140 
30. 136 
31 • 134 
32. 137 3 
33. 135 
34. 137 4 
35. 139 1 
36. 137 2 
37. 1~, 5 
38. 138 3 
39. 135 4 
40. 137 7 
41 • 135 1 
42. L~E .3 
43. 140 1 
44. n 51 11., 

REPT= 

Figure 1 QPS No. 8 Display of the Word "Six" 



SIX 

1 • 137 · 24 · 2. 140 : M: . 14 . 
3. 75-103 · 3 · 4. 72-103 · 5 · 5. 70 . 2 . 
6. 137 · 22 · 7 • 134 : M: 1 1 

Figure 2 

Reduced and Normalized 
Data for the Word "Six" 
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·FREE (LOADERS) 

VOCABULARY WORD 
SPECTRAL DATA 

STORAGE 

TEST WORD 
SPECTRAL DATA 

INSTRUCTIONS 

FREE 

INSTRUCTIONS 

7777 

7600 

4600 

4000 

1000 

200 

0 

Figure 3 Organization of Memory 



APPENDIX 1 

DECUS SPRING SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM 

Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 

April 14, 15, 1967 

FRIDAY - APRIL 14, 1967 

8:30 - 9:50 
REGISTRATION 

10:00 

10:15 

10:30 

11 :00 

11 :30 

11 :45 

12:30 

OPENING 
Professor Donald A. Molony, Chairman 

WELCOME 
Professor J. L. Potter 
Chairman, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Rutgers University 

Review of Display Activity - Representa
tive from Digital Equipment Corporation 
Display Marketing Department 

Software Support for a PD P-4/340 Display 
Configuration 
H. Qu intin Foster, Jr., 
Department of Defense 

Displays for Studying Signal Detection and 
Pattern Recognition 
Toy lor L. Booth, Robert Glorioso, Robert 
Levy, James Walter, and Herbert Kaufman 
University of Connecticut 

COFFEE 

A Status Report on the Appl ication of Pro
cessor Controlled Color Displays in Signal 
Analysis - 1957 to 1967 
Charlton M. Walter, Air Force Cambridge 
Research Laboratories 

Systems Analysis of DEC 338 Programmed 
Buffered Display 
Stephen F. Lundstrom, 
University of Michigan 

1: 15 

2:30 

3:10 

3:40 

4:10 

4:45 

6:30 

7:30 
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LUNCH 
University Commons Faculty Dining Room 

Graphic Part Programming for Numerical 
Control Machine Tools 
James A. Snow, The Boeing Company 

Enhancements to a Time-Shared Operating 
System 
R. N. Freedman, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology 

The Computer Display in a Time-Sharing 
Environment 
Thomas P . Skinner, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Project MAC 

X-Y Graph Production and Manipulation 
J. W. Brackett and R. Kaplow, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

DISCUSSION SESSIONS 

Computer-Aided Design 

General PDP-6 Discussion Session 

COCKTAIL HOUR 
Brunswick Inn - Winchester Room 

DINNER 
Brunswick Inn - Winchester Room 



9:00 - 9:30 
REGISTRATION 

SATURDAY - APRIL 15, 1967 

2:30 

9:30 

9:35 

10:00 

10:30 

11 :00 

11 :15 

11 :45 

12:15 

1 :30 

2:00 

(For those who did not register on Friday.) 

OPENING - SATURDAY SESSION 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
Ivan E. Sutherland, Harvard University 

Image Processing of Biological Specimens 
Stephen Lorch, Mass. General Hospital 
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